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A Message to the Members of the State Bar:

It has been evident for many years that the lawyers of

the State of Oklahoma, were in need of some organization

publication, but for many reasons, and the small member-

ship in the Oklahoma State Bar Association, all the law-

yers of the State could not be reached; but since the advent,

of the State Bar of Oklahoma, it is now possible to have a

publication, though small to start with, that will reach all

the lawyers in the state; by means of this publication, we

hope that we will be able to keep the Bar acquainted with

just what is being done by the State Bar and your Board of

Governors; and we wish to invite all constructive criti-

cisms and suggestions; we want you all to help us make

this an efficient publication.

The Editors.
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ANALYSIS OF OPPOSITION TO THE STATE BAR ACT.

So far as the Board of Governors of the State Bar have been advised, there is
widespread endorsement of the "Self-governing Bar Act," passed by the last Leg-
islature, under which the Board is now functioning. Almost unanimous approval
of the Act was expressed by lawyers from various sections of the state in attend-
ance upon the last meeting of the old voluntary Bar Association, and the first
meeting of the new and self-governing Bar Association held at Oklahoma City
on the 10th and 11th of January of this year.

As is to be expected, there is, of course, opposition to the Act among certain
members of the bar, and we believe that it is opportune at this time to analyze,
as fairly as possible, this opposition.

In the first place it is a well recognized fact that the members of the legal
profession are, by training, probably the most conservative of any vocation or
profession, and it would not be surprising that certain members of the profession
should honestly and conscientiously be against anything that savors of an ex-
periment or change. Such members of the bar need no regulating themselves, and
seem to consider the passage of such an act a reflection against themselves and
their profession. Many of this type are among the best and most ethical mem-
bers of the bar.

And then, of course, is that element of the bar, fortunately greatly in the
minority, who have no conception of the responsibility, either moral or ethical, a
lawyer owes to the bench and bar and the citizenship of the state whose personal
and property rights are largely entrusted to the keeping of the legal profession.

Some of them possibly are criminals themselves who have entered the profession
to enhance their opportunities to successfully pursue their criminal instincts.

It is from this latter class that an insidious propaganda is being spawned and
circulated for the purpose of undermining the efficient and effective working of
the machinery set up under this Act to assist in benefiting the best interests of
the profession and the people of the state at large.

A sample of this false propoganda is the report being circulated in certain sec-
tions of the State that complaints are being made generally against the members
of the bar on trivial and manufactured grounds by disgruntled clients, and by
those against whom attorneys have, in the course of their profession, prosecuted
causes; and that the Board of Governors and the various Administrative Boards
are encouraging such complaints, and are intending to and, in fact, are about to
disbar hundreds of lawyers in the State, etc., etc.

This self-governing association has been functioning since last October, quiet-
ly but industriously and, we hope, effectively. While numbers of complaints have
been lodged against members of the profession, and all have been carefully con-
sidered and examined, there have been but very few disbarments, and such as
there are have not been advertised from the "house tops." There has been no
sensationalism; innocent lawyers have been protected against wrongful attacks,
and vindicated of false and malicious charges.

Since the passage of this law, members of the profession have been giving
serious thought to the great responsibility cast upon them by this Act 'which, in
effect, puts lawyers of the state on their honor.

As to the charge that this Act is another attempt to interfere with individual
or professional liberty, may we suggest that, quite to the contrary, it is the taking
away from the profession of outside interference and the placing of the members
of the profession on their own honor; in fact, the invoking of the Honor System.
The lawyers of the state are by this Act charged with the responsibility of set-
ting their own "house in order."

A self-governing bar act is not an untried experiment. State Bars have been
organized under statutory authority in Alabama, California, Idaho, Oklahoma,
Nevada, New Mexico and North Dakota; and, a movement is on foot now to con-
sider a uniform State Bar Act which may be adopted in the various states of the
Union.

The first conference of representatives of official State Bars will be held in
Washington, D. C., on May 7th, which is the first day of the American Law Insti-
tute Annual Meeting. The meeting is under the auspices of the Conference of Bar
Association Delegates and approved by the American Bar Association.

"PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE"
As President of the Oklahoma State Bar,

complaints and rumors of complaints have
come to me from numerous sources to the ef-
fect that certain provisions of the State Bar
Act and certain rules of professional conduct
adopted by the Board of Governors in pursu-
ance thereof, are being improperly used for
the revengeful purpose of oppressing or dis-
crediting certain members of the bar.

Speaking for all members of said Board, I
wish to refute these charges and rumors and
to allay any misgivings as to our intentions in
administering the provisions of said Act. Our
main purposes are to raise the ethical stand-

ard of the Oklahoma Bar and, in some way,
to bring about a more efficient and satisfac-
tory administration of justice in this State.

In my address to the joint meeting of the
old and new bar associations on February 22,
1930, I laid down the following premises:

"Speaking in general terms, the reforms
sought to be accomplished by this enact-
ment may be stated as follows:

First: To raise the educational standard
both academic and legal, of applicants for
admission to practice law in this State,
and especially to abolish and terminate
for all time the unwarranted and demoral-
izing custom of admitting on motion
(without examination) certain applicants
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who possess little or no legal qualifica-
tions.

Second: To purge the Oklahoma Bar of
the comparatively few members who have
committed crimes involving moral turpi- 
tude, or whose course of conduct has not
been in accord with the recognized stan-
dard of professional ethics.

Third: To inspire in all lawyers of this
State a desire for a higher and better code
of ethics, to the end that our standard of
professional conduct shall be inferior to
that of no other State Bar.

Fourth: To create a spirit of co-opera-
tion and better fellowship among the
members of the Bar, and between them
and the courts, as nothing is better set-
tled in the realm of jurisprudence than
that a lack of mutual respect and confi-
dence between Bench and Bar tends to
impair and obstruct the proper and effi-
cient administration of justice; * * *

Fifth: As specifically stated in Section
23 of the Act, "to aid in the advance of
the science of jurisprudence and in the im-
provement of the administration of jus-
tice."

Then, to show that the same questions are
engaging national attention, I quote, among
other things, the following statement from
the address of Honorable Gurney E. Newlin,
President of the American Bar Association,
delivered , at the last (Memphis) meeting
thereof:

"We are brought together mainly for a
common desire, first and foremost, to
raise the ethical standards of the Bar and
qualifications for admission, and second,
to somehow simplify and lessen our tasks
by more uniform laws and effective pro-
cedure."

From the first acceptance of the idea of bar
integration in California the history of the
movement has been one of dramatic occur-
rences. During more than five months of this
year's legislative session the California State
Bar has been fighting its battles in that assem-
bly, and also for as long a period has been
defending its right to exist in the highest
court. Recent information supports the be-
lief that the State Bar is now emerging into a
period of calm assurance. Fate has dealth
kindly with `this institution, as it often does
when a gallant fight is made.

The Bar has been entirely successful in
obtaining needed amendments to its basic act,
adopted in 1927. Governors will now hold
their office for two years instead of one. The

As above indicated, the special message I
wish to convey to all members of our new as-
sociation is that neither your Board of Gov-
ernors nor any administrative committee has
any desire or disposition to use the disclipin-
ary measures provided in our rules of profes-
sional conduct to inflict unjust punishment on
any lawyer. In fact, our desire is to help and
encourage members of the bar to follow the
path of rectitude and fair dealing, leading to
the goal of higher ideals and a better admin-
istration of justice, rather than to discipline
them on insufficient evidence. Of course,` in
cases where the evidence is convincing that
certain memb-rs have been guilty of unethical
conduct, or have committed offenses involving
moral turpitude, we shall fearlessly do our
duty by imposing what we conceive to be just
and proper penalties therefor.

But we heartily concur in the following de-
clarations of Honorable Joseph J. Webb of
San Francisco, California, in his address to
the Oklahoma State Bar meeting on February
21st, 1930:

"No lawyer need fear the action of the
administrative committees or the action
of the Board of Governors if he be inno-
cent. The Board of Governors will lean
backwards in favor of the accused attor-
ney, and that is natural and prabably
right. They did that, so much so, that our
State Supreme Court (California) has on
three occasions said that the' penalty
might have been more severe than the
penalty meted out by the Board of • Gover-
nors."

procedure in disciplinary cases is simplified.
This work begins with what are called
"local administrative committees." Changes
in the law now eliminate findings of fact; per-
mit local administrative committees to be
divided into sections, each with such powers
as may be prescribed by the Board of Gov-
ernors; permit disclipinary proceedings to be
brought in the country where the member
maintains his office, as well as in the county
of his residence; limits the power of local
administrative committees with respect to in-
vestigations to matters arising in their re-
spective counties; gives to every member of
the local administrative committee or unit or
section thereof, as well as members of the
board, power to administer oaths and issue
subpoenas.

The State Bar has had a committee at work
for some time drafting a revision of the cor-
poration laws; which are archaic and need-
lessly prevent incorporation in that state. At
the recent session the Bar sponsored a suc-
cessful measure to permit of submitting a
constitutional amendment, the effect of which
is to give the legislature power to remedy the
situation at its next biennial session.

It would appear that the programme for
raising standards of legal education espoused
by the State Bar and submitted to the Su-
preme Court for approval affronted legislators
more than any of the numerous things which
the Bar has done. At any rate a bill was
passed which would take from the Bar and
the Supreme Court all power to determine
educational qualifications and requirements
for admission.

Bar Act Held Constitutional
The newspapers have kept the entire coun-

try informed about the impeachment of Judge
Carlos S. Hardy, of Los Angeles, who ad-
mitted that he had received a considerable
sum of money in connection with the affairs
of Mrs. Aimee Semple McPherson. Before
the legislature was in session the State Bar
started an investigation of this matter. Be-
fore going far the judge declined to answer
questions and disputed the right of the Bar
to investigate. When a Superior Court judge
declined to compel Judge Hardy to testify
the Bar applied to the Supreme Court for a
writ of mandate.

The suit was fought hard with distinguished
counsel on both sides. The defense urged a
long line of objections to the validity of the
Sate Bar, act. The decision of this suit, by
a unanimous court, while holding that a judge
was beyond the disciplinary powers of the

"That society is rotten where one citizen as
against another can overpower him or under-
mine him by law wielded with an uneven hand.
Only the blind, cruel or the unjust in heart can
wink the eye at this unnamable curse."-Lord
Shaw.

0

"The three man requisites of a lawyer are
learning, diligence, and integrity; but the
greatest of these is integrity."—In Re: Duncan.

64 S. C. 482
42 S. E. 433

State Bar, nevertheless upheld the act as
against every attack. The decision was
merely an interpretation of powers, and leaves
the State Bar free from responsibility for the
conduct of judges, which seems quite desirable,
especially in view of the power of impeach-
ment provided by the constitution, to say
nothing of the judicial recall law. The need
for interpretation grew out of the California
law which forbids judges to practice law, but
in another place appears to define the practice
of law as the trying of cases in court.

The court declares in this opinion, written
by Mr. Justice Richards, that it was perfectly
competent for the legislature to set up the
State Bar as a public corporation, because of
the public character of the profession of the
law.

The opinion comments at some length upon
the long history of the legal profession and' its
intimate relation to the administration of jus-
tice. Without the Bar, Mr. Justice Richards
indicates, the courts would find it difficult to
function and the orderly administration of -jus-
tice would be impossible.

In commenting upon the power of control
and discipline lodged by the legislature in the
State Bar, the court says:

"The membership, character and conduct of
those entering and engaging in the legal pro-
fession have long been regarded as the proper
subject of legislative regulation and control;
and it has never heretofore been considered,
so far as we have been made aware, that, at
least in. this commonwealth, the exercise of a
reasonable degree of regulation and control
over the profession and practice of the law
constituted an intrusion into the domain of
our state organization constitutionally assigned
to the judicial department thereof."

"There are 120,000 lawyers in the United
States. We have the loosest organization of
any craft in the country. It is partly due to
the ultra-individualism of the legal mind. Law-
yers have great power for leadership, but some-
times show an ineptitude for team work. Yet
team work among lawyers is the hope of this
situation. In an age of organization, when or-
ganization is the keynote of American life, and
everything is organized—organized power, or-
ganized influence, organized capital, organized
labor—where does the bar stand?" — Hugh
Henry Brown. .

CALIFORNIA BAR ACT HELD VALID
Leading Case Holds Legislature Has Power to Regulate Bar—Bar Not

Responsible However for Conduct of Judge—
Basic Act Lately. Improved
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REPORT OF MEETINGS OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS
(We wil

the attempt of Commissioners aand bring the minutes up to date from issue e appointment
 of

Perhaps no better answer can be furnished
than that which suggests itself from the re-
sults already accomplished since the State Bar
act became operative on July 29, 1927.

We may not like to admit it, but the fact
remains that, through various causes, among
which might be mentioned low professional
standards, commercialism, unethical conduct,
lax admission examinations, inadequate pre-
legal requirements, in some instances incom-
petency and even dishonesty, the bar had
fallen in public esteem and confidence. To
remedy this situation, which was getting no
better very fast, the idea of a self-governing
bar, one that would be all-inclusive and uni-
fied, was given a practical application in the
adoption of the State Bar act, which places
where it belongs, the duty and responsibility
upon the bar of keeping itself clean, and re-
storing itself to that respect which belongs to
a profession dedicated to man's highest mis-
sion on earth, the administration of justice.

The voluntary state bar was impotent to
carry on its high purposes and noble aspira-
tions, because it was composed only of a
small minority of those eligible to its member-
ship. The bar of California is composed of
upwards of ten thousand lawyers. The old
California Bar Association, a spendid but
purely voluntary association, had, when ab-
sorbed by the State Bar act, only about fifteen
per cent of this number on its roll of mem-
bership. Manifestly the California Bar Asso-
ciation was a minority organization, it could
only speak for a maximum of fifteen hundred
members of the bar, but frequently. for a much
smaller number. Its meetings were seldom at-
tended by more than five hundred members,
but more often by much less than this number.
It was rare indeed that its important conclu-

Hughes Takes Oath as Chief Justice
Charles Evans Hughes was inducted into the

office of Chief Justice of the United States
Supreme Court on February 24, filling the va-
cancy created by the resignation of William
Howard Taft, the man who, as President, first
appointed him to the Supreme bench as an
Associate Justice twenty years ago. The cer-
emony was simple but impressive.

sions were reached with unanimity; more fre-
quently a decision was arrived at by a close-
ly divided vote. A result obtained in this fash-
ion from a small percentage of about fifteen
per cent of the entire bar could hardly be said
to reflect the consensus of opinion of the en-
tire bar of the state. A virile state bar, one
that can speak authoritatively, and, in the
language of Mr. Hughes, "with a commanding
voice," one that has the power under the law
to enforce its mandates, one that has alike the
confidence and respect of the profession and
the laity, must be self-governing, all inclusive
and unified.

Much of the time of the Board of Governors
has been consumed in disciplinary matters—
this was unavoidable when we consider that
when the State Bar act became operative it
took over the unfinished work of grievance
committees throughout the state. Los Angeles
alone dumped into the hopper over three hun-
dred undisposed cases. This "congested cal-
endar" is gradually being cleared, and as
there is a marked decrease in new complaints,
the time is approaching when disciplinary
matters will occupy a secondary place in the
activities of the Board. It will then be able
primarily to direct its thoughts "to aid in the
advance of the science of jurisprudence, and
in the improvement of the administration of
justice." California may well be proud of
the improved tone of its bar, since the State
Bar act has become not merely an ideal, but a
living, practical, workable reality, whose ex-
istence is consecrated to the uplift of the legal
profession, whose aims are to restore the bar
to its former high estate, and whose ambition
is to assist in the administration of justice.

—Eugene Daney.

Mr. Justice Holmes, senior member of the
court, made the announcement of Mr. Taft's
resignation and the appointment of Mr.
Hughes, and directed the clerk of the court to
administer the judicial oath to the new Chief
Justice. No Bible was used. Complying with
the practice in federal courts, Mr. Hughes
raised his right hand, read the oath, and then
signed it for the records,

The Board of Governors appointed by the
Governor of the State of Oklahoma and the
ex officio Board of Commissioners of The
State Bar of Oklahoma met in their first ses-
sion August 1, 1929.

Present:
J. R. Keaton,
H. R. Stanley,
Edgar A. deMeules, and
Alger Melton.

The Board was organized by electing J. R.
Keaton as Chairman, H. R. Stanley as Vice-
chairman and Alger Melton, Secretary. Tem-
porary offices were established at 824 Com-
merce Exchange Building.

Rules and regulations were adopted govern-
ing the first election of the Board of Govern-
ors, which were to be mailed to each attorney
appearing on the roll of the Supreme Court of
the State of Oklahoma.

Saturday, October 5, 1929 was fixed as the
date of the organization meeting of The State
Bar. An official seal of the Board was adopt-
ed and the chairman was directed to procure
the proper record books for the purpose of
keeping the proceedings of the meetings of
the Board of Governors.

"We extend to you our heartiest greeting
and trust that through cooperation, we may
be of mutual benefit "—Missouri Bar Journal,
Frank P. Barker, Managing Editor.

The administration of justice is the concern
of the whole community, but it is the special
concern of the Bar. We are ministers of jus-
tice and no lawyer is worthy of any reputation
in the profession, whatever his ability may be,
if he does not regard himself first and last as

Present:

J. R. Keaton,
Alger Melton,
Edgar A. deMeules.

Honorable H. R. Stanley having resigned, the

Honorable J. H. Gordon of McAlester was

elected to the Board of Commissioners and

Board of Governors to fill said vacancy.

Meeting of Board of Commissioners held

September 21, 1929.

Present:

J. R. Keaton,

Alger Melton,

J. H. Gordon, and

Edgar A. deMeules.

It was ordered that the judges of the Courts

and of the State of Oklahoma might be en-

rolled as either active or inactive members,.

with all the privileges of such members, but

that the regulatory and disciplinary provis-

ions of said Board were not applicable to said

judges during their term of office

a minister of justice in the community in

which he practices.—Charles E. Hughes.

EXPERIENCED
Legal Stenographer,

Court Reporter
j	 Desires permanent position.

Law School Graduate.
i	 Address Box 64, Alva, Okla.

—o-
It-was further ordered that the Board of

Meeting held on September 14, 1929, at 824 Commissioners recommend the same to the

Commerce Exchange Building. 	 Board of Governors of The State Bar.

WHY A UNIFIED STATE BAR?
(The reply to this query was written by a member of the Board of Governors of the
California State Bar and published in the State Bar Journal for June, 1929.)
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Nevada Supreme Court Sustain State Board Act

to problems confronting the bar in the various
districts.

The exact place of holding these luncheons
will be announced during the morning session
on Friday the 19th.

drawing from the Supreme Court its statu-
tory or Inherent power to disbar or suspend
am attorney; that the board of governors
or an local administrative committee's acts
in the performance of their prescribed
powers relating to the disbarment or sus-
pension of an attorney as merely an 'in-
termediary agency' for the taking of evi-
dence and reporting thereon to this court,
their findings or recommendations are
merely 'recommendatory' and not final and
do not and cannot amount to a judgment
of disbarment or suspension. The proced-
ure conforms to the common law."

In passing upon the fourth question, the
court stated:

"The petitioner contends generally that
the State Bar Act, as a whole, is violative
of the fundamental principles of our gov-
ernment in that those engaged in the prac-
tice of law are compelled to accept mem-
bership in a corporation in order to prac-
tice their profession. This contention fur-
nishes the most popular criticism of the
members of the profession opposed to the
law. As hereinabove stated, the member-
ship, character and conduct of those enter-
ing and engaging in the legal profession
has, since the inception of our state gov-
ernment, been regarded as the proper sub-
ject of legislative regulation and control ;
the right to follow any of the common in-
dustrial occupations of life does not ex-
tend to the pursuit of professions or voca-
tions of such a nature as to require pecu-
liar skill or supervision for the public wel-
fare. In the adoption and approval of the
legislation under review, the legislature
evidently considered that the time had
come in the administration of the law that
attorneys and counselors at law, who con-
stitute an integral and indispensable unit
in the administration of justice, should be
organized as a body politic, with delegated
police power subject to the control of the
supreme court and the legislature for the
benefit of the public welfare in a matter
of great public concern."

In this case the findings and recommenda-
tions of the board of governors of the State
Bar of Nevada were approved and confirmed.

y:

On October 18, 1930, the Supreme Court of
the State of Nevada in the cause entitled: "In
the Matter of Frank B. Scott," speaking
through Justice Sanders of that court, handed
down an opinion sustaining the Act of the Leg-
islature of 1928 creating the "State Bar of
Nevada," holding the same to be constitution-
al. The questions raised by the respondent

were:

(1) That the Act was in violation of the
Constitution relating to the creation of cor-
porations by special acts.

(2) That the Act was in violation of the
Constitution relative to "due process of law."

(3) That the Act was in violation of the
Constitution relating to the distribution of the
powers of government, and

(4) That the same was "inimitable to the
fundamental principles of government in that
by legislative enactment the members of the
legal profession are compelled to accept mem-
bership in a corporation in order to follow the
calling of their choice."

The court briefly, in passing upon the ques-
tions raised, held:

"A constitutional provision against the
passage of special acts( conferring corpor-
ate powers applies in strictness only to
purely private corporations, and that such
a corporation as the State Bar is a public
or governmental corporation, as contra-
distinguished from private corporations."

In ,passing upon the second question, the
court stated:

"The petitioner contends that the State
Bar Act is unconstitutional in that it de-
prives the petitioner of his property—the
right to practice his profession without due
process of law in violation of both the
state and federal constitutions. We are
not prepared to concede that the right to
practice law is a 'property' right. It is
held to be a 'privilege' subject to the con-
trol of the legislature and limited to per-
sons of good moral character, with special
qualifications ascertained and certified, as
prescribed by law."

In passing on the next question, the court
stated:

"Nothing in this Act contained shall be
construed as limiting or altering the pow-
ers of the courts of this state to disbar or
discipline members of the bar as this power
at present exists. Section 26 forms the
basis of this proceeding, and if we are cor-
rect in the conclusion that the section is
not to be construed as even partially with-

Something New In Bar
Meetings

In order to afford members of the Bar at-
tending the annual meeting a greater oppor-
tunity of getting together and discussing
problems in their localities, there will be nine
separate luncheons held Friday Noon, Decem-
ber 19th. One luncheon for each Supreme
Court Judicial district.

All members are urged to attend these
luncheons, as the Supreme Court Justice of
each district has been asked to attend, and
this will give everyone a chance to know the
other lawyers in his district much better; and
a round table discussion will be carried on, as

Honorable Charles A. Boston
To Speak At Annual

Meeting

The program committee in charge of the
annual meeting to be, held in Oklahoma City,
December 19th and 20th, are definitely advised
that the newly elected president of the Amer-
ican Bar Association Charles A. Boston will
arrange to be present at this meeting.

Mr. Boston will be the speaker of the eve-
ning December 19th.

The committee feels highly honored in be-
ing able to have Mr. Boston here, and it is
hoped that as many members of the bar as
possible will hear his message.

November Meeting Held at Ardmore
Seventy-five attorneys from Ardmore, Ma- hers of the Carter county Bar association de-

dill, Wilson, Marietta and Sulphur braved the dared to be one of the "best meeting our as-
downpour of rain to attend what local mem- sociation has ever held," which was staged at
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the Hotel Ardmore dining room Friday night,
November 28th.

A dinner, honoring the board of governors
of the State Bar was the feature attraction.
The meeting was strictly a get-together rally
and was carried out on that basis.

Andrew B. Riddle, as chairman of the Cart-
er County Bar association, had invited the
board of governors of the state organization
to hold its regular monthly meeting in Ard-
more. He presided as toastmaster at the ban-
quet. He assured the visitors of their cord-
ial welcome to Ardmore, and Judge Alger

The Supreme Court of California on June
30th handed down an interesting decision re-
garding advertising by a member of the Bar,
in which it upheld the rule of the State Bar of
California which is patterned on Canon 27 of
the American Bar Association's Canons of
Professional Ethics. The proceeding was to
review an order of the Board of Bar Govern-
ors recommending the suspension of the peti-
tioner as an attorney at law for violation of
Rule 2 of the Rules of Professional Conduct of
the State Bar, prohibiting the solicitation of
professional employment by advertising. The
attorney in question had inserted a card in a
daily newspaper, containing the words,
"Advice Free."

In the decision the Court brushed aside the
contention that the legislature, by reason of
the inhibitions of Sec. 1 of Art. III of the Con-
stitution, could not delegate the power to for-
mulate and enforce rules of professional con-
duct, by pointing out that these rules became
the rules of the Supreme Court, on its approv-
al of them, and it unquestionably has the in-

herent power to make reasonable rules and
regulations for the members of the Bar. The
petitioner had, however, further argued that
the rule against advertising was an unreason-
able regulation, and on this point the Court
very pertinently said:

"(3) Petitioner earnestly argues that rule
2 which prohibits the solicitation of profes-
sional employment by advertisement is an un-

reasonable regulation. He argues that inas-

much as advertising is universally regarded as

Melton of Chickasha responded with a suitable
response.

J. R. Keaton, president of the board of gov-
ernors, spoke on the workings of the associa-
tion. His address was heard with a great deal
of interest by the association. Mr. Keaton is
a resident of Oklahoma City.

The 13 members of the board were intro-
duced and each spoke briefly.

Routine business occupied. the attention of
the board at its two-day meeting, which con
eludedits session on Saturday.

a legitimate activity, an activity indispensable
to the success of business concerns, it follows
that a rule prohibiting the solicitation of pro-
fessional employment by advertising is unrea-
sonable. In support of his contention he states
that 'No amount of preaching can alter the
cold, indisputable fact that the law has ceased
to be a sacrosanct profession and has become
a highly competitive business.' It is admit-
ted, of course, that the rule is not arbitrary
and discriminatory with reference to the mem-
bers of the legal profession for it applies to
each and every .member member with equal
force. The point made, therefore, is that the
rule is discriminatory against the legal profes-
sion as a whole in that the members are pro-
hibited from doing that which others in com-
mercial occupations and in business are per-
mitted to do as a matter of course.

"In the consideration of the reasonableness
of this rule, it should be borne in mind that it
is a rule • proposed and promulgated by the
members of the profession itself, and is not a
rule forced upon the profession by a law-mak-
ing body not in sympathy, perhaps, with the
problems of the legal profession. The State
Bar Act was passed as the result of an insist•
ent demand for a more effective maintenance
of proper professional standards. By said act
The State Bar; consisting of all members of
the legal profession entitled to practice law in
this state, was charged with the duty of keep-
ing its own house in order—with responsibil-
ity for the qualifications, ,conduct„ and , disci-
pline of its members. (15 Cal. Law Review,

313). It should also be borne in mind that this
,rule is not a 'hang-over' from the 16th and
17th century 'when (to quote from petitioner's
brief) social and economic conditions were
entirely different from those which pre-
vail in the twentieth century in the United
States.' It was approved by the Supreme
Court on May 24, 1928, and having been adopt-
ed by the representatives of The State Bar
may be presumed to represent the ideas and
attitude ,of the legal profession as a whole. It
is perhaps by virtue of the fact that the pro-
fession of the law has come to be considered
by some attorneys solely as 'a highly compe-
titive business' that it became necessary to
give legal sanction to a rule which had here-
tofore been enforced merely by public opinion.

"It is obvious, we think, that the legal pro-
fession does stand in a peculiar relation to the
public, and that there exists between the mem-
bers of- the profession and those who seek its
services, a relationship which can in nowise be
regarded as analogous to the relationship of a
merchant to his customer. For instance, it
may be pointed' out that if a customer discov-
ers that one merchant is unworthy of his pa-
tronage and trust, he does not thereby brand
all merchants as dishonest and unethical,
whereas if a client becomes convinced that the
attorney to whom he has entrusted the pro-
tection of his interests is unworthy of the trust
reposed in him, he is very apt indeed to class-
ify attorneys as a class as unworthy of trust
and to feel that they are all scoundrels. For
this reason alone, it is important to the legal
profession as a whole that nothing shall be
done by any member which may tend to lessen
in any degree the confidence of the public in
the fidelity, honesty and integrity of the pro-
fession. And it is by reason of the confiden-
tial relationship existing between attorneys
and clients that certain rules and regulations
are applicable to the profession which are not
applicable to a business. In In Re Galusha,
184 Cal. 697, 698, it was said, 'The adequate
protection of public interests, as well as in-
herent and insuperable " peculiarities pertain-
ing to the practice of law, require a more de-
tailed supervision by the state over the con-
iuct of this profession than in the case of al-

most any other profession or business.' And
in State Bar v. Superior Court, 77 Cal. Dec.
730,.734, the court said: 'the profession and
practice of the law ... is esentially and more
largely a matter of public interest and con-
cern, not only from the viewpoint of its rela-
tion to the administration of civil and criminal
law, but also from that of the contacts of its

membership with the constituent membership
of society at large, whose interest it is to be
safeguarded against the ignorances or evil dis-
positions of those who may be masquerading
beneath the cloak of the legal and supposedly
learned and upright profession.'

"Notwithstanding the declaration of the pe-
titioner, we do not believe that the profession
of the law is, or ought to be, merely 'a highly
competitive business.' And because it is not,
and because it is necessary that the public
should not be given the idea that it is so con-
sidered by the members of the profession, the
rule , against the solicitatin of business by ad-
vertisement is a reasonable regulation. As
was said in People Ex Rel. Attorney-General
v. McCabe, 18 Colo. 186, 32 Pac. 280, 19 L. R.
A. 231, 36 Am. St. Rep. 270, 'The ethics of the
legal profession forbid that an attorney should
advertise his talents or his skill, as a shop-
keeper advertises his wares.' And as said in
canon 27 of the Canons of Ethics of the Amer-
ican Bar Association, 'The most worthy and
effective advertisement possible, even for a
young lawyer, and especially with his brother
lawyers, is the establishment of a well-merit-
ed reputation for professional capacity and
fidelity to trust.'

"Rule 2 expressly excepts the publication or
use of ordinary professional cards, and the
conventional listings in legal directories. It,
therefore, permits the practitioner to keep his
name before the public in the form and to the
extent designated in the rule. Inas much as
all the members of the profession are alike
forbidden to do more than this, this should be
sufficient. It can readily be understood how
unfavorably the public would react toward the
profession as a whole if there were published
large full-page advertisements extolling the
learning, ability and capacity of an attorney
'to get results.' It would be hard to draw the
line as to what was improper and what was
proper in advertising and the regulation by
The State Bar which prohibits all advertising
except professional cards and conventional
listings is, we think, a reasonable one."

The Court, however, added that the adver-
tisement was not, as to its main content, a
particularly serious violation of Rule 2, and
that had the petitioner not persisted in r u n-
ning it after being requested not to do so, no
action would probably have been taken. Under
the circumstances, it held that a reprimand, as
suggested by the local administrative board,
would be sufficient. (The case in which the
decision was made is Barton v. State Bar, 289
Pac. 818.)

Supreme Court of California Sustains Rules Made
by Board of Governors Under Legislative

Authority
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The Practice of Law By
Corporations

Two opinions of importance have recently
been rendered. The first is In Re Eastern
Idaho Loan & Trust Company (Idaho, May 29,
1930), 288 Pac. 157—the other is In Re Otter-
ness (Minn. Sept. 26, 1930), 232 N. W. 318.

In the first case, the first syllabus is:
"Trust Company holding itself out as

qualified to draft wills and trust declara-
tions held illegally representing itself as
qualified to practice law.'

In the second case, the second, third, fourth
and fifth syllabi are as follows:

"Attorney practicing law, under agree-
ment with bank to pay him annual salary,
fees earned to become income of bank
whereby bank carried on general practice
of law, held guilty of professional miscon- 
duct.,,

'A corporation cannot itself practice
law; corporation cannot practice law by
hiring attorney to conduct general prat
tice under agreement whereby fees receiv-
ed become income of corporation."- - 

"Foreclosure of mortgages by advertise-
ment, where attorney's fee is included in
costs, constitutes "practice. of law."

"Conducting proceedings in matter of
estates and guardianships in probate court'
constitutes "practice of law ;" executors,
administrators, and guardians as -such are
not authorized to conduct proceedings in
probate court except as to matters person-
al to themselves as such." 	 -

Patrick Disbarred-

On November 24th last, the Supreme Court
of the United States disbarred Patrick from

practice in that court. The order is as follows:
In re Albert T. Patrick: The 'report of

the committee of the bar of this Court,
appointed by order of this Court April 22,
1930, to consider the charges heretofore
filed against Albert T. Patrick, is received
and filed.

On consideration of the said report of
the committee, recommending that Albert
T. Patrick be disbarred from the practice
of the law in this Court, and of the ex-
ceptions of the said Patrick thereto, and
on consideration of his exhibits and brief
in support of the exceptions, filed by leave
of this Court,

It is ordered that the said Albert T.
Patrick be, and he is hereby, disbarred,
and that his name be stricken from the
roll of attorneys admitted to practice In
this Court.

McGhee and Burns

The conviction of McGhee and Burns, Miami
lawyers, was recently affirmed by the Crim-
inal Court of Appeals. They were convicted in
the fall of 1927 of harboring, aiding, and as-

sisting a person guilty of a felony.

McGhee was sentenced to serve seven years
and Burns six months in the State Peniten-
tiary.

These convictions formed the basis of dis-
barment proceedings before the Board of Gov-
ernors in Cause No. 1 which are still pending
awaiting the determination of the court upon
several legal points raised by the respondents.

association, voted upon and the results re-
turned to the council for its assistance.

The second plan is that the executive secre-
tary of the State Bar Association also acts
as executive secretary of the Judicial Council,
and, together with the president and secre-
tary of the State Association, attend meetings
of the various local bar associations sched-
uled in each district by its state vice-presi-
dent. At such meetings the aims and methods
of the Judicial Council are explained.

The points stressed are that the Judicial
Council, while desiring to be truly progressive,
does not intend to be revolutionary; that no
proposal will be submitted as a recommenda-
tion to the Supreme Court unless it has the
pronounced sentiment of the bar behind it;
and that the Judicial Council has no intention
of endeavoring to dominate the bar but on
the contrary desires to constitute an instru-
mentality whereby the desires of the bar may
be crystalized and carried into effect.

Method for Securing Bar Opdnion
Last fall the council prepared proposals for

five new rules of court, had them printed in
pamphlet form and distributed to the bench
and bar. Such questions were dealt with as
time and manner of excepting to finding of
fact and conclusion of law, motion for judg-
ment n. o. v. and for arrest of judgment, time•	
and manner of giving notice of appeal, form
and filing of appeal bond, and so forth.

Eleven local bar associations (including all
• the larger associations) and various individual

judges and lawyers expressed their opinion
upon some or all of the proposals. Many
suggestions of change of phraseology were
submitted. Most of the proposals were over-
whelmingly endorsed, but because of the con-

structive suggestions received the Council has
carefully worked over all of the rules and has
again referred some of the revisions in a new
pamphlet which sets forth the present statute,
the original proposed rule and the present
proposed substitute.

The notice upon the cover of this pamphlet
aptly expresses the attitule of the Judicial
Council as follows:

"Your response to the Judicial Council's
Questionnaire of last November has been very
gratifying and exceedingly helpful. After
studying a tabulation of these replies (which
show each name, vote and comment of the per-
son, firm or bar association) the council is
prepared to recommend the adoption of some
of the proposed rules. However, there has been
opposition to Proposed Rules A-1 and A-2,
coming especially from some of the superior
court judges, and a substitute for this rule has
also been submitted. Under the circumstances
it has been deemed advisable to re-submit this
matter to you, first giving the existing law
and court rule upon the subject involved, then
the proposed rule as first submitted to
you and then the substitute proposed rule.
Below is provided a place for expressing your
opinion upon the subject and it is urged that
you jointly and severally consider the propos-
ed changes and send in your conclusions as
soon as possible so that tabulations may be
made before the next meeting of the Judicial
Council, which will be held in Walla Walla at
the same time the State Bar Association
meets."

It is hoped that the plans thus adopted in
the State of Washington may contribute use-
ful suggestions for other jurisdictions.

A Bar Referendum'
By EDWARD ALLEN*

The State of Washington has demonstrated
that the referendum may be successfully em-
ployed to obtain the opinion of the bar on
questions of legal procedure. A forward step
has also been taken in popularizing the work
of the Judicial Council.

In Washington the State Bar Association
has a president, a secretary and an executive
secretary. It also has a vice-president for
each congressional district. Under the affil-
iation system which there prevails, all mem-
bers of the local bar associations are -also
members of the State Association.

The Judicial Council consists of Supreme
Court and Superior Court .judges, . members
of the legislature, a prosecuting attorney „and

" Journal of American Judicature- Society, Aug
-ust, 1930.

*President of the Washington State Bar Aesoc.

practicing lawyers. It meets frequently and
its best known function is to formulate pro-
posals for modifying procedure, both civil
and criminal. Its recommendations are sub-
mitted to the Supreme Court which, being
vested with the rule making power may, if so
minded, effectively adopt the prosposals.

During the first few years of its existence
the Judicial Coucil found itself confronted,
probably unjustly, with constantly recurring
criticism that is was radical, was a nuisance
and was trying to disturb and confuse the
practitioner.

Two plans were concurrently put into effect
which it is believed have noticably changed
the attitude of the critics. The first is that
of referring to all the lawyers in the State
all proposals for change of procedure, request-
ing that these be considered by each local bar

American Law Institute Reaches Advanced
Stage of Its Great Work

Satisfactory Publishing Arrangements for Restatement, Assurance of
Continued Cooperation From Trustees of Carnegie Corporation, and

Completion and Publication of Mode Code of Criminal Proced-
-Aid Offered to Local Committees

ure, Are Three Most Important Happenings of Past Year

By WILLIAM DRAPER LEWIS
Director of the American Law Institute

"Mr. Chairman and Members of the Ameri- First, the working out of a satisfactory pub-
can Bar Association: The three most import- lishing arrangement for Restatement of the
ant things which have happened in the course Law;
of the work of The American Law Institute,	 Second, the announcement by the Trustees
since your meeting in Memphis, last October, of the Carnegie Corporation that they desire

are;	 to continue to cooperate in our work on the
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Restatement of the Law;
Third, the completion and publication of a

Model Code of Criminal Procedure.
The time is soon approaching when we must

be prepared to publish in final official form
the Restatement of the Law of Contracts, Con-
flict of Laws, Agency, and Trusts. _ The prob-
lem of the proper form of publication has given
us concern. It is essential, to insure the great-
est practical usefulness of the Restatement,
that in connection with each Subject the judges
and lawyers of a State have the pertinent
state decisions and statutes in relation to each
section; in other words, that there should be a
carefully prepared annotation to accompany the
R°statement of each Subject in each State.
These annotations are being prepared by or
under the direction of the State Bar Cooperat-
ing Committees in several States. The pro-
gress in this work has been most encouraging.
Annotations of the Restatement of Contracts
are now in progress in more than half of the
states.

Somewhat over a year ago we determined
that there should be published for each volume
of the Restatement a separate edition for each
state containing the Restatement of the Law
of the Subject and the state annotations. The
magnitude of the publishing problem involved
is obvious. It is therefore, a matter of satis-
faction to announce that the council of the
Institute have approved, in principle, a con-
tract, the details of which are being worked
out with the West Publishing Company and
the Lawyers Cooperative Publishing Company
(the two largest law publishing houses in the
world) which insures the publication of each
volume of the Restatement in the form of
separate editions for each state, containing the
Mate annotations prepared by the authority
and under the auspices of the State Bar Asso-
eiation. Thus the Institute is - now in position
to say to State Bar Association cooperating
committees that if they prepare state annota-
tions on a Subject, the "Institute, without fur-
ther expense to them or the Institute, will have
tho annotations published in a special state
edition of the Restatement of the Subject. The
progress of our work on the Restatement to a
place where we are forced to consider prob-
lems of publication also marks another step in
the development of our mental attitude towards
the enternrise. During the first four or five
v-src those of us who are devoting all or the
maim „nrtion of our time to the work, while
-- nprhans under-rated the size and difficul-
tiP% of our task, felt we were engaged in an
experiment the success of which was doubtful.

Today, with our eighth year of labor practi-
cally half over, our confidence in ultimate suc-
cess tends to become absolute; but at the same
time, we know that our task is larger and
more difficult than we had first thought. We
knew, of course, from the first that the Re-
statement could not be successful unless it was
supremely well done. We were, therefore, pre-
pared to exercise all necessary care to produce
that result, but we had only a partial realiza-
tion of the care necessary. Thus, the first
Tentative Drafts distributed to our members
and the profession generally, while the product
of much labor, did not represent in time and
thought per volume of product one-half that
represented by the Tentative Drafts now be-
ing produced, even though today we have the
benefit of our seven years' experience. .

Again, when we started the Restatement and
mapped out our plan of work we imagined,
after the Reporter and his Advisers had ex-
pended a year or more in developing, through
successive preliminary drafts, a Final Prelim-
inary Draft, and that Draft had been thor-
oughly discussed by our Council and submitted
to our members and the profession generally
as a Tentative - Draft, that the work on the
matter covered would be practically done. One
learns, however, by experience. The discus-
sion of the Tentative Drafts at our Annual
Meetings, the work on these Drafts by the
State Bar Cooperative Committees, and espe-
cially the ever increasing interest of the pro-
fession generally, means that as to the most
Subjects a very great amount of work must
be expended by the Reporter, his Advisers, and
the Council, on the revision of the Tentative
Drafts. Thus, we submitted to the Annual
meeting in 1929 all the Tentative Drafts cov-
ering the last chapters in Conflicts of Laws,
except the Chapter on Administration of Es-
states, but the Reporter, Mr. Beale, and his
Advisers and several members of the Council
and others have been working on the revision
of the Tentative Drafts of Conflict of Laws
ever since and the work will have to be con-
tinued for some time. A tentative revision of
the last half of the Subject will be submitted
to the Conference of State Bar Association
Cooperating Committee in this city next No-
vember.

We have today, as we always have had, the
determination to leave no stone unturned to
insure that the work on the Restatement is as
well done as it is humanly possible to do it,
but we are only beginning fully to realize the
amount of time and labor entailed by that de-
termination. I say "beginning to realize" be-

cause we are nearing the completion of the
Tentative Drafts of the last parts of several
Subjects, and it is only when we have com-
pleted and published Final Official Drafts of
several Subjects that we will have had suffi-
cient experience to know the real magnitude
of our undertaking.

We have selected the Restatement of Con-
tracts as the Subject to be officially published
first. Last spring, in my Annual Report to the
Institute, I stated that the publication of the
Final Official Drafts of Contracts "will be fol-
lowed during the following year or eighteen
months by the volume dealing with Conflict of
Laws and the two volumes containing the Re-
statement of the Law of Agency—(I can now
add the volume containing the Subject Trusts).
Thereafter, official volumes of different Sub-
jects should appear regularly each year. I
make no promise as to the date for the pub-
lication of Contracts. I think you will agree
with me when I say that the time of publica-
tion, while not without its interest, is a matter
of minor importance. The important thing,
indeed, I should say the vital thing, is that
when published it will be so far perfect that
our profession may rightly hold it to express
the law on one of the most important legal re-
lations. I can promise you that we shall not
fail to expend the necessary time, energy and
money to get it right.

The Institute's work on the Restatement of
the Law could not have been undertaken and
carried on for the past seven and a half years
had it not been for very large financial assist-
ance. This assistance comes as you all know
from the Carnegie Corporation and its gen-
erous donation on April 16, 1923 of $1,075,000.
At our present rate of expenditure the money
received from the Corporation under this do-
nation will be exhausted on December 31, 1931.

On February 19 last, the Trustees of the
Corporation adopted a resolution reading in
part as follows:

"Resolved, That the Corporation looks with
satisfaction upon the progress which the
American Law Institute has made in its work
of Restatement of the Law and wishes to con-
tinue its part toward the accomplishment of
that great and important work."

It is needless to say that the adoption of
this resolution, signifying, as it does, the desire
of the Corporation to cooperate with us by con-
tinuing its part toward the completion of our
work on the Restatement, is most gratifying.

Personally, I have never felt fear that we
would not have from the public as represented

by the great foundations or generous citizens
all the iinancial, assistance we desire. The
lVleaical Proiession has given us in this respect
an important object lesson.

This lesson is that the members of a public
procession like the Law, if they vision a
worthwhile and great public service, and are
willing to give time and labor to its realiza-
tion, will receive from the public the neces-
sary financial co-operation.

From the point of view of the public the
most interesting fact relating to the Ameri-
can Law Institute which has occurred during
the past year is the completion of the Model
Code of Criminal Procedure. The work on
this Code was begun four years ago. The final
Official Draft just issued was adopted last
May at our Annual Meeting at Washington.
Like the Restatement of the Law the Code is
the product of group work. The provisions of
its twenty-five chapters and four hundred and
seventy sections, have been evolved, first, by
a group of Reporters and Advisers consisting
of some of the best known judges of courts of
criminal jurisdiction, prosecutors, attorneys-
for-the-defense, and students of criminal law
and procedure. The product of a group which
contains among its members such men as
Judge Charles C. Nott, Jr., of the Court of
General Sessions of New York, Judge Olson
and Judge Thompson of Illinois, Henry L.
Stimson, now Secretary of State, and Profes-
sors Millar, Mikell and Keedy, is worthy of
serious consideration.

After leaving the hands of this group the
final preliminary Drafts passed through our
Council and, as amended by it, were distribut-
ed as Tentative Drafts to the members of the
Institute and the profession generally. Con-
sideration of the suggestions made during the
discussion of the Code at our Annual Meetings
and by members of the profession in corre-
spondence with the Reporters has resulted in
the incorporationinto the final Official Draft
now published of amendments some of which
are of considerable importance. Aside from
this, however, the process of criticism and sug-
gestion by members of the profession to whom
the Code has been submitted means that it is
today not merely the result of the work of ex-
perts, but the expression of the opinion of our
profession as to the best practical method of
simplifying and otherwise improving the ad-
ministration of criminal justice from the ar-
rest of the accused until the final legal deter-
mination of his guilt or innocnce.

The American Law Institute undertook this
work on the Code for three reasons:
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First, because of the pressing public need
that our criminal procedure in this country
should meet more nearly than it does today
existing conditions;

Second, because the improvement of legal
procedure is one of the principal public duties
of the legal profession, and

Third, because this body — The American
Bar Association—representing the legal pro-
fession in every state, formally adopted a res-
olution requesting us to undertake the work.

Today, the Institute, after years of labor,
has fulfilled the request of this Association to
produce a Code of Criminal Procedure. In so
doing we have taken a long step forward in
the fulfillment of the public duty of our pro-
fession toward the rules for the conduct of
criminal cases.

I want, however, to emphasize here, that
this public duty of our profession does not ter-
minate with the drafting of a criminal code,
however well thought out and excellent its
provisions. The mere production of such a
Code must remain an academic effort until
translated into law by legislative or court ac-
tion under the rule-making power. For the
drafting of this procedural code your Associa-
tion believed that the American Law Institute
was the best instrument. But the Institute is
not fitted to do the work which should now be
done; that is, the work of securing in the sev-
eral states the adoption of the Code or those
portions of the Code which will tend to elim-
inate in each State the defects of its existing
procedure. This is a public duty which falls
primarily on the Bar of each State, especially
its leading members. The Bar in each State
tends naturally and properly to work through
its State Bar Association. On the State Bar
Association, therefore, falls the immediate duty
to ascertain what should be done in regard to
this Code in their respective States and do it.
The duty is "immediate" because public im-
patience with the defects of criminal justice
in this country properly brooks no delay in the
improvement of any department thereof where
the direction of the improvement is clearly
pointed out.

Already, in connection with our work on the
Restatement of the Law, the State Bar Asso-
ciations have appointed cooperating commit-
tees. These committees in many instances
have extended their work to the Code. In other
States special committees of the State Bar
Associations have been appointed to deal with
the code. The steps which should be taken
by the appropriate committee of the State Bar
Association, are, to know the provisions of the

Code; ascertain how far its adoption in the
State would change existing procedure, deter-
mine those of its provisions which should be
adopted in the state; embody these provisions
in legislative bills, and finally present these
bills to the legislature and press for their
adoption.

While, as I have stated, this work, without
which all the time and money spent on the
drafting of the Code is largely thrown away,
must be done in each State by the Bar of that
State, once the work is undertaken by a local
representative committee, the Institute stands
able and desirous to give very considerable
practical help in all the various steps of the
work except the last—the presentation of bills
to the State Legislature.

We stand ready, for instance, to furnish such
local committee with the changes which the
adoption of the Code will effect in the existing
law of the state. Furthermore, Messrs. Wil-
liam E. Mikell and Edwin B. Keedy, the Insti-
tute Reporters for the Code, will, with reason-
able limitations as to the number of such en-
gagements, meet the members of the local
committee and discuss with them the provis-
ions of the Code. Several of the Reporters'
Advisers, members of the group of experts to
which I have referred, have volunteered to help
Messrs. Mikell and Keedy in this work by
meeting committees of State Bar Associations
for a similar purpose. Lastly, the Institute is
prepared, when the local committee has deter-
mined the portions of the Code which should
be adopted in its state, to lend assistance in
the drafting of the necessary bills, the amount
of assistance in each case to depend upon all
the circumstances.

In short, while our work on the drafting of
the Code is done, we stand ready to give a very
considerable amount of assistance to any rep-
resentative State committee which undertakes
to utilize for the improvement of criminal pro-
cedure in its State, the results of the great
amount of work which has been done on this
Code.

Already such help has been asked for and
given in several instances. We have just com-
pleted, at the request of Bar Association com-
mittees, studies of the provisions of the
Statutes and decisions in West Virginia and
Colorado, and the effect which the adoption of
this Code would have upon the existing law in
those States.

We hope that in the course of the next ten
months much more help of this nature will be
asked for. On our part it will be gladly given,
but it must be given soon. We do not have

funds for the continuation of such help after
the end of June, 1931.

I am sure that you will agree with me when
I say: That the drafting of the Code by the In-
stitute and the offer which we now make of
assistance to those desiring to improve pro-

"There is just comparison between law and
business," said Chief Justice Marshall of the
Ohio Supreme Court, in defending research
into the present condition of judicial adminis-
tration, and after referring to the millions
spent annually by industry to find better ways
of performing its work. "There is just com-
parison between law and business. When we
treat the law as business men treat their prob-
lems we shall enjoy a larger share of the con-
fidence of the people, and we shall have less
criticism from them. Modern business in
America is the marvel and miracle of our times
and yet we are just about the beginner of all
the nations in realizing that modern methods
and simplification of principles based on facts
are of tremendous importance in the adminis-
tration of justice. We shall solve our prob-
lems only when we reach the conclusion that
we can organize the main elements in the ad-
ministration of justice in some effecient way."

These words, appearing also in the report
in this issue of the recent meeting of the Na-
tional Conference of Judicial Councils, deserve
to be picked out for special emphasis. We are
just about the beginner of all the nations in
understanding that the privilege of admission
to the bar should be conferred only to those
applicants who unequivocally prove that they
have the character and the training to serve
this high office faithfully and skillfully. We
are just about the beginner of all the nations
in realizing that a mass of unorganized law-
yers do not and cannot constitute a bar in the
meaning of the word which is elsewhere uni-
versally accepted. We are just about a begin-
ner—hardly that—in realizing that a great
number of isolated and undirected judges can-
not function as an efficient judiciary. We are
just about a beginner of all the nations in find-
ing out that the judicial office cannot be serv-
ed where the pretense exists that tens of thou-

cedure in their own State, gives to the members
of this Association and the organized Bar of
America the opportunity to demnstrate that
our profession is as interested as the general
public in the intelligent improvement of the
administration of criminal justice.

sands, or hundreds of thousands, of voters can
wisely choose their judges. We are little more
than a beginner in assuming that justice can
be efficiently administered under rules impos-
ed by an official body which is in no wise re-
sponsible for their operation. We touch on
only the main headings.

But we are beginning, at least, and it is our
present privilege not to lament ingrained fal-
lacies that have wrought their evil consequen-
ces, but to direct out attention to the means for
extricating our country from its place near the
bottom of the list of nations.

We have a beginning in respect to creating
a competent and responsible legal profession
and in enabling that profession to make its
high theoretical standing a genuine standing
through powers of self-government.

We have a beginning in respect to making
of our judicial officers a real bench—of mak-
ing them realize their function in modern so-
ciety—through judicial councils.

We have a beginning in respect to restoring
to the judicial department full control over the
technical details of procedure.

In these matters it is only a question of time
when we shall be able to say that we are mud-
dled through. But in respect to the problem of
selecting judges, notwithstanding conspicuous
examples of success, we have not yet made a
beginning where reform is most insistently
demanded. But even here there is no need for
despair. The quickening seen today through-
out the bench and bar justifies the expectation
that we may at almost any time adopt far dif-
ferent methods for choosing judges in popu-
lous centers. The lay public of the large cities
is ready for leadership. When the bar is ready
to lead, the power of the office brokers who
call themselves politicians will be broken.

• Editorial. Journal of the American Judicature
Society, October, 19,10.

A Beginner Among Nations*
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FIRST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE STATE BAR OF OKLAHOMA

December 19, 20, 1930—Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Headquarters—Skirvin Hotel—First and Broadway

LIST OF OFFICERS AND MEMBERS OF THE BOARD
OF GOVERNORS

J. R. KEATON, President___________________ ______________________Oklahoma City
EDGARA. deMUELES, First Vice-Pres.____________________________________Tulsa
HORACEG. McKEEVER, Second Vice-Pres.____________________ _____________Enid
ALGERMELTON, Third Vice-Pres.________ ____________________________Chickasha
F. B. H. SPELLMAN, Treasurer____________ ________________________________Alva
VERN E. THOMPSON_____________Miami GROVER C. SPILLERS-______--Tulsa
J. H. GORDON________________McAlester CHARLES A. DICKSONOkmulgee
W. E. UTTERBACK______________Durant C. CUY CUTLIP-_______-____Wewoka
H. C. POTTERF________________Ardmore SAM MASSINGALE_-___--_-__Cordell

A. W. RIGSBY, Secretary-------------------------- Oklahoma City

REGISTRATION
The Registration Bureau will be found on the Mezzanine floor of the Skirvin Hotel,

and will be open from 9:00 a. m. Friday, December 19, until the close of the meeting.
Information concerning the members in attendance, with home and city address will be
available.

Members are requested to sign registration cards as early as practicable.

FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 19, 1930
Crystal Room, Mezzanine Floor

10:00 a. m._______________________________________J. R. Keaton, President, presiding
Welcome Address____________________________Hal C. Thurman, Oklahoma City

President Oklahoma City Bar Association
Response_______________________________________Benjamin Martin, Muskogee

President Muskogee Bar Association
AnnualAddress by the President________________________________J. R. Keaton
Address—"The Criminal Court of Appeals, Its History and Functions."

________Hon. Thos. A. Edwards, Presiding Judge
Report of Trustees Oklahoma State Bar Association--- - ----H. L. Fogg, El Reno

Chairman
Report of Canvass of Ballots and Announcement of Results of Election of Mem-

bers of the Board of Governors for Ensuing Year, A. W. Rigsby, Secretary
Adjournment.

12:30 to 2:00 p. m.—District Luncheons
Dist. 1 Skirvin Hotel__________________________Vern E. Thompson, Miami, presiding
Dist. 2. Skirvin Hotel_____________ _____________W. E. Utterback, Durant, presiding
Dist. 3. Huckins Hotel_______________ _____________H. G. McKeever, Enid, presiding
Dist. 4. Skirvin Hotel________________ ___________F. B. H. Spellman, Alva, presiding
Dist. 5. Huckins Hotel-_-___-__._______- _-___--____H. C. Potterf, Ardmore, presiding
Dist. 6. Skirvin Hotel_______________ _______________G. C. Spillers, Tulsa, presiding
Dist. 7. Huckins Hotel________________ _______Chas. A. Dickson, Okmulgee, presiding
Dist. 8. Skirvin Hotel__________________ _________C. Guy Cutup, Wewoka, presiding
Dist. 9. Skirvin Hotel_____________ ______________Sam Massingale, Cordell, presiding

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 19,1930
Crystal Room, Mezzanine Floor.

2:00 p. m.____________________________Edgar A. deMeules, Vice President, presiding
Address------------------------"Tendencies of American Constitutional Law"

Dean Henry M. Bates, Ann Arbor, Michigan

(Program Continued)

Address________________________________"Oil Production Under State Control"
Philip Kates, Tulsa

Report__________________________________Committee on American Citizenship
Barritt 0. Galloway, Oklahoma City, Chairman

Report-______Delegates to Annual Meeting, American Bar Association, Chicago
H. L. Fogg, El Reno; R. T. Stinson, Durant

Report__ of Work Accomplished by Board of Governors, State Bar of Oklahoma
Alger Melton, Chickasha

Adjournment.

6:00 to 7:45 p. m.—Friday Evening
PHI ALPHA DELTA----------------------Smoker and Buffet Dinner, Skirvin Hotel
PHI DELTA PHI_________________________Buffet Dinner and Smoker, Skirvin Hotel

FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 19,1930
Central High School Auditorium

(Robinson between Eighth and Ninth)
8:00 p. m.________________________________________President J. R. Keaton, presiding

Address__________________________________Hon. Charles A. Boston, New York
President American Bar Association

SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 20, 1430
Crystal Room, Mezzanine Floor

10:00 a. m,	 _________________Alger Melton, Vice President, presiding
Address____________________________"The Doctor and the Lawyer as Citizens"

Dr. A. L. Blesh, Oklahoma City.
Address__________________________"The Work of the American Law Institute"

Hon. R. M. Perkins, Iowa City, Iowa
Report____	 ______Committee on Oklahoma Annotations to Contracts

Stewart Lynch, Tulsa, Chairman.
Address__________________________________"The Supreme Court of Oklahoma"

Hon. Chas. W. Mason, Chief Justice
Report_______________________________________Committee on Judicial Reform

Thos. H. Owen, Oklahoma City, Chairman
Discussion.

Report---------------Committee on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar
Dean Julien C. Monnett, Norman, Chairman

Report	 ____________________Committee of State Bar Examiners
Ray McNaughton, Miami, Chairman

Discussion.
Adjournment.

12:15 to 2:00 p. m.
Luncheon of old and new members of Board of Governors

and Organization of New Board.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 20,1930
Crystal Room, Skirvin Hotel

2:00 p. m.____________________________Horace G. McKeever, Vice President, presiding
Report________________________________________Committee on Judicial Council

Walter A. Lybrand, Oklahoma City, Chairman
Discussion lead by Judge Harve L. Melton, Eufaula.

Report of Treasurer_________________________________F. B. H. Spellman, Alva

Report—Committee on Necrology_______________________________A. W. Rigsby
Presentation of Members and Officers of New Board of Governors, State Bar of

Oklahoma.
3:00 p. m.-----Entertainment of Visiting Members, by Oklahoma City Bar Association

(Drive over City, Golf, etc.)
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How much is a competent, disciplined and
self-respecting bar worth to the great experi-
ment of self-government?

This query may not be answerable in fig-
ures or in words. But it is unfortunate that at-
tempts to evaluate the place of the' bar in
modern life has not been undertaken by some
of the innumerable savants who write books.
Certain it is that few lawyers, if any, have
had time or inclination to think or write about
their place in modern government and society.
Certain it is that few lawyers have any con-
ception of the potential value of their pro-
fession to their own times and to the future.

Their whole tendency has been to make
themselves subservient to a body of law which
they think they serve. They overlook the
fact that in times past variant systems of law
have had their faithful devotees. They fail
to see that systems of law quite unlike their
own are today serviceable and are worshipped
by the lawyers of other lands. They hug a
fallacy in not realizing that the body of men
who give effect to law are vastly more im-
portant than doctrines, principles or texts.

In the midst of the great forces let loose
among the races of mankind it is timely to
thing about ultimate safeguards of civiliza-
tion. There is no greater falacy than to sup-
pose that civilization came into being through
science and invention. Invention has brought
to us undreamed of productive power. Science
has given mankind control over environment
It has immeasureably increased the abundance
and variety of foods and their distribution
throughout the earth. It has in large measure
conquered disease.

But this lauded triumph of science is de-
pendent wholly upon factors which have ex-
isted for untold ages and which will persist
for ages to some.

emancipated himself from his innate chard
teristics. He remains a creature of credulity
instincts and passions. His fundamental prob-
lem now as before, is not the creation of
wealth and the attainment of leisure, but the
maintenance of orderly government. It is upon
the maintenance of orderly government that
the future of science itself depends. Orderly
government is only another name for civiliza-
tion. It is mankind's greatest concern, which
after all, is only a paraphrase for Daniel
Webster's much quoted declaration that "Jus-
tice is the greatest concern of mankind."

Fifteen years ago we were hearing about
the "twilight of the kings," and we could
feel complaisant about the passing of the
vestiges of feudalism. We supposed—or at
least many did—that universal suffrage and
parliaments were elements of the millennium
But today with large parts of the world ruled
by propaganda—as in Italy and Russia and
lesser states—and with China in a welter of
anarchy, we are not so sure as we were.

How insure justice—or order—or the pres-
ervation of individual rights—except through
civil government which is counseled and bol-
stered by a learned, unselfish, disciplined bar?

'Wealthy Americans give hundreds of millions
for hospitals, religious purposes, medical buildings
and scientific research, but practically nothing for
law schools . . . I believe the law schools are
worth more to the future of America than all of
the charitable institutions put together."

We quote the opinion of the man whom

we think saw more clearly the needs of the
future than any other. Of course his thought
did not stop with the law schools. He had
in mind their ultimate production of a body
of lawyers to constitute a bar which would
stand unitedly for justice and individual rights
as the basis of social order, the one enduring
need of mankind.

lawyer now generally known because of his
gift to the Law School of the University of
Michigan of a large sum for the building of
the Lawyers Club and the Law Library at
Ann Arbor. The words qquoted have their
place in a letter which he wrote and which
was read at the Foundation Day dinner at the
Lawyers Club in Ann Arbor on April 23, 1930
In a sense this letter was Mr. Cook's
last testament, but not literally, for when he
died, a few weeks later, it was learned that he
confirmed his sincerity by willing to the Mich-
igan Law School a vast fortune, sufficient, it
is estimated, to yield more than half a million
dollars annually, and all to be devoted to study
intended to adapt law and its administration
to modern needs.

We present below the substance of Mr.
Cook's communication:

A Letter to the .Lawyer's Club'

The critics of democracy in Europe and
America claim that democracy will fail. To
refer to but one of them, Ludovici says that
democracy is certain to be a failure because
it does not and will not delegate to its best
men the solution of difficult governmental
problems; in other words, will lack competent
leadership. Even our friends Lord Bryce
wrote that "in all political action, and espe-
cially in foreign relations, the masses of the
people have comparatively little knowledge
and even less initiative. Broadly speaking,
the people are what their leaders make them.
Under every political constitution that has
ever been devised the Many are inspired and
led by the few. Indeed the larger the mass
the fewer are those to whom it looks and
whom it follows, for the less the mass knows
of the real facts and the really significant
issues, the more must it depend on prominent
individual men for guidance." Hence with
reason I say that leadership is the greatest
problem that faces America today. I refer
not to industrial leadership but to intellectual
leadership in governmental problems. In the
past the legal profession has led. As Chief
Justice Taft has said: "The American bar
not only had largely to do in constructing the
government, but they were most instrumental
in launching the Ship of State in its trium-
phant and useful course throught a century
and a half."

Twenty-four of our thirty-one Presidents
have been lawyers or had a legal education;

1Michigan Law Review, Vol. IX, No. 8 (June,
1930).

forty-two of our forty-four Secretaries of
State; all of the Attorneys-General; all of the
federal judges; nearly two-thirds of our Sen-
ators and over half of our Representatives.
Of the fifty-six signers of the Declaration of
Independence thirty-two were lawyers; of the
fifty-five framers of our Constitution thirty-
one were lawyers. Of the eight members of
President Hoover's Cabinet six are graduates
of law schools.

Now this is all very well but will it keep
on? Profound changes are coming over the
legal profession. Great constitutional ques-
tions no longer press, and Webster in the
Senate would now lie out of place. Great
industrial combinations have displaced con-
flict and litigation and great lawyers now
rarely try cases, though they do continue to
argue appeals.

Meantime a menace apears from another
quarter. The Honorable Rollin B. Sanford,
a member of the New York State Board of
Law Examiners, said in Albany last May,
"Every year in the state of New York some-
thing like three thousand men are taking the
bar examinations. Of this number, eighty-
five or ninety per cent come from New York
Oity. For the most part they are sons of
recent immigrants to the United States. They,
are people of a different standard. They are
without the intellectual or moral background;
which will enable them to appreciate Anglo-
Saxon institutions and the concept of law as
it has been developed on American soil."

Like a wounded animal the legal profession
seeks a remedy and safeguards for the future.
In New York City there are 14,000 law stu-
dents. And the situation is getting worse
instead of better. The medical profession has
grappled with this proposition very success-
fully. The better medical schools have run
out the inferior ones and state action has
helped. And the character of the medical
applicants is looked into. I understand there
are only two-thirds as many medical students
as there were twenty-five years ago and half
as many schools. The Albany Law School
has the right plan as to law students when it
requires a personal interview with an appli-
cant, and looks up his character, scholarship,
history and environment. They put up bars.
Your own Medical Department does the same,
I am told ...

Courts may regulate admission 'to the bar
and legislatures may regulate the law schools,
but the first thing is to perfect the present.

Learned Responsible Bar is High Ideal
More Important to Future of America Than Any Other Element in Our

Nation, Wrote William W. Cook, Giving a Fortune
to Law School

The King's real name is Order, and when he is overthrown
the swarm of bogus knights who usurp his place are but lords
of misrule and confusion.—Julian Hawthorne.

In- learning nature's secrets man has not 	 We have quoted Mr. William W. Cook, a
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first class law schools. This requires a high
class and well paid corps of professors so
that the line between good law schools and
poor law schools may be sharply drawn. It
requires also a first class equipment—a law-
yer's club, a club library building, dormitories
and an attractive classroom building. Sur-
roundings count for much. Emerson said:
"I would have a man enter his house through
a hall filled with heroic and sacred sculp-
tures." There is something elevating and
chastening in beautiful buildings. Law schools
should have them and the old idea that a law
school can be set up with only a professor and
a few law books should be abandoned. Too
many law schools have that idea today. A
law school should be stately, difficult to enter,
difficult to remain, a choice spot for choice
men, and graduation a badge of honor and
glory. In the days of Rome "I am a Roman
citizen" was a proud exultant declaration. In
these days I would have "I am a graduate of
the Ann Arbor law school' a token of char-
acter, capacity and leadership.

And the wealthy classes had better look to
the betterment of the law schools. As Justice
Hinman of the supreme court of New York
says, the American "born under the protec-
tion of the law, guarded by laws which as-
sure him life, liberty and the pursuit of hap-
piness, protected all the years of his life in
the acquisition of property, during every
moment of his existence beholden to the law''
shows no interest in the law schools. The
general impression seems to be that the law-
yers are "hard-boiled" anyway and can look
out for themselves. The fact that lawyers
are generally impecunious is overlooked. They
are forced to lead the simple life and that
is one of the main causes of their power and
success. Of money they are generally short.

Wealthy Americans give hundreds of mil-
lions for hospitals, religious purposes, medical
buildings and scientific research, but practi-
cally nothing to the law schools . .... I
believe the law schools are worth more to
the future of America than all of the chari-
table institutions put together. Detroit should
give a hundred million dollars to the Univer-
sity as an endowment fund. It is the pride
and glory of the state. Detroit should aid
the University of Michigan as New York aid
Yale, Cornell and Columbia, and Boston aids
Harvard. And there are indications that
the rich, men of America do appreciate the
law schools. Myron C. Taylor of the Steel
Corporation gave $1,500,000 to Cornell for a
law building. Wealthy men will respond if

shown the reason why. Mr. Taylor was a
law student under your former President
Hutchins, when the latter was a professor
of law at Cornell. Mr. Taylor in making his
gift pointed out that lawyers had furnished
and must continue to furnish leaders for the
American people. I was put under President
Hutchins during the year I attended Univer-
sity of Michigan. At that time he was engaged
in the practice of law.

Now let us look at the other side of the
picture. The lawyer is still the leader. In
small cities of 5,000 and less he and the bank-
er run the town. In the larger cities he is
looked up to and consulted. This is due to
careful consideration of all sides, which a
lawyer acquires by years of experience and
conflict. He becomes an intellectual acrobat.
He generally is not a profound historian nor
economist nor scientist, but he is in touch
with every phase of life and every social and
political problem. He is trained to make an
argument and to public speaking. He is the
only master of our written constitutions. Nor
is his leadership confined to courts, govern-
ment and addresses. In every great corpora-
tion, in the administration of every great
estate, and in the conduct of every great busi-
ness, you will find in some quiet corner a
lawyer who is constantly consulted. He is
a class by himself the worst abused and most
trusted class of men that ever existed. I
speak of real lawyers and not fraudulent-
bankruptcy lawyers nor ambulance-chasing
lawyers. The legal profession has furnished
and must continue to furnish leaders for this
Republic. If they are produced elsewhere
why do they not come to the front? Mr. Jus-
tive Brewer of the Supreme Court of the
United States said:

"Each year greater and grander seem to me the
work of the true lawyer. More and more I realize
his value to the community and the nation. He
enters as does no other into the varied experience
of human life. He is the helmsman of the com-
munity and the pilot of the State. He is striving
to incarnate into the life of the republic the rule of
justice, and in so doing he is working as none other
toward its enduring glory. Science through its
varied efforts may transform the material condi-
tion. It may fill the land with visible splendor and
accumulated wealth. It may perfect the highways
of commerce; redeem the arid lands and make the
wilderness bud and blossom as the rose; extract
from beneath the surface its concealed wealth, and
take from mother earth all that it can give for the
support and well-being of our citizens; but when
all that is accomplished, if justice has not been
wrought into the national life, it will descend
through luxury and dissipation to ruin. For it is
written by the finger of the Almighty on the ever-

lasting tablets of the Universe that no nation can
endure and prosper into and through whose life
does not run the golden thread of equal, exact and
universal justice."

Chief Justice Taft wrote in 1919:

"The importance of the law as a profession has
not been reduced but is greatly increased by the
new era which is to follow this war. The formula-
tion into a practical advance of the new ideals must
be the work of lawyers. * * * The study of the
profession of the law giving, as it does, familiarity
with the actual operation of statutes, the difficulty
of their enforcement growing out of the defects of
human nature in those whose compliance with the
law is necessary, and a knowledge of the adminis-
tration of justice—all fit lawyerd to lead in the
real progress of the nation. * * * Never in the his-
tory of the world is the profession of the law to
play a greater part than in the century to follow
this great upheaval of fundamental elements of
society."

Professor Munro of Harvard has written:

"Leaders are essential in a democracy and no
scheme of popular government has ever managed
to succeed withou them. * * • Democracy, indeed,
can only justify itself to the extent that it produces
Wien who will lead and men who will follow. It is
not by nature the most efficient form of govern-
ment. It is not by nature the most economical
form of government. It is not, by the lessons of
history, the most stable form of government, but
it is the form of government, which lends itself most
readily to the rise of leaders from the ranks of the
people and to th exercise of leadership in the peo-
ple's interest. * * * A democracy is tested by the
mettle of its leaders, and its success or failure
must fundamentally depend upon the discernment
with which it makes its choice."

I have given you a glimpse of the picture.
What part are you going to take in this great
drama? Remember first, last and all the
time, that the lawyer's highest function and
duty is leadership, however lowly; however
high. Look at the life-long public service of
Chief Justice Taft. It is an inspiration to
think of it. Always ready to respond to pub.
lie duty. Meantime legal education is broad-
ening every year. History, literature, politi-

A.t common law it is permissible for the trial
judge to express his opinion on the weight
of the evidence and the credibility of wit-
nesses, providing, of course, he leaves the ulti-
mate determination of the facts to- the jury.

cal economy and the sciences—all now enter
a lawyer's education and capacity. All other
pursuits are rapidly dividing themselves into
specialties; the lawyer's life requires an all-
around culture. It culminates in leadership
character and capacity. It,took Rome five
hundred years to qualify as the law givers of
the world. America has been qualifying for
a hundred and fifty years. Every law student
and every lawyer has a part to play.

American Bar Association
Referendum on Eigh-

teenth Amendment

The Sub-Committee consisting of Hon. Orie
L. Phillips, Chairman, Major Edgar B. Tolman
and Mr. Earle W. Evans, appointed by the
Executive Committee to supervise the count of
the vote of the members of the Association on
the question, first, whether there should be a
referendum on the repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment, and, second, (in case the vote on
this question was in the affirmative,) on a
resolution favoring the repeal of that Amend-
ment, has completed its duties and made its
report. Such report has been approved by the
Executive Committee.

The Sub-Committee's report shows that on
the first proposition 14,782 members voted in
favor of the referendum and 5,625 against it,
and that on the second referendum (the reso-
lution favoring the repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment) 13,779 members voted for it and
6,340 against it. The total vote on the first
question was thus 20,407 and on the second,
20,119 showing that approximately 75 per cent
of the membership voted on the referenda.

This practice has long been regarded as a
valuable feature of the jury system. 1 While
carefully preserving the traditional functions

* Americ n Bar 9 ssociation Journal, October,
-1929,

Judicial Comments on the Evidence of Jury Trials*
By HENRY L. WALKER	 -

Member of the Bar of the District of Columbia
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of court and jury, leaving the latter as sole
triers of the facts, it has the inestimimable
advantage of affording the jury the assist-
ance of an analytical and dispassionate review
of the evidence. The value of advice from
the bench is well expressed by Professor Dic-
ey, who says:

"Trial by jury is open to much criticism; a dis-
tinguished French thinker may be right in holding
that the habit of submitting difficult problems of
fact to the decision of twelve men of not more than
average intelligence will in the near future be con-
sidered an absurdity as patent as ordeal by battle.
Its success in England is wholly due to, and is the
most extraordinary sign of, popular confidence in
the judicial bench. A judge is the colleague and
readily accepted guide of the jurors."2

Indeed, when the system of trial by jury is
considered analytically, it seems hard to find
any tenable objection to the rule permitting
such comment. The judge is trained in the
conduct of judicial disputes, and his primary
function is to enumerate and apply the rules
of law pertinent to the particular cause. The
jury, on the other hand, are a body of un-
trained average citizens, to whom is delegated
the duty of weighing the disputed evidence
and determining the truth of the matters in
issue. We conceive that every litigant is en-

titled to have the ultimate truth of his claims
determined by a group of ordinary fellow-
citizens, and we are unwilling to entrust the
final determination thereof to the (supposed-
ly) cold and isolated intelligence of a presid-
ing magistrate. This , system, whatever criti-
cism may be made of its practical operation
in the present day (and objections to it are
many) at least may be said to have much jus-
tification in abstract theory; moreover, it is
deeply rooted in Anglo-Saxon distrust of mag-
isterial authority. But, conceding the effic-
acy and desirability of such a mode of adjudi-
cation, it is yet undeniable that the ends of
justice are served by intelligent observations
from the presiding judge on the various fea-
tures of the evidence. His daily work consists
of- observing the course of litigation; he has
naturally become discriminating in evaluating
witnesses and testimony; his faculties are
trained in sorting and co-ordinating compli-
cated facts. How can justice be retarded by
permitting him to place this training and ex-
perience at the service of the jurymen?

1. See, for example, remarks of William Wirt,
arguendo, In McLanahan v. Universal Insurance
Co., 1 Peters, 170, 181 (1928).

2. Dicey, Law of the Constitution (8th Ed.), pp.
389-390.

Despite these obvious considerations, how-
ever, there has grown up in America a ten-
dency to restrict the judge in this respect, and
to make him a mere referee, removing him
as a positive force of justice in the conduct of
the proceedings. Thus, in may states, the
judge is forbidden by statute or constitutional
provision to indicate in any way his opinion
on the fact or the credibility of the witnesses.
It is now sought to extend this rule to the
federal courts, and a bill for that purpose3
passed the Senate March 19, 1928.

This bill, which would work a profound
change in federal procedure, has received
scant consideration, although it concerns a
matter of gravest import in legal administra-
tion. How does it happen that at a time
when agitation is so great for reform and
simplification of the law, in the interest of
surer and swifter justice, a measure is ad-
opted by the Senate which makes for delay,
expense and uncertainty- What reasons were
advanced to justify a measure which consti-
tutes such a retrogressive step?

A report from the Senate Committe on the
Judiciary, submitted by Mr. Caraway. of Ar-
kansas, the author of the bill, accompanied
this measure when it was presented to the
Senate. The report says that the bill will

"prevent trial judges in United States courts from
invading the province of the jury by expressing
personal opinions as to the weight of the testimony
or the credibility of witnesses.

"In summing up the trial judge frequently so in-
termingles his personal opinion as to the weight
and the effect of the evidence offered and the cred-
ibility of the witnesses with his declarations of law
that the jury and sometimes even counsel in the
case are unable to distinguish between the declara-
tions of law and the persolhal opinions of the trial
judge as to the merits of the controversy.

"This abuse in some jurisdictions has become so
flagrant as to practically destroy the integrity of
trial by jury. It not infrequently happens that the
trial judge goes to the extent of denouncing in the
presence of the jury, witnesses who may appear in
the case and of expressing his opinion that their
testimony is false and that the witnesses are guilty
of intentional false swearing.

"If the trial judge shall say anywhere during his
'summing up' that the jury is at liberty to believe
the evidence as given by the witnesses, the injured
party is without remedy. If, as the court has said,
the expression of the opinion by the trial judge
does not influence the jury in arriving at its ver-
dict, it certainly serves no purpose at all. There-
fore the record should not be encumbered by the
expression of his personal opinion. On the other

3. Senate Bill No. 1094, 70th Congress.

hand, if it does so Influence the jury, and all law
-yers know that It does, It is a clear invasion of the

province of the jury, and therefore a flagrant us-
urpation of the prerogative of the jury to weigh
the evidence, and should be corrected."

The foregoing somewhat hyperbolic argu-
ment yields two concrete objections to the
present federal practice in the matter of judi-
cial comment, and these will be briefly ad-
verted to:

1. Judicial comment on the evidence and the
credibility of the witnesses constitutes "a
clear invasion of the province of the jury
and, therefore, flagrant usurpation of the pre-
rogative of the jury to weigh the evidence."

Now, this is a sheer historical and legal in-
accuracy. At common law it was always per-
missible for judge to make such comments, and
this privilege was freely exercised.4 American
courts naturally adopted this common law
procedural rule, and it has been recognized in
the federal courts from an early day. 5 So too,
it was adopted in our State courts, and still
prevails in those where it has not been abol-
ished by statute or constitution. -In short, the
province of the jury is to decide the facts,
with the assistance of judicial advice, and to
say that such advice is "an invasion of the
province of the jury" is to ignore the true
boundaries of that province.

2. Judicial comment on the evidence improp-
erly Influences the jury, the jurymen being
inclined meekly and blindly to accept the
views indicated by the judge.

This view is not borne out by practical ob-
servation. Indeed, if it be true, then it im-
peaches the validity of the whole jury system,
and constitutes an argument in favor of re-
stricting, rather than enlarging, the influence
and power of the jury. Chief Justice Taney
said, in discussing the rule permitting judicial
comment:

"Nor can it be objected to upon the ground that
the reasoning and opinion of the court upon the
evidence may have an undue and improper Influ-
ence on the minds and judgment of the jury. For
an objection of that kind questions their intelligence
and Independence, qualities which cannot be
brought Into doubt without taking from that tri-
bunal the confidence and respect which so justly
belongs to it, In questions of fact."6

So, too, Mr. Justice Holmes has succinctly

4. Solarte v. Melville, 7 B. & C. 480; 108 Eng.
Reprint 784 Davidson v. Stanley, 2 M. & G. 721.

5. Carver v. Jackson, 4 Peters 1, 80 (1830). Mag-
niac v. Thompson, 7 Peters 348, 389 (1888).

S. Mitchell v. Harmony, 18 Howard 115 (1851),

answered this objection to the present federal
practice. He said:

"Universal distrust creates universal incompet-
ence. In the courts of the United States the judge
and jury are assumed to be competent to play the
parts that have always belonged to them in the
country in which the modern jury trial had its
birth. "7

That in actual practice juries are not bul-
lied and dominated by remarks from the bench
is a matter of common observation in the
courts. A distinguished member of the New
York Bar points this out in a recent work,
wherein he says:

"The effort to lessen the power of the trial judge
is predicated chiefly on the theory that If he dis-
closes an opinion as to the facts the jury will meek-
ly adopt his conclusions; but if it be assumed that
the conclusions of a jury as to the evidence and
the witnesses cannot withstand the expression by a
judge of a contrary view, it merely argues that a
jury is a very irresolute body—a conclusion refut-
ed by long experience. Juries have intelligence
enough to know whether their domain as judges
of the facts is being invaded and to resent dicta-
tion by a judge, which experienced trial lawyers
know is frequently dangerous to the side he fav-
ors."8

The jury constantly receives advice through
the trial, for that is the true nature of the
arguments of counsel. Why, then, should not
they receive from the bench advice which is
wholly unprejudiced, and which is no more
binding on them than the views of counsel?
Dean Pound answeres this question by ascrib-
ing restrictions such as that proposed by the
Caraway Bill, to frontier modes of thought.
He says:

"In particular it may be shown that legislation
restricting the charge of the court has grown out
of the desire of eloquent counsel, a type so dear
to the pioneer community, to deprive not merely
the trial judge but the law of all Influence upon
trials and to leave everything to be disposed of on
the arguments."9

Having examined the somewhat insubstan-
tial objections advanced to the present feder-
al practice, let us consider the affirmative ad-
vantages of that practice, and corresponding
disadvantages of legislation restricting the
charge to the jury,

1. Judicial comment on the evidence renders
valuable assistance to the jury, and makes
for just verdicts.

7. Graham v. United States, 231 U. S. 474, 480
(1913).

8. Henry W. Taft, Law Reform, p. 25.

9. Roscoe Pound, Spirit of the Common Law, p.
124.
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Work of the Board of Governors

Meeting of The Board of Governors of The State. Bar of Oklahoma, Held
November 28th and 29th at Ardmore, Oklahoma, Convening at

One o'Clock P. M., November 28th

All students of procedural reform recognize
the immense advantage of a dispassionate
summing up by the trial judge. Complicated
and conflicting evidence has been received
Witnesses have contradicted one another (and
often themselves). Experts have battled.
Counsel have presented the partisan interpre-
tation of the facts. It is easy to see that in
this situation a well-reasoned summing up by
the Judge, co-ordinating the facts, pointing
out inconsistencies and contradictions, warn-
ing the jury as to the probative value of var-
ious kinds of testimony, and marshalling the
issues before them, is bound to be of vast as-
sistance to the body charged with finding the
facts. A recognized authority on procedural
law has said:

"A few weeks spent in watching jury cases tried
in England will convince one that the spmming up
does more to secure a verdict on the merits than
all the rules of evidence which legal ingenuity has
devised.... Naturally his presentation (the judge's)
will have weight with the jury, as it ought to have,
for there can hardly be any doubt about the im-
mense value of a non-partisan summary after coun-
sel have urged their antithetical views upon the
jury."10

The complicated litigation which composes
such a large part of the business of the fed-
eral courts, demands more active participa-
tion by the trial judges, rather than less ;and
a proposal to muzzle them is a distinct back-
ward step. Indeed, the tendency of legal
thought is away from, rather than toward,
such restrictions. Thus, the 1927 annual re-
port of the Massachusetts Judicial Councilll
urged the repeal of the restrictive statute in
that state, and a return to the common law
and federal practice in the matter of judicial
comment. The report said that " the jury
should have all the assistance in arriving at a
verdict which may be given them by the only
trained and impartial mind participating in
the trial."

2. The proposed legislation would increase
the number of delays, appeals, reversals and
new trials.

One has but to look at the digests to see
the vast number of cases reversed because of
some comment on the evidence by the trial

10. Professor Edson R. Sunderland, in an address
delivered before the American Bar Association at
Detroit, September 3, 1925 ; reprinted in 24 Mich
igan Law Review 109.

11. A body created by statute in 1924 "for the
continuous study of the judicial system."

judge, in those states where such comment is
prohibited. Nor need there be an unequivocal
expression of opinion from the bench to con-
stitute reversible error. The slightest remark
which might be construed as in some manner
expressing an opinion on the facts will result
in a reversal.12 - The result of this is not simp-
ly to deprive the jury of the expert advice of
the magistrate. The further inevitable _result
is to make it necesasry for the judge to have
constantly in mind the danger of making a
"reversible remark." His rulings on the evi-
dence and his charge on the Iaw must be
couched in such guarded and general language
as often to be nearly unintelligible. His whole
freedom of action is circumscribed, and he is
deprived of that full control of the proceedings
which; should inhere in the judicial office.

At a time when public demand -is so strong
for more prompt and efficient justice, it is to
be profundly hoped that the federal courts
will not be hobbled with regtrictive legisla-
tion, and that the judges will not be relegated
to the role of mere umpires. Rather, 'they
should be left unfettered to represent an af-
firmative social control over the course of liti-
gation, and to fairly and intelligently assist
their juries in doing justice between the part-
ies.

12. For examples of this, see Williams v. Dick-
enson, 9 Sou. Rep. 847 (Fla.) ; Smith v. Meyers, 71
N. W. Rep. 1006 (Neb.); and Shaw v. People,. 81
Ill. 150.

A Correction

In the work of Board of Governors, for
November, it was stated that Walter A. Ly-
brand, John H. Kane, Frank M. Bailey, N. A.
Gibson and T. J. Womack were appointed as
a committee to confer with District Judges, as
to judicial reform, this is incorrect, it should
read to confer with District Judges as to a
Judicial Council.

It also stated that the President was auth--
orized to consult with Dean Julian C. Monnett,
and others in reference to the restatement of
the law work being carried on by the Ameri-
can Judicature Society, this should read with
reference to this work being carried on by the
American Lave Institute.

Present:

J. R. Keaton,	 W. E. Utterback,

Edgar A. deMeules,	 H. C. Potterf,

Alger Melton,, 	 Grover C. Spillers,

F. B. H. Spellman,	 C. Guy Cutlip.

Ordered that the minutes of the October
meeting be approved.

-'Ordered that the following named commit-
tees be and they are hereby appointed:

Committee on Judicial Reform:

Thomas H. Owen-------------Oklahoma City

M. D Green-----------------------Muskogee
Frank Wells:__ ____________Oklahoma City
C..C, Smith---- --------------------Guthrie

H. L. Fogg------------------------El Reno
J. A. Duff----------------------------Tulsa
F. L. Warren___ ________________Holdenville
L. A. Rowland_______________Bartlesville
A. Scott Thomson----------.. -------Miami
George L. Bowman-____ - __-Kingfisher.

Committee on American Citizenship

Barritt Galloway-- ._________-Oklalloina City

T. Austin( Gavin-------------------------Tulsa
CharlesA. Moon------------------Muskogee
R. A. Brett-------------------------Ardmore :--------Ardmore

L. H. Harrell--------------------------Ada
H. L. Fogg------------------------El Reno
JamesR..Tolbert-------- ----------Hobart
Justice Charles Swindall_-___-Oklahoma City

Committee on Legal Education and
Admission to the Bar:

Dean Julien C. Monnet______________Norman

W. F. Wilson-- -------------Oklahoma City

Judge Owen Owen------Tulsa

JamesA. Veasey____________________Tulsa

C. E. Bailey--_-- _--_--- --_-Bartlesville

Ordered that the Secretary be instructed to
write the Secretaries of the various Adminis-
trative Committees requesting that they fur-
nish' information concerning all members of
the Bar in their District who have died since
December 5th," 1929.

The President announced that the amend-
ment to Rule Five of the Rules Governing Ad-
mission to Practice Law in the State of Okla-
homa eliminating registration had been ap-
proved by the Supreme Court of Oklahoma on
November 8th.

Ordered that Al T. Singletary having paid
the fee and penalty be reinstated as an active
member of the State Bar.

Ordered that the claim submitted by the Ad-
ministrative Committee of Section 21 be al-
lowed.

Ordered that the following named attorneys
be, and they are hereby suspended from mem-
bership in the State Bar for non-payment of
dues:

C. D. Wilkinson--------------Idabel
H. D. Moreland-----------Claremore
Jack; Aubuchon----------------Enid
John Q. Chambers-------------Tulsa

Ordered that an order of disbarment be en-
tered against W. Oscar Gordon in Cause No.
33, State Bar of Oklahoma vs. W. Oscar Gor-
don.

Meeting adjourned to nine o'clock a. m. Sat-
urday, November 29th.

Meeting called to order at nine o'clock a. m.,
Saturday, November 29th.

Present:

H. C. Potterf,	 Edgar A. deMeules,
Grover C. Spillers,	 Alger Melton,
C. Guy Cutlip,	 F. B.H. Spellman,
Horace G. McKeever, W. E. Utterback,

J. R. Keaton,

Ordered that Rule 11, Section 8 of the Rules



Governing Proceedings Involving Disbarment,
Suspension and Other Disciplinary Actions be
amended as follows: "and shall file said order
and the record in said cause with the Clerk of
the Supreme Court."

Ordered that the Secretary be instructed to
file order and record in all cases having been
finally determined by the Board of Governors
with the Clerk of the Supreme Court.

Whereas, it is the sense of the Board of Gov-
ernors that the banquet held the second night
of the annual meeting of the State Bar should
be dispensed with, it is so ordered.

Ordered that a committee consisting of five
members be appointed to act for the State Bar
pf Oklahoma as a Legislative Committee. The
following were named:

C. Guy Cutlip, Chairman

Alger Melton,

W. E. Utterback,

Grover C. Spillers,

Horace G. McKeever.

There being no further business, the meet-
ing adjourned.

Among Recent Books
The legal text book, "OIL AND GAS ROY-

ALTIES," by Samuel H. Glassmire, an attor-
ney of Tulsa, Oklahoma, is meeting with a
large sale, at $3.00 per copy, being cloth bound.
The book is annotated and contains a table of
over 250 American court decisions affecting
oil and gas royalties, and is written as a prac-
tical, legal text book for attorneys and royalty
owners.

CLASSIFIED

LAW BOOKS FOR SALE-BARGAIN

Full Set Ruling Case Law, Vols. 1 to 28.
Bouvier's Law Dictionary, 2 Vols.
Oklahoma Sup. Court Reports, Vol. 20 to 64

inc.
American Cr. Reports, Vols. 1 to 12 inc.
American Anno. Cases 1912-1918, 32 Vols. 3

Vols. Indeces, 7 Vols. Digests.
Above Vols. All New.
Good Line of Text Books, New and 2nd Hand.
Cheap for Cash or Bankable Note.

J. H. WILKINS,
Box 622, Tulsa, Okla.
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HOWARD NESBITT65c	 Law Brief Printers	 iiAccurate
A 	 250 Metropolitan Elk. 	 Muskogee	 Proms

i	 Phone Two-Four-Three

Just Who Are Writing Briefs These Days?
All we know is what we get orders for, but during

November the following, were executed by us:

In the Supreme Court of the United States: No. -, by Chester I. Long, Peter
Q. Nyce, West, Gibson, Sherman, Davidson & Hull, James A. Veasey, Lloyd G. Owen

(45pp).
Before the Interstate Commerce Commission: No. 21144, by H. D. Driscoll, Harry

C. Ames (9pp); No. 17000, by H. D. Driscoll, (9pp); No. 22881, by E. N. Adams, Geo.
A. Henshaw (42pp); No. 22881, by F. A. Bodovitz (65pp); Nos. 23164, 23349, by H. D.
Driscoll (73pp).

In the Circuit Court of Appealsh for the Tenth Circuit: Nos. 290, 324, by Poe,
Lundy & Morgan, H. R. Duncan (18pp); No. 308, by Yjancey, Spillers & Fist (14pp);
No. 339, by C. Guy Cutlip, Thos. J. Horsley, Edw. P. Marshall, F. A. Bodovitz (67pp);
No. 377, by H. M. Noble, A. A. Davidson, McCune, Caldwell & Downing, West, Gibson,
Sherman, Davidson & Hull (51pp); No. 383, by O'Connor, Marshall & Cobb (73pp).

In the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit: No. 5937, by Harris, Harris
& Sedberry, Wilson & Wilson (86pp).

In the Supreme Court of the State of Oklahoma: No. 19939, Consolidated, by
Dudley B. Buell, Ralph L. Busey (16pp); Noy 20418, by Thompson, Mitchell, Thompson
& Young, R. J. Foulis, Joe T. Dickerson, John M. Thompson (14pp); No. 20659, by
Woodard & Westhafer, Leake. Henry, Wozencraft & Frank (89pp); No. 20779, by J. C.
Denton, J. H. Crocker, R. H. Wills, J. P. Greve, I. L. Lockewitz (l6pp); No. 20789, by
Eugene 0. Monnet (40pp); No. 21081, by Yancey, Spillers & Fist (12pp); No. 21287, by
Ford & Montgomery (22pp); No. 21301, by Samuel A. Boorstin, E. M. Calkin, (22pp);
No. 21370, by W. H. Conyers, H. R. Duncan (11pp); No. 21411, by Joseph W. Howell,
Commons & Chandler, F. A. Bodovitz (97pp); No. 21431, by Kleinschmidt & Johnson

 Moss & N e5	 c Harry L. HNo. 2 8W. , Richards (36pp); No.
UnderwUnderwood, 	 StantonYoung,

g,
Cheek && McRill (71up);	 y

(16pp): No. 21629, by Fred M. Carter, E. C. Hopper, Jr. (34pp); No. 21656, by J. H.
Grant, W. N. Stokes, George W. Grant, Joseph A. Gill, Jr., Ray S. Fellows (149pp);
No. 21661, by Samuel A. Boorstin, Moss, Breckinridge & Young (51pp); No. 21707, by
Samuel A. Boorstin, E. M. Calkin (23pp); No. 21731, by West, Gibson, Sherman, David-
son & Hull, S. B. Triplett (10pp): No. 21735, by N. E. McNeill (65pp); No. 21753, by
James B. Diggs, William C. Liedtke, Russell G. Lowe, Redmond S. Cole, C. L. Billings
(54pp); No. 21804, by E. Robitaille (20pp); No. 21805, by Tom Payne, R. S. Gamble, M.
A. Dennis (22pp); No. 21837, by Kleinschmidt & Johnson (49pp).

In the Criminal Court of Appeals of the State of Oklahoma: No. A-7809, by E.
M. Gallaher, Wallace & Wallace (99pp); No. A-7897, by Hudson & Hudson, McCollum
& McCollum (217pp).

In the District Court of Tulsa County: No. 48045, by B. C. Franklin (12pp).
In the Supreme Court of Arkansas: No. 1685, by Breckinridge & Bostick (76pp);

No. 1764, by Breckinridge & Bostick (36pp).

For all of which we are very thankful

Guyette & Company, Law Brief Printers
In Rear of Castle Building, 114 W. 3rd St., at Tulsa, Okla.
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United States Code Annotated
each year becomes

A BRAND NEW SET OF BOOKS

The 1930 Annual Pocket Parts which are
now ready to fit into and become a part of
each of the 61 volumes of the set. They
bring the Code down to date and make each
book just as new as though it had been issued
yesterday.

These Pocket Parts contain for each title of the Code

(a) All new laws, each inserted in its proper
place, under the classification as adopt-
ed by Congress.

(b) All constructions and interpretations
by the courts of old as well as new
laws, explaining or correcting exist-
ing laws.

Annual Pocket. Parts are only a portion of
the current Code service, being supplement-
ed by Cumulative Quarterly Pamphlets
through which subscribers are kept advised
throughout the year both as to new legisla-
tion and new judicial constructions.

You can secure this marvelous
edition of the nation's laws for
an initial outlay of only $15.00

Write for full information

W t Pubfl thhig Company
SAINT PAUL	 MINNESOTA
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Temporary Permits
Section 24 of the State Bar Act, provides: will not, or can not, qualify why should"With the approval of the Supreme Court, and

subject to the provisions of this Act, the Board he be admitted either temporarily orp	 y
shall have power to fix and determine the quali- permanently?
fications	 for	 admission	 to	 practice	 law	 in	 this While it must be admitted that it is
State, and to constitute and appoint a committee a great injustice to the legal professionof not more than seven members with power to
examine applicants and recommend to the Supreme to permit persons to enter its ranks who
Court for admission to practice law those who ful- are not qualified to practice law, the
fill the requirements, and no person shall be ad- real injustice is to the public who rely
mitred to practice without such recommendation." upon the advice and counsel of the law-Rule One, of the rules and regulations gover-
ning admission to practice, provides: yer, place their life, liberty and property

"No person shall be admitted to practice law in the hands of a person who is not qual_
in the State of Oklahoma, unless at the time, he, ified to protect them, relying solely upon

Sec. 6, Shall have met all the conditions and
his permit to practice law howeverrequirements hereinafter set forth which may be

applicable to him; granted.
Sec. 7, shall have received the recommenda- That a lawyer should be qualified

tion of the Committee of State Bar Examiners that
he be admitted to practice;" mentally and morally is not susceptible

During the past year there has been of argument.
some discussion as to the propriety of Giving a person the right to practice
issuing "temporary permits" to persons law temporarily merely invites trouble.
who have not been first required to In many instances a person given a
show that they possess the necessary temporary permit has been retained by
qualifications to entitle them to practice clients who in the midst of things find
law. themselves without a lawyer, the tem-

Just why a temporary permit, it is porary permit having expired and the
hard to understand.	 If a person is qual- person holding it having failed to quali-
ified to practice law why should he not fy for permanent admission.
be required to show such qualifications We sincerely believe that the stop-
and be regularly admitted?	 If a person ping of the isuuance of temporary per-
cannot show the proper qualifications, mits to persons whose qualifications
why should he be granted a temporary have not been inquired into will save the
permit to practice law? If a person who Courts, the legal profession and the pub.
desires to call himself a lawyer does not, lic much embarrassment.

1
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President's
The State Bar Act organized the lawyers

of Oklahoma as a body politic, with more than
three thousand three hundred active members.
Under this statute, the lawyers are responsi-
ble for the qualifications and conduct of mem-
bers of the association, and charged with the
duty of safeguarding the public against their
ignorances and evil dispositions in relation to
the practice of law. This duty can be dis-
charged only by improving and maintaining
standards of both learning and ethics of mem-
bers of the legal profession. These improve-
ments can be accomplished by admitting to
practice only those whose education, legal
knowledge and moral standards fit them for
the exercise of the privileges of a lawyer, and
by revoking the authority of all those whose
ignorances or disposition lead them to an abuse
of the privileges conferred by admission, or
the violation of their oaths as officers of the
Court. The Act authorizes and contemplates
reasonable efforts of the organization and of
its members to aid and assist in the improve-
ment of the administration of justice. This
involves study and investigation of judicial
procedure, and the jurisdiction and organiza-
tion of the Courts. It also involves the rela-
tions of the lawyer to the Courts and his con-
duct in all matters relating to the practice of
his profession.

The Board of Governors and Committees
of the State Bar, are the agencies established
by law for the administration and enforcement
of the State Bar Act. These agencies repre-
sent the members of the Bar. The support
and cooperation of the members is necessary
to a reasonable and constructive administra-
tion of the law; necessary to the discharge of
the responsibilities imposed by the Act, and
necessary to the performance of the duties
placed upon both the organization and the in-
dividual member.

Every lawyer should inform himself as to
the material provisions of the Act, and the
rules adopted and approved by the Supreme
Court. The public should be informed as to
the provisions of the law and rules intended
to safe guard the rights of individuals in their
business relations with members of the legal
profession. A general knowledge of the pur-
poses of a wholesome law is the best aid to its
administration and enforcement.

The organization and maintenance of an
active County Bar Association in each County
of the State, and the study and discussion of
the provisions of the State Bar Act, the rules
adopted and approved, and the policies and
activities of the administrative agencies would

Message
materially aid in the administration of the law
in harmony with the purposes sought to be
accomplished by its adoption.

The Board of Governors invite suggestion
and constructive criticism. If any policy of
administration is not in harmony with the
spirit, and intent of the law, such policy should
be abandoned. If the administrative agencies
have misconstrued or misinterpreted any pro-
vision of the Act or rules, their attention
should be directed thereto by members of the
State Bar so that mistakes may be corrected.
If constructive measures relating either to the
administration of the Act, or in aid of the ad-
ministration of justice, should be of material
interest to the members of the Bar, the Board
of Governors invite suggestion and discussion
of such measures.

The offices of the State Bar, 4th floor,
Commerce Exchange Building, Oklahoma
City, are always open to members. Call at the
office, and get acquainted with the organiza-
tion. It is your office and your organization,
and will be glad to serve you in any matter
relating to the administration of State Bar Act.

Get acquainted with the Administrative
Committee in your Judicial District. Consult
and advise with the Committee about its prob-
lems in connection with its duties and respon-
sibilities. Encourage the Committee in its
efforts toward a reasonable and conservative
performance of its duties. Get acquainted
with the law, the rules, the organization and
administrative agencies, their efforts and
purposes, and above all, get acquainted with
the lawyers and cultivate more personal con-
tacts, all to the end that a better spirit of re-
spect and fellowship may exist among members
of the organization.

FORMER OKLAHOMA LAWYER
PROMOTED

S. T. Bledsoe, general counsel of the Santa
Fe Railway System, with headquarters at Chi-
cago, was on December 2nd, 1930, also elected
chairman of the executive committee with
headquarters in New York City.

Mr. Bledsoe, is an Oklahoma lawyer, hav-
ing resided at Ardmore and Oklahoma City,
from 1895 until January 1915, at which time
he was made assistant general solicitor of the
Santa Fe at Chicago, and on April 2nd, 1918,
made General Counsel, which position Mr.
Bledsoe has filled with distinction.

Mr. Bledsoe has long been regarded as one
of the outstanding railway lawyers of this
country.

Mr. Bledsoe is an honorary life member of
the Oklahoma State Bar Association.

Our New President

Alger Melton of Chickasha, was on Decem-
ber 20th, 1930 selected to become the second
president of the State Bar of Oklahoma, suc-
ceeding Judge J. R. Keaton of Oklahoma City.

Mr. Melton was one of the four governors

One of the best and most largely attende
meetings of the bar of the State was had De
cember 19th and 20th, 1930 at the First An
nual meeting of the State Bar of Oklahoma a
Oklahoma City.

The meeting was opened by an address o
welcome by Hal C. Thurman, president of th
Oklahoma City Bar Association in which
hearty welcome was given to all the visitin
lawyers to make themselves at home, and tha
the best was none too good for the guests; t
the address of welcome, Judge Benjamin Mar.
tin, President of the Muskogee County Ba
Association responded, as only Judge Marti
can do.

The annual address was given by President
J. R. Keaton, in which Judge Keaton outlined
some of the major projects now under consid-
eration by the State Bar, and the problem
that confront the lawyers today.

at Iarge appointed by Governor Holloway in
August, 1929, to act as the State Bar Com-
mission to put into effect and operation, the
new State Bar of Oklahoma, and the work of
the State Bar for the past year shows, the able
work and help of Mr. Melton, in putting this
important act into operation properly.

Mr. Melton has been a member of the
Chickasha bar for many years, and has been
engaged in the general practice of law there
with his brother, Adrian Melton.

Mr. Melton is not only an excellent lawyer,
but also an able executive and we prophesy
much good work to be accomplished by the
State Bar during the ensuing year.

NEW BOARD OF GOVERNORS
The election committee of the State Bar

reported and declared the following elected to
the Board of Governors for the ensuing year:
Governor-at-Large:

Four year term, W. E. Utterback, Durant.
Three year term, Edgar A. deMeules, Tulsa
Two year term, Alger Melton, Chickasha.
One year term, D. A. Richardson, Okla-

homa City.
District Governors:	 -

First, Vern A. Thompson, Miami.
Second, Allen Wright, McAlester.
Third, Horace G. McKeever, Enid.
Fourth, F. B. H. Spellman, Alva.
Fifth, H. C. Potterf, Ardmore.
Sixth, Grover C. Spillers, Tulsa.
Seventh, Chas. A. Dickson, Okmulgee.
Eighth, C. Guy Cutlip, Wewoka.
Ninth, Sam A. Massingale, Cordell.

First Annual Meeting a Success
d	 The State Bar of Oklahoma was signally

honored in that the Honorable Charles A. Bos-
- 	 President of the American Bar Associa-
t tion was in attendance at the entire session and

was the speaker at the evening session Friday,
f December 19th, which was held at the Central
e High School Auditorium, with the public in-

vited to attend; a capacity house heard his
speech which was well received not only by the

t bar, but also by the public in attendance.
o	 Other out of the state speakers on the pro-

gram were Dean Henry M. Bates of Ann Ar-
bor and Honorable R. M. Perkins of Iowa City;

n Dean Bates' address upon "Tendencies of
American Constitutional Law" was excellent

t and highly appreciated by all who heard him;
d Mr. Perkins' address upon "The Work of the

American Law Institute" was also fine, and
s greatly appreciated by the bar, especially due

to the work being carried on by the Board of
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Governors in conjunction with the American
Law Institute.

Other able addresses and papers, were,
"The Criminal Court of Appeals, Its History
and Functions" by the Honorable Thos. A. Ed-
wards, presiding judge; "Oil Production Under
State Control" by Philip Kates of Tulsa; "The
Doctor and the Lawyer as Citizens" by Dr.
A. L. Blesh of Oklahoma City; "The Supreme
Court" by Associate Justice James B. Cullison
of the Oklahoma Supreme Court.

Honorable Alger Melton of Chickasha,
made a full and complete report of all the ac-
tivities and work of the Board of Governors,
since its organization in October, 1929, going
into detail, as to the various activities, this
was very interesting to the members of the bar,
and was greatly appreciated by all present.

Committee reports received by the session,
were as follows: "American Citizenship" by
Barritt 0. Galloway, of Oklahoma City; "Re-
port of Delegates to American Bar Associa-
tion" by H. L. Fogg of El Reno and R. T.
Stinson of Durant; "Oklahoma Annotations to
Contracts" by Stewart Lynch of Tulsa; "Legal
Education and Admission to the Bar" by Dean
Julien C. Monnet of Norman; "Report of State
Bar Examiners" by Ray McNaughton of Mi-
ami; "Judicial Council" by Walter A. Lybrand,
of Oklahoma City; "Judicial Reform" by Thos.
H. Owen of Oklahoma City; "Necrology" by A.
W. Rigsby of Oklahoma City; and Report of
Treasurer by F. B. H. Spellman of Alva; these
reports were very full and complete and
showed much work and preparation on the

Judge
Court of Colorado, recently said in speaking
on the "ins and outs" of the legal profession:

"Whoever comes to the practice of the law
with no education outside of that required to
pass an examination in legal subjects can never
hope to be anything but a hewer of wood and
and drawer of water. There is no knowledge
a man can acquire that will not be of service
in this profession. But he must know some-
thing of the appearance and disappearance of
races, of the rise and fall of nations, of the
development and decay of civic and social in-
stitutions, since mankind first came out of the
mists. Above all, he must have some compre-
hension of the wonders wrought by words,
some inkling of the beauty and power of that
noble literature whose source lies back of
Homer, and whose currents have bathed with
glory every civilization that has ever been
worthy to live. For myself, I do not care how
or where a young man acquires knowledge and
character. It may be in school or college or
university, in shop or field or mine, or by the
lonely lamp of the humblest cottage in this
land."

part of the committees, and showed especially
that the members had been working and doing
real work in their line.

The new plan of having separate lunch-
eons, seemed to be well taken, and all lunch-
eons, reported a splendid attendance with many
topics of interest being discussed; it is hoped
by all in attendance that these luncheons will
become a permanent feature of the annual
meetings, as it gives the lawyers in each judi-
cial district a chance to get together and talk
over their individual problems.

At the luncheon of the old and new mem-
bers of the Board of Governors, Saturday, the
following officers were elected for the ensuing
year:

Alger Melton, Chickasha, President.
Edgar A. deMeules, Tulsa, First Vice Pres-

ident.
Horace G. McKeever, Enid, Second Vice

President.
W. E. Utterback, Durant, Third Vice Pres-

idnt.
F. B. H. Spellman, Alva, Treasurer, and

Editor of the State Bar Journal.
A. W. Rigsby, Oklahoma City, Secretary.
The older members of the State Bar were

especially gratified to see so many new faces
present at this meeting, as well as having the
older members all back, as it shows that the
lawyers over the State are really taking an
interest in the work being carried on by the
State Bar.

All we can say in conclusion, is that those
who failed to attend missed a whole lot.

of admis-
sion to the bar permit almost anyone to come
up before the bar examiners, it is often said,
"It is true that our qualifications for admis-
sion are not high, but we have an excellent
Board of Bar Examiners who see to it that
only those candidates pass who know their law
and who are morally qualified." If it were
possible to frame examinations which could be
passed only by those "who know their law,"
perhaps this statement would be justified. But
it is an undeniable fact that quite often men
inadequately prepared who have attended bar
examination cram schools or have made an
intensive study of test questions given by the
same board, are able to pass. It is much
surer to require the completion of a certain
amount of liberal education and then the pass-
age of a certain amount of work in a standard
law school. If, in addition, a man has to pass
a thorough bar examination there is much

Due to the publicity given this case by the
newspapers and state-wide interest in the out-
come of the case of Hazen Green, Otho Green,
Jack G. Harley, M. E. Turner, K. B. Turner,
Harry B. Parris and Thomas A. Chandler; it

have no requirements whatsoever of general
education. Seven of these have no require-
ments as to kind, quality or duration of the
legal training which candidates are supposed
to possess. While this situation is showing
improvement slowly but surely under the
efforts of the American Bar Association
and individual lawyers in the various states,
there is still much to be done. That it
can be done is conclusively proved by the work
of the American Medical Association, through
the efforts of which more than three-fourths
of the states require graduation from an ap-
proved medical college with a four year course
requiring for admission at least two years of
college work. The standards which the Amer-
ican Bar Association recommend were adopted
in 1921, after being reported on favorably by
a committee of which Elihu Root was the
chairman. They provide for graduation from
an approved law school which requires as a
prerequisite for admission two years of col-
lege, or its equivalent, and which has a law
course of three years if the students devote
substantially all of their working time to law
study, or four years in case of an afternoon
or evening school. These requirements were
considered as a minimum by the leaders of the
bar ten years ago, and that conclusion is much
more pronounced today.

The -problem is urgent. Mr. Philip J.
Wickser, Secretary of the New York Board
of Law Examiners, estimates that in 1940 we
will have some 240,000 lawyers in this coun-
try as against the present legal population of
between 150,000 and 160,000. This means an
increased strain on the moral and ethical
standards of the members of the profession
and requires an increasingly searching sur-
veillance of the qualifications of candidattes,
both moral and legal. Bar associations and
legislatures must bear their share of the re-
sponsibility, which they can only do by mak-
ing every effort to see that applicants for the
bar who knock at the gates in their states
have those qualifications which will most cer-
tainly insure an adequate moral and ethical
background for the practice of law, as well as
a knowledge of its intricacies.

was deemed advisable to publish not only the
order recommending discipline in this case,
but also the dissenting opinion, in order that
the bar of the State might be fully apprized
of the decision in this case.

—o

The Problem of the Lawyer's Qualifications
e Haslett P. Burke, of the Supreme	 In many states where the rules

more likelihood of getting better prepared
lawyers.

The method law office training, largely in
vogue in the last half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, is rapidly passing completely into the
discard and will soon be entirely obsolete.
There is no place in the modern law office for
an apprentice. In fact, in Ohio, the State Bar
Association has already recommended that can-
didates with only law office study shall not be
eligible for license, and there are now four
states where some law school work is required.
Study of law by correspondence with the view
to practice is becoming still more rare, and
most of the correspondence schools report a
constantly decreasing law enrollment. While
them are well over ten thousand students to-

:ho are studying law by correspondence,
only a small portion of these have any idea of
practicing, and a very infinitesimal part of
that small portion will ever finish their law
course. On the average less than -seven per
cent of the students who enroll in correspond-

Schools ever complete their course, and
he n-rcentage who finish a law course is even

smaller. But this does present a question
worth considering, for it is obvious that many
of these men are not fit for practice.

For example, there is the case of Bob
Silvers, convict in the Texas penitentiary at
Huntsville. He was sentenced to life impris-
onment several years ago for robbery with a
gun, to which was added another ten years for
another felony. He announced that he was go-
ing to take a correspondence course in law and,
pinning his faith on the clemency of the female
executive of the Lone Star State, he appeared
confident that he would soon be out and that
he would make a better lawyer than many
with whom he had come in contact. He is still
in the penitentiary and his chances of a par-
don do not seem particularly bright, but he is
pursuing his law course with unabated zeal,
end although he has no educational qualifica-
tions, in many states he would be entitled to
come before the examining board. In Texas
he is automatically barred by a statute which
prevents the licensing of anyone who has been
convicted of a felony.

Texas is but one of fifteen states which

The Hazen Green, et al., Case
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The opinion is as follows:
"STATEMENT, FINDINGS OF FACT.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER

On December 23, 1929, an accusation was
filed before the Board of Governors of the
State Bar of Oklahoma, wherein it was
charged that the respondents Hazen Green,
Otho Green, Jack G. Harley, M. E. Turner,
K. B. Turner, Harry B. Parris and Thomas A.
Chandler were, on April 1st, 1927, convicted
in the United States District Court in and for
the Eastern District of Oklahoma, of a felony,
the respondents being then duly admitted to the
practice of law in the State of Oklahoma, and
on the date of the filing of the accusation be-
ing members of the Bar of the State of Okla-
homa.

All of the respondents except the respondent
Thomas A. Chandler filed responses to the ac-
cusation. The respondent Thomas A. Chand-
ler, in lieu of a response, filed a motion re-
questing that his name be stricken from the
rolls of the Supreme Court as a member of
the Bar thereof. The motion was denied. The
respondent Thomas A. Chandler has filed no
other pleading to the accusation.

Upon the issues made by the accusation and
by the responses filed thereto by all of the re-
spondents except the respondent Thomas A.
Chandler, the cause was set for hearing at
Eufaula, in McIntosh County, Oklahoma, on
the 11th day of February, 1930.

On the 11th day of February, 1930, the cause
was called for trial at Eufaula, in McIntosh
County, Oklahoma, and the respondent Harry
B. Parris appeared in person and by his at-
torneys, Frank L. Montgomery, James B.
Diggs, Joseph C. Stone and William C. Liedtke,
the respondent Jack G. Harley appeared in
person and by his attorney Carl W. Gust,
respondents M. E. Turner and K. B. Turner
appeared in person and by their attorneys,
James B. Diggs, William C. Liedtke, and Jo-
seph C. Stone, and the respondents Hazen
Green and Otho Green appeared in person and
by their attorneys, E. J. Van Court and C. H.
Tully, and the respondent Thomas A. Chandler
neither in person nor by attorney.

At the hearing, evidence was introduced and
testimony taken. Upon the conclusion of the
hearing the matter was taken under advise-
ment. The testimony taken at the Eufaula
hearing was transcribed, written and printed
briefs were submitted; and thereafter the three
members of the Board of Governors who took
the testimony at Eufaula on February 11,
1930, filed a majority report and a minority
report, which reports were submitted to the
Board of Governors, together with a complete
transcript of all the evidence taken at the
hearing. Exceptions were taken to the reports
and filed with the Board of Governors. The
matter was then set for oral argument before
the Board of Governors at Oklahoma City on
December 13, 1930, and the respondents were
notified to appear . and argue the cause.

Pursuant to the said notices all of the re-
spondents appeared before the Board of Gov-
ernors at Oklahoma City on December 13, 1930,
and argued the matter to the Board. Respond-
ent Thomas A. Chandler appeared in person
and stipulated that the proceedings against

him should be heard and determined upon the
record theretofore made.

The Board of Governors, being fully advis-
ed in the premises, now makes the following

FINDING OF FACT
1. That on April 1, 1927, each and all of the

respondents were duly admitted and practicing
members of the Bar of the Supreme Court of
the State of Oklahoma, and were such on De-
cember 23, 1929, and still are;

2. That on April 1, 1927, the respondents
and each of them were convicted in the United
States District Court for the Eastern District
of Oklahoma of a felony, to-wit, the violation
of Section 37 of the Criminal Code of the
United States, otherwise known as Section
5440 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States.

3. That all the respondents were at all
times herein mentioned residents of McIntosh
County, in the State of Oklahoma.

4. That the crime of which the respondents
were convicted involved moral turpitude.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The Board of Governors, as a matter of

law, concludes that this proceeding is governed
by the law in force at the time of the convic-
tion, and therefore the first subdivision of sec-
tion 4106, C. O. S. 1921, applies to this pro-
ceeding.

2. That the Supreme Court of the State of
Oklahoma has construed the first subdvision
of section 4106, supra, to mean that when a
conviction of a felony or misdeameanor involv-
ing moral turpitude is admitted or proved, that
the attorney must be disbarred. In support of
this see the following cases:
In re: Horine, 64 Okla. 315
In re: Williams, 64 Okla. 316;
In re: Simpson, 79 Okla. 307;
In re: Disbarment of Elliott, 122 Okla. 180;
In re: Disbarment of Chitwood, 122 Okla. 182;
In re: Eyler, 136 Okla. 268;
In re: Roach, 141 Okla. 78.

ORDER
It is therefore Considered, Ordered, Ad-

judged and Decreed by the Board of Governors
of the State Bar of Oklahoma that the respond-
ents Hazen Green, Jack G. Harley, M. E. Tur-
ner, K. B. Turner and Thomas A. Chandler be
and they are hereby disbarred from the prac-
tice of law in the State of Oklahoma, and the
Supreme Court of Oklahoma is hereby request-
ed to strike the names of the said attorneys
from the rolls of attorneys entitled to practice
law in this state.

It is further ordered by the Board of Gov-
ernors that said Board retain jurisdiction of
this cause as against the respondents Otho
Green and Harry B. Parris for further con-
sideration and further proceedings.

Dated this 18th day of December, 1930.
KEATON	 MELTON
MASSINGALE	 SPELLMAN
McKEEVER	 SPILLERS
POTTERF	 THOMPSON,

Governors Concurring.

Governors Dissenting:
UTTERBACK."
CUTLIP

DISSENTING OPINION OF C. GUY CUTLIP,
GOVERNOR

This cause arose by accusation filed by the
Board of Governors against the above named la e'-

yers of the State of Oklahoma charging that said
lawyers had been convicted and sentenced by the
United States District Court of the Eastern District
of Oklahoma for conspiring to defraud the United
States Government by deceiving one of its offi-
cials, to-wit: Shade Wallen. Said cause was tried
to a jury and above named respondents were con-
victed and by the Federal Judge fined in amounts
ranging from $100.00 to $4,000.00. The prosecu-
tion arose out of approximately the following
facts:

Exie Fife was a Creek, full-blood Indian girl.
She, by discovery of petroleum oil on her allot-
ment, became suddenly rich. Prior to the sudden
accumulation of fortune she and a white boy by
the name of Berlin Jackson were sweethearts and
at about the time of the discovery of oil or soon
thereafter, married; after the money began to come
in from the allotment and Exie began to feel the
pleasing results of having some cash on hand she
became dissatisfied with Berlin Jackson and enam-
ored with one, 011ie Carr. This not unusual tri-
angle resulted in difficulties in Berlin Jackson's
home and eventually In a divorce proceeding. Hazen
Green and perhaps his son, Otho, had been attor-
neys for the father of this Exie Fife during her
minority. When she got into trouble with Berlin
Jackson she either applied to the Greens for their
advice and counsel as lawyers or they sent for her.
She says Hazen Green sent for her and he swears
that he did not but that she came voluntarily and
that the sending, for Exie happened after she had
employed him and his statement is more fully
borne out by the physical facts and records than
is Exie Fife's.. She had in different rows with Ber-
lin Jackson abused him and tried to run him away
from her home and in the anxiety to get rid of him
offered him $10,000.00 to leave her house. Berlin
Jackson employed Jack Harley of the firm of Tur-
ner, Turner, Harley & Parris and by such employ-
ment he employed said firm. This employment was
unsolicited by any member of the firm. The case
for divorce was eventually filed by Hazen and his
son, Otho Green, attorneys for Exie Fife, and
thereupon, the attorneys for the defendant filed an
answer and were going to file a cross petition.
There can be no. doubt in the minds of anyone
reading the record In U. S. vs. Green, et al. that
Exie Fife and OhioCarr had been Intimate in their
relationship and that this intimacy was well known
to Berlin Jackson, the husband of Exie Fife, Ber-
lin Jackson's attorneys were demanding alimony.
There was doubt as to . whether or not a husband
was entitled to alimony from a wife and this ques-
tion entered into the negotiations and final settle-
ment that took place between the parties. It was
agreed in writing that Berlin. Jackson was to re-
ceive $35,000.00 and Exie Fife her divorce. This
contemplated.a $15,000.00 fee for Turner, Turner,
Harley & Parris. . Of. course, this agreement and
this amount had to be approved and ordered paid
by the superintendent of the agency at Muskogee,
Mr..._Shade Wallen. When this arrangement had
been made the Turner firm gathered up a number
of witnesses to substantiate their claim for this
$35,000.00 to be paid to Berlin Jackson and his at-
torneys, and, together with Hazen Green and Otho
Green, Exie ,Fife, her mother and kinfolks, repair-
ed to Muskogee for the purpose of Introducing evi-
dence before the superintendent. Nobody from
reading the record would doubt the good faith and
correct intentions of the Turner firm up to this
time. But one, Bert Chandler, who had been con-
gressman. from the First District of Oklahoma and
must have been very instrumental in getting the

appointment of Shade Wallen as superintendent,
was retained by the Hazen Green firm and Exie
Fife to represent them before the superintendent in
getting a settlement of marital differences ap-
proved. In the meantime, it is of interest to note
that Exie Fife was exasperated because of the de-
lay in receiving her divorce. She wanted action in
the matter and was willing to pay whatever price
was necessary, it may be even to the extent of half
of her fortune. She complained to the superintend-
ent and to her lawyers often that there was too
much delay. Yet she did not care to have her con-
duct dragged through the courts and would rather
pay money, perhaps, than to stand the trial carry-
ing with it the exposure of many embarrasing inci-
dents. Bert Chandler, a practicing lawyer of Vi-
nita and one of the respondents herein, was em-
ployed because of his friendship and influence with
the superintendent, not only to get the approval of
the contract entered into but to get the matter
hastened along.

When all these parties had come to Muskogee
prepared to submit their testimony on the approval
of the contract, Mr. Chandler appeared on the
scene, perhaps for the first time, and he suggested
to Hazen Green that their attorneys' fee should
be fixed. This matter of attorneys' fees was dis-
cussed with Exie Fife and her family and it was
suggested that her attorneys should have as much
for their services as did the attorneys for Berlin
Jackson, to-wit: $15,000.00. This was agreed to
by Exie Fife and her family. Then Mr. Chandler,
after having a consultation at the noon hour with
Shade Wallen, suggested that a new contract be
written up and signed and that it contain the
$15,000.00 attorneys' fees for Exie Fife's lawyers.
In other words, the new contract was to be for
$50,000.00. Relying upon this as being the proper
thing and acceptable to the government officials
and as being suggested by one who was a friend of
and perhaps in close touch with the superintendent,
these lawyers readily agreed to such an arrange-
ment. Mr. Parris, one of the respondents herein
and formerly a stenographer, was directed to re-
write the contract and to just leave it the same as
It was except to make it $50,000.00 instead of
$35,000.00 as previously written. He did this and
in rewriting it thus there was left in the contract
the provision of the old contract that made the new
contract dangerous, indeed, to these respondents.
That provision was, in substance, as follows: That
it was agreed between the parties that the first
party, Exie Fife, should not be in any way liable
to the attorneys of the second party, Berlin Jack-
son, for fees or claims which they might have for
their services, it being understood that the fees for
the attorney of the first party shall be allowed and
paid to then by the Department, such fee to be set
by said Department. This provision in the contract
was the crux of the prosecution in the criminal
case as it was contended by the government that
with this provision in the contract a deception had
been practiced on the superintendent and through
him on the government to get the attorneys' fees
for both parties paid. There is no question that
the attorneys' fees for both parties in the final ar-
rangement were to be paid out of the $50,000.00
but it can scarcely be said from the evidence and
record in this case that any of these attorneys had
any evil intention toward the government or the
officials but did, in fact, believe that all of the
arrangements that they had made through Mr.
Chandler were well known to the representatives
of the Federal Government. In fact, some of the
attorneys were ready, in view of the fact that they
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had all of their witnesses there, to go immediately
before the superintendent, Mr. Wallen, and present
the same, and submit their facts on the $50,000.00
contract so that he would be thoroughly familiar
with such facts and circumstances but did not do
so on • Mr. Chandler's statement that he had seen
Mr. Wallen and had gone over the mater with him
and that he would approve the $50,000.00 settle-
ment. There is no contention anywhere that Exie
Fife was not cognizant of every detail of this ar-
rangement and her testimony shows she made full
disclosure to Wallen. She made no objection but
on the other hand was anxious to get her divorce
matter out of the way as quickly as possible and
to this end was willing to pay these sums that she
well knew about. The complaint of the government
was that all of these lawyers had practiced a de-
ception and fraud on the superintendent of the In-
dian Agency at Muskogee and through him on the
government to get their attorneys' fees paid. Yet
the record shows conclusively that when the divorce
was granted the property settlement approved by
the District Court of McIntosh County, that a rep-
resentative of the Agency was present in court with
a *50,000.00 check, a Mr. Hunt, and it is only
reasonable to assume that the division of this
money was known not only to the court but to Mr.
Hunt and there can be little doubt in the minds of
reasonable men but that the agent of the govern-
ment, Mr. Wallen, in fact did know every material
detail of this transaction. But the jury convicted
these defendants and the court let the verdict stand
and that verdict was approved upon appeal by the
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth District.
We cannot go behind the conviction but I believe
that we must and should know the facts in order
to do substantial justice in this case.

The thing that tends to shock the minds of the
ordinary man is the large amount of fees paid out
of the moneys of this rich Indian girl in a divorce
case that ordinarily would have been handled by
lawyers at a much lesser fee. But she had a right
to pay them such fees if she so desired and there
can be no claim that she did not know all the facts.
There can be no claim made that she objected to
the payment of these fees, but on the other hand
it is shown conclusively to my mind that she was
more than anxious to pay this money if in return
she should receive a divorce and freedom from
Berlin Jackson and thereby be allowed to pursue
her adulterous course with 011ie Carr. For this, -
she was willing to pay her money and she had a
right, knowing all the facts, to do so if she so de-
sired. Perhaps there was pride still left sufficient
to prompt her to pay out money rather than have
the sordid details, and facts of her adulterous re-
lations with 011ie Carr made a matter of record in
the courts of this State.

The majority members of this Board have con-.
eluded that under the facts and because of the con-
viction of these lawyers that the extreme punish-
ment should be visited- upon each and every one
of the respondents, only allowing for the young
members, Otho Green and Harry Parris, a contin-
uance, That these men should all be disbarred,
their livlihood taken ai ray from them; their equip-
ment for providing sustenance for themselves and
families wrecked, is a result in which I cannot
concur. There is just something in me that says
that this is not right and I am going to listen to'
that inner conscience.

Upon .the hearing and before the sub-commit-
tee of this Board every District Judge of the Dism,
trict where these men live and adjoining .districts
came forth and testified that they were of excel.
lent character and of the highest standing as law-'

yers and their conduct was good. Every lawyer
in the county where they live and countless num-
bers of laymen were offered to show the good char-
acter and high standing of these respondents, both
before and after "the conviction.

With this rare acclaim of a man's good char-
acter, both as a man and lawyer, it seems strange
that - other men in the same profession would vote
to revoke their license to practice law. Hoping as
we all hope that we too may be able to claim the
good opinion as to our character and standing as
we find given without stint to these respondents,
I .find it impossible to bring myself to believe that
it is right. or just - to take away from them their
license, to practice law especially in . view of the
fact that the United States Judge sat - in the trial
that resulted in the conviction stated during the
trial that he had studied the case and that "The
case on the law was on the border land" and this
,statement he repeats in his deposition and in his
deposition describes the offense as only "technical"
and twice states that the defendants did not think
that they were violating the law and also states that
the first grand jury had been informed "By some-
one representing the department of Justice, either
the United States Attorney's Office or some rep-
resentative, advised the grand jury it was not an
offense" and the trial judge in his deposition fur-
ther testifies, "Then I had another grand jury and
Mr. Paden I believe his name was, the indictment
expert from Washington, was here and I under-
stand he declined to draw an indictment on the
ground one c ouldn't be drawn on the facts that
woud stand prosecution." Judge Williams also
testified that he had not and did not intend to dis-
bar any of the respondents. The conclusion of the
trial judge who saw the witnesses, heard their
testimony, and who is skilled in weighing evidence,
not to disbar, appeals to me with irresistible force,
commands my concurrence, and should command
that of this Board.

I hope that the criticism may not be justly
made that some of the members of this Board be-
lieve that victim or victims must be had for their
disciplinarian authority in order to justify the con-
tinuance of the State Bar Act In Oklahoma. It is
my belief that this Act was raised up and this
Board created as much for the protection of the
individual lawyer in the face of dangerous and ever
zealous accusation . as it was to lay down a policy
and a course of practice calculated to frighten men
into being good men. Some members of the Board
concurred - in the majority opinion simply because
of the prior erroneous opinion of the Board in the
Pinick case now pending for review in the Supreme
Court where the Board held disbarment mandatory
on account of conviction and overlooked the fact
that the statute under consideration is in the al-
ternative and that either disbarment or suspension
can be decreed in any and all instances mentioned
in the statute. This rule was adopted in the Pinick
case because a "long line" of opinions by our su-
preme court disbarred. This line consisted of three
cases' where the facts in each case justified and
called for disbarment and in which three cases no
response or defense was made by the accused. Since
this statute expressly upon its face provides either
for disbarment or suspension, I cannot understand
how any lawyer upon sober reflection and earnest
consideration can stand upon a rule which in effect
strikes the suspension provision from the statute.
I cannot understand how members of the Board
can conclude in face of a statute that provides that
conviction for a felony , shall be sufficient cause

,for "revocation or suspension," 'that only revoca-

tion of the license and, therefore, disbarment is
meant by that statute just because three opinions
of the supreme court saw fit to disbar three dif-
ferent parties under the peculiar facts of each case.
The Pinick Case rule is wrong and the majority
of the members of this Board now recognize it as
being wrong and knowing it to be wrong it should
be rectified here and now. I commend this or any
other body for adherence to established precedent
but if that precedent be bad then it should not- be
followed but should be cured and rectified.

I think the correct rule in these matters is laid
down by Judge Brett in the case of In re: Sitton,
177 Pac. 555:

"The supreme court is not a criminal
tribunal, and disbarment is not a criminal
or punitive proceeding. But the direct.
question in such proceeding is whether or
not the character and conduct of the re-
spondent is such that this court should
protect the public and courts of justice -
against it."

"The lawyer's . life must be one of fi-
delity and stern integrity. There is no
place at the Bar for the unscrupulous and
the cheeks of the lawyer, who besmirches
his profession, should be made to burn with
shame; but disbarment means profession-
al excommunication and death and should
be resorted to only when it is apparent
that the interest of the community, - the in-

vindication of its existence, it reaches back into the
past and brings forward these lawyers of whom to
make an example. Had they appraised of this Act.
the rules promulgated and the elaborate machinery
for executing the laws, and in defiance of that done
the things complained of, it would make an entirely
different case in my mind. There were no rules or
regulations particularly defining and containing
the taking of an excessively large fee from a client
or clients who were willing to pay it at the time
the fees in this case were taken and, in fact, up
until this time no complaint has been made in re-
gard to the excessive fee but the complaint here is
that they were convicted of a felony in the Fed-
eral Court. Our statute provides for conviction of
a felony under the Statutes of Oklahoma or a mis-
demeanor involving moral turpitude. Undoubtedly,
this moral turpitude must apply also to the con-
viction of a felony and the Federal Judge who tried
this case wherein these lawyers were convicted
states that the conviction was purely "technical."
I am not of the opinion that we should, even under
extreme cases and facts, apply the same severe
punishment to acts and circumstances long prior
to the passage of the State Bar Act as we would to
those taking place subsequent thereto and I think
this a reasonable rule and one that should be ad-
hered to by this Board. It was never contemplat-
ed by the law makers that this Board should reach
back into the dim past to find acts and circum-
stances upon which to disbar members of the pro-
fession.	 -

tegrity of the courts or the honor of the Of course, these men made a mistake to follow
profession imperatively demands it."

blindly the suggestions of a government official

Taking this rule of the supreme court, it is with the penchant that those officials have in after

difficult for me to understand how it can be ap- time to forget everything except their own official

plied to the testimony of Judge Robert L. Williams, and personal safety.	 Such mistakes are often made

Judge . W. J. Crump, District Judge Vernor, Dis- by the very best of men.	 But if the extreme posi-

trict Judge Melton, the County Judge of McIntosh tion could be taken that they deliberately deceived

County, each and every lawyer of McIntosh County the government officials, should a life time of roe-

and to such a number of laymen, business men and titude and good conduct be sacrificed on the altar

professional men as caused the sub-committee of of expediency by this Board?	 Is it that in our

this Board to cry out stop, and a conclusion reach- hearts we believe that the conduct of these men

ed by this Board that the respondents are a menace have been in the past and will be in the future a

to the best interests "of the community, the integ- sufficient menace to the public, to the courts and

rity of the courts, or the honor of the profession, to the profession as to authorize us as a Board

Should the courts and the public be protected created by the lawyers of this State to take away

against ,such men of high standing that the officials their license to practice law? 	 I feel that their mis-

of the government of the State and their neighbors take calls for much less severe action.	 I think Mr.

proclaim their character of the very highest? 	 It Chandler should be disbarred; I think that Hazen

is silly to answer this question In the affirmative. - Green should be suspended for ninety days; I think

Furthermore, it seems hardly	 applyy proper to a	 ly
Jack Harley, K. G. Turner, and M. E. Turner

the same strict rule and administer the same severe
should be suspended for sixty days; and I think

punishment to those cases that occured prior to the
that this accusation should be dismissed as to Otho

passage of the State Bar Act and the creation of
Green and Harry Parris.

this Board of Governors, together with the promul- I think the rule in the Pinnick case should be
gation of the rules and regulations by this Board - corrected and made to speak in accordance with
laid down, as would be applied to those cases sub- the statutory law of the State.
sequent to the Act.	 More than three years have
passed since conviction in this case and more than To these views I am sincerely and honestly
five years since the facts upon which the conviction convinced and I should deem any conduct coward-
took place transpired. 	 The Bar, the citizenship, ly that did not courageously express such convic-
and the courts did not see fit to take action against tions in a, dissenting opinion. 	 I feel that my breth-
these lawyers in this matter. 	 The Federal Court ren on the Board of Governors are as earnest and
took no action towards disbarment. 	 The brother sincere in their convictions but I feel that they are
lawyers in the county and in that section of the persuaded and influenced by a desire to hold these
State made no complaint and the supreme court of victims out to the members of the State Bar as a
the State, with its inherent power to admit and justification for the continuation of the organiza-
disbar, took no action.	 No complaint was made by tion.	 Something in me tells me this attitude is
anyone or several individuals. 	 All of this implies wrong and I am, therefore, compelled to dissent
a tacit approval or condonation of the facts and of from the majority opinion filed in this case.
the conviction ' .Thenviction	 years afterwards this Act of
the State Bar was passed and this Board of Gov- Respectfully submitted,

ernors raised up :and, seeking more or less, for a C. GUY CUTLIP, Governor.
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compare, and analyze all existing data on the
operations of the law, and whenever anything
unexpected crops up it will endeavor to trace
the cause of the unexpected development.

Legislation Gone Wrong
Immediately come to mind the reasonable

question, Why go to all this trouble? If the
old philosophic system of approach to the law
has worked passably for thousands of years,
why try at this late day to substitute for it a
new scientific system of approach?

The best answer is found, perhaps, in the
words of President Hoover when he was an-
nouncing the formation of his Commission on
Law Observance and Enforcement. "We are
facing," he said, "a subsidence of our founda-
tions." It is not merely that an individual
statute here and there has produced an unex-
pected backfire which has made it more dang-
erous at the breech than at the muzzle. It is
not merely that such an important legislative
experiment as the Eighteenth Amendment
with its supporting legislation seems some-
how to have gone wrong and to be producing
wholly unforeseen results. It is that the
whole structure, under the strains to which it
has been subjected within the past generation,
is beginning to creak and groan in terrifying

fashion.
The law, as we know it, is much less a

structure than growth. Legislatures have al-
ways been fallible, but their mistakes have
been corrected by themselves much less com-
monly than is supposed by laymen. The us-
ual process has been for some judge, facing
conditions that have arisen since the legisla-
ture acted, to interpret the law to fit the new
conditions, rather than for the legislature to
make a new law. Thus decision after decis-
ion has shaped and fashioned the existing
law, frequently into forms of which the enact-
ing legislature never dreamed.

Obviously, the success of this system pre-
supposed genuine learning on the part of the -
judge—not merely knowledge of the law, but
also knowledge of the conditions to which the
law must be applied. A hundred years ago
most judges possessed this learning. A mag-
istrate sitting in an English or American
court in 1830 was, as a rule, fairly well ac-
quainted with all the processes whereby men
secured a livilihood within his jurisdiction, for
those processes had not greatly increased in
complexity for a thousand years. The horse
was still man's swiftest means of transporta-
tion and communication, just as he had been
in the time of Homer. Commerce was slow
and simple. Corporations were rare and small
most of them being personally conducted en-
terprises, which one man could not only un-

derstand but direct in all their undertakings.
iIn such a civilization one could hardly

bring into court a case whose background was
not already familiar to the man on the bench.
Present the facts clearly, and the implications
of the facts would immediately present them-
selves to his mind, because basic conditions
changed slightly and slowly, and a judge who
was at all well informed could easily keep
abreast of all important changes.

But the rise of modern science, precipita-
ting the industrial revolution, has not so much
changed that civilization has abolished it com-
pletely and set up a new and radically differ-
ent one in its stead, A judge whose jurisdic-
tion includes a modern industrial city would
not be merely learned, he would be an intel-
lectual miracle, if he had personal knowledge
of all the operations whereby men gain a livli-
hood within his jurisdiction. For the labor
that is performed in any modern industrial
city to-day is intimately bound up with the
labor performed in other cities scattered
throughout the habitable globe; and fully to
understand it, a man must understand a large
part of all labor performed by the human
race, which is clearly beyond the capacity of
any brain.

Hence it is almost impossible to bring in-
to court to-day any case, involving basic prin- -
ciples, all of whose implications are immed-
iately apparent to the most learned judge. On
the contrary, if the case is of real importance
the magistrate must frequently spend days, or
weeks, in intensive study before he can be
sure that he understands even the more direct
effects of his decision. And even then he is
lucky if the succeeding ten years do not
evolve conditions in the light of which his de-
cision will appear so absurb as to the unworthy
of an intelligent man.

The learning of the modern judge, there-
fore, must include a great deal more than" -
knowledge of the laws and knowledge of hu-
man nature. He must also—if his decisions
are to stand the test of time as assisting,
rather than hindering, the progress of so-
cial justice — have some understanding of
economic trends and scientific processes. For
nothing is more certain than that the law can-
not permanently block the trend of economic'
and scientific development.

A great body of statute law is instantly
affected by the injection of every innovation
which has an appreciable effect on our man-
ner of living. All these things require the at-
tention of jurists and legislators, because
their own work cannot be done intelligently
except in full knowledge of the changes which
science is affecting in the conditions under
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How Does the Law. Work?!
By GERALD W. JOHNSON

The law," said Dr. Samuel Johnson, "is the But while this question is simplicity i1-
last result of human wisdom acting upon hu- self, it- must be admitted that the answer to
man experience for the benefit of the public." it is as abstruse, difficult, and obscure as the
That was enough, perhaps, for the eighteenth most recondite researches which the layman
century. But a lexicographer to-day, no mat- imagines scholars carrying on in dim, dusty;
ter how great, must expect to have his defini- libraries.
tions subjected to careful scrutiny and relent- A moment's thought should make this
less analysis before they are accepted.	 The plain to anyone.	 Pick out pretty much any
fact that Dr. Johnson said it no longer i law of which you have knowledge and ask	 -
enough.	 The authoritarian is out of fashion. yourself how much knowledge you have- of

So in the twentieth century the President how it operates.	 Is it really doing the work
of the United States feels impelled to call in- for which it was designed, or is it doing some-
to council a group of the wisest men and thing else which framers of the law never had
women he can find, with instructions to dis- in mind at all and to which they might object
cover, if they can, why so many American" violently? Or is it doing anything?
regard the law as a thing of no account.

A Subject Nobody Knows
It is this discrepancy between what the

To	 pick an example which is at the same
law ought to be, what it frequently is sup-

time well known and relatively innocuous, eon-
posed to be, and what it actually is that fur-

sider the legislation which 	 most	 American
nishes the field of labor for one of the new

communities have written	 on their statute
departures in American higher education, the

books relative to the observance of Sunday
Institute of Law in the John Hopkins Univer-

as a day of rest.	 Does that law work as it
sity at Baltimore.	 The impression is fairly

was intended to work? Obviously not. 	 Yet
widespread that this new institution is merely
a fancier and frillier law school designed to

never a Monday passes on which the news-

furnish to the student of law a degree which
papers do not report the arrest of someone,

shall be to the ordinary Bachelor of Laws
somewhere, for violating the blue laws. Clear-

what a Ph. D. is to an ordinary Bachelor of
ly, then, they are invoked in some cases; they

Arts.	 This is erroneous.	 Its business is not
do have some effect.	 Yet nothing is more

teaching but learning.	 It aspires, not to drill
certain than that laws which work partially

into students what is written in the books but
and spasmodically may have a blighting, rath-

to find out things about the law which at pre-
er than a beneficial, effect.	 Is our present

sent nobody knows,
method of enforcing blue laws doing more

The layman is likely to jump at once to the
harm than good-	 You may have your opin-

conclusion that this involves delving into the
ion on the subject, but do you know?	 Of

most abstruse, difficult, 	 and	 obscure	 prob-
course not.	 Nobody knows, for the simple

lems. And the layman's natural reaction is to
reason that the facts have never been gath-

say to himself that this is doubtless very in-
ered and recorded, and until the facts are in

toresting to those who like that sort of thing.
hand nobody: can know exactly. - -

but it has no conceivable connection with the
I have chosen the blue laws as an example

price of nails, so why should he bother his because the matter of their enforcement or non-

head about it? enforcement is hardly a matter of life or death 

What may astonish him is to learn that to anyone.	 But what is true of the blue laws

the Institute feels pretty much the same way is true of practically every other statute on

about it.	 Its respect for research is undis- the books.	 No one can say that a given law

guised and unstinted; but it is not prepared is effective or ineffective with the same cer-

to support research done for no other pur- tainty with which "a physician, for example,

pose than to win a doctorate in philosophy for can say that quinine is fatal to malarial plas-

the worker.	 The Institute of Law has before modia, or with which a chemist can say that

it, indeed, one main problem from which all water-is composed of two molecules of hydro-

the others stem, and this main problem is not gen to one of oxygen.	 We have not gone

in	 the	 least	 obtruse,	 difficult,	 or	 obscure. about the study of law in that fashion.

The question before it is not whence we de- It is precisely this sort of study of the law
rive our law, nor what authorities have laid that the Institute has undertaken. 	 It will ex-
down the law. nor ev-n, nrimarily, what rea- amine laws, not by the process of reasoning
soning supports the' law, but simply this: How before the fact on what they may be expecteddoes the law work?

to do but by the process of observing after
Reprinted from World's Work of Decembr, 1930

through courtesy of World's Work Magazine. the fact what they -actually'do,	 It will collate,



just beginning their work with the medical faith to believe that the mind of man can pen-
quartet. But they have at any rate two of the etrate mysteries hitherto regarded as in-
qualities which characterized the great doc- scrutable.
tors—courage to plumb the unknown and the

Law Reform and Law Reformers*
Scientific Knowledge Must Replace Archaic and Perverted Principles.

Need for Modernization of Courts and
Humanization of Justice.

By HON. CARRINGTON T. MARSHALL, Chief Justice
Supreme Court of Ohio

This present period is one of widespread are unethical and that the administration of
criticism and condemnation of judges, lawyers law is a failure or a farce.
and law.	 If we examine the numbers of any It is also unfortunate but true that the ju-
national magazine for the period of a year, dicial branch of the government is charged
and I care not which magazine, we will find with many of the imperfections and short-
one or more articles criticising or condemning comings of the other branches of the govern-
certain phases of legal administration.	 If we ment.	 By force of intellect, by training, by
examine the issues of any newspaper for the ability, by close relation to the subject, law-
period of one year, I care not whether it be yers have had a large part in the making of
one of the metropolitan dailies or a country laws	 since	 earliest	 times, and by the close
newspaper, we will find not one but a score association of laws, lawyers and law-making
of	 editorials	 making	 unfavorable	 reflection in the public mind, lawyers are held responsi-
upon the work of courts and lawyers. 	 If we ble in large measure for the wisdom, the
examine their news columns, we will find that justness, and the righteousness of even statute
news gatherers and reporters uniformly pub- law.
lish and embellish every miscarriage of justice, Agencies for Reform
every instance of a lawyer or judge having The fact is that there is less real cause for
done any discreditable act, and every other criticism at this time than at any time in 50
sensational circumstance which reflects un- years.	 More real progress has been made dur-
favorably upon legal administration, but that ing the last few years toward correcting evils
little or no comment is ever made in news than at any time within the memory of men
columns of the many thousands of proceed- now living.	 More agencies are actively en-
ings where even and exact justice has been gaged in reforms than ever before.	 We may
accomplished and where the courts have func- not at this time discuss these agencies in de-
tioned properly in adjusting the discordant tail, but it will be in order to enumerate some
relations of men and events, of the most important organizations:
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which the law opetates.
But at present there is no adequate body

of knowledge on the subject because the
scientists, who have been piling up the new
learning, have given attention to almost
everything except the law. To supply this
lack is the reason for being of the Institute
of Law, and it adopts the scientific method
of approach because no other method can be
trusted to correlate the law and modern
science.

The characteristic of the scientific method
is that it relies on measurement rather than
on logic. For this reason the Institute of
Law must be distinguished from a number
of reform movements that have been started
within recent years, usually by bar associa-
tions. The function of the Institute is not
primarily to improve the lew, although its
proponents hope, of course, that eventually
improvement may result from its work. The
business of this organization is limited to
making measurements as precise as is human-
ly possible of the actual operations of the law,
leaving it to the rest of the world to deter-
mine, after the measurements have been made
whether the net result of these operations is
good or evil.

But the method by which the work is to
be done certainly is not immediately obvious.
The task of developing the method or, as the
scientists say, of devising a technique, is the
first great task which is now testing the abil-
ity of the Institute's faculty. For example,
consider a relatively new innovation in crim-
inal law, the imposition of life sentences on
habitual offenders. How would you test the
effectiveness of such a statute as the New
York Baumes law?

Research in Unchartered Fields
A moment's thought is enough to show

that this involves a number of tremendously
complicated factors. First, one must consider
whether, or not the incidence of major crime
increased, decreased, or remained static after
the adoption of this law. Then one must con-
sider all other factors which may have con-
tributed to the change, if there is a change,
Again, there is the problem of criminal psy-
chology, with which the ablest psychologists
and psychiatrists have not made much head-
way. Finally, to what extent does the exist-
ence of this law influence juries to acquit
people guilty of the offenses with which they
are charged4 The average man dislikes to
declare a man to be guilty of a relatively
minor offense when he knows that the verdict
will mean a sentence to life imprisonment.
But just how much is he affected by this dis-
like?

I have chosen the Baumes law as an illus-
tration because it is a statute in which there
is widespread public interest at present, not
because the Institute has selected it as one of
its first fields of investigation. But it serves
to show that in the matter of devising a tech-
nioue the Institute will have made a consider-
able contribution toward the increase of our
knowledge of the law. Once teach men a
reliable method of investigating such problems
and they may be trusted to carry on for them-
selves.

And this sort of training is expected to
form a considerable part of the Institute's
contribution. It grants no degrees. It equips
no students for the practice of law. But it
will train men to do research work elsewhere
than within its walls, and it believes that the
pcountry can make good use of a number of
such research students.

If the Institute might supply to some jur-
ist the information on which he should base a
brilliant interpretation of the law; or to some
lawmaker exact and reliable data on which he
should base statutes which should represent
"wisdom acting upon experience for the bene-
fit of the public," it would have fulfilled its
destiny, even though no epoch-making an-
nouncement ever issued from within its walls.

There is nothing suggestive of pomp and
circumstance in the beginning of the Institute
of Law. It has not even a building as yet, al-
though plans are now being made for the erec-
tion of one on the Johns Hopkins campus. And
the faculty, excluding Dr. Joseph S. Ames,
president of the University and ex-officio
president of the Institute, consists of four men
—Walter Wheeler Cook, erstwhile professor of
law at Yale; Leon Carroll Marshall, not a
lawyer at all but an economist, until 1928
chairman of the department of political econ-
amy at the University at Chicago; Herman
Oliphant, who taught law at Columbia; and
Hessel Edward Yntema, also of Columbia,
where he was professor of Roman law and
comparative jurisprudence.

No building and four men—not an impres-
sive start on the gigantic task of shifting the
whole basis of approach to the study of law.
But there is a distinguished precedent for such
a start at Johns Hopkins, for in 1892 the
Johns Hopkins Medical School was started
with no more equipment, and but four men.
But Osler, Halsted, Welch, and Kelly have be-
come names to conjure with among the doctors
of medicine. They shifted the whole basis of
approach to the study of the science of medi-
cine.

It would be silly, as well as indeplorable
taste, to attempt to compare the four who are

All this may be accounted for on logical
grounds; that which is regular and usual is
not news, but that which is irregular, unusual
and even rare, has news value and finds itself
on the first page with the scare head. Meas-
ured by this standard, our occasional write up
becomes the exception which proves the gen-
eral fact of judicial regularity.

All this is but natural, but it is not the less
unfortunate for that reason. The pity of all
this unfavorable publicity is that there is
enough truth in every statement that they may
not be classed as libelous or slanderous. The
tragedy of it, is that the unthinking reading
public gets the unjust notion that courts gen-
erally are corrupt and that lawyers generally

*Address before Missouri Bar Association, Cape
Girardeau, September 27, 1930.

The American Bar Assn., The State and
local Bar Assn., The Commercial Law League
of America, The Commission on Uniform State
Laws, The American Law Institute, The Na-
tional Crime Commission, organized by the
late Judge Gary, The National Commission on
Law Enforcement and Law Observance, ap-
pointed by President Hoover, The Judicial
Councils of 19 States of the Union, The Re-
search Professorships and Research Scholar-
ships of our leading law schools; and last, and
greatest of all The Institute of Law of the
Johns Hopkins University.

These agencies will not produce results in
a day. The existing evils have been of slow
growth and development and the return to
normal must also be by evolutionary processes.
The law itself is a growth; an evolution. The
law is born of the needs of the people and ex-
pands and develops as those needs expand and
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develop. In a state of barbarism there was
little need of law, but as civilization has ad-
vanced and the needs of society and citizenship
have taken a wider range, the law applying to
these changing conditions must unfold and
adapt itself to the changing needs of human
progress.

The law has been defined as the perfection
of reason. But what is the perfection of rea-
son? That which is sound and unquestioned
today becomes challenged and debatable to-
morrow, and thrown into the discard the third
day. It is more accurate to say that law is the
ruleof reason as applied to existing conditions,
and as conditions change the law must change,
otherwise it ceases to be the rule of reason and
becomes a static arbitrary rule. Mr. Justice

,,„IIollnes has said that: "The reports of a given
jurisdiction in the course of a generation take
up; pretty; much the whole body of the law and
re-state it from the present point of view. The
felt necessities of the times, prevent social and

:.political theories, institutions of public policy
avowed and unconscious, even the prejudices-

- which. judges share with their fellow men, have
had a great deal more to do than the syllogism

c : in formulating the rules by which men should
be governed."

Purpose to Do Justice
So much for the character of the law.

- What shall be said , of the purpose of the law?
-Surely, its. paramount purpose is to do jus-

tice, There is a universal demand at this time
among the nations of the earth for peace and
orderly government. There is an equally in-
sistent demand for justice between nations as

.between individuals. Our government stands
pre-eminent among the nations of the earth
for unity, peace and strength. If it be inquired
the cause of this unity and power, it may be
answered that it is because our government is
founded upon sound legal principles and the
guarantees •of equal rights before the law.
Behind all progress, both material and esthe-
tical there must be the sustaining support of
law.

The situation in Russia is a present day-
object-lesson of the futility of force when ap-
plied -as an unorganized element in maintaining,

--order and establishing justice. Russia furnishes
an argument more potent than any logic to
prove that the tyranny of the mob is a thou-

-- - - sand times more evil than the tryanny of the
monarch. A nation rich in population without
unity; •fabulously rich in resources without

-development: a race of physical giants with
misdirected energies, virile minds without
moral . direction—Russia has all of the essen-
tial, potential elements of a powerful nation,

without any of the organizing, stabilizing,
systematizing force of law.

England, on the other hand, has lived and
prospered for a thousand years. Though torn
by internal revolutions and attacked by hostile
barbarians from without, she has added colony
after colony, until it can truthfully be said
that the sun never sets on English soil. Eng-
land has survived attrition of the centuries
partly because of the genius of her people,
their erudition, their tenacity of purpose, but
chiefly because of the persistency, the utility
and the vitality of the common law, which with
its expansions and developments has met the
growing needs of the centuries.

We are accustomed to thinking of courts
as tribunals for the trial of causes between
our citizens. During all the generations since
courts were first organized and during which
they had been in operation in regulating hu-
man conduct and determining rights of
persons and property, another great tribunal
has been in session. This tribunal is the bar
of public opinion, and the courts which sit in
judgment upon the rights of others have
themselves been placed on trial. Courts, law-
yers and law have been made joint defendants
in the indictment.

Waves of Criticism
The situation is not unprecedented. It is

not unparalleled. For more than 2,000 years
the pendulum has been vibrating back and
forth between conditions of almost unlimited
respect and confidence in the courts in certain
periods, to conditions of criticism and con-
demnation at other periods. Shakespeare
wrote his plays 300 years ago and in the sec-
ond part of Henry the Sixth speaks through
Dick the butcher to Jack Cade the revolution-
ary. He says: "The first thing we do let's kill
all the lawyers." To which Jack Cade replied:
"Nay, that I mean to do." The lawyers were
put to death because they stood in the way of
the execution of the nefarious purposes of the
butcher and the revolutionary.

Six hundred years before the Christian
era one of the Seven Sages of Greece declared:
"The law is like the spider's web which catches
the smaller flies but permits the larger ones
to break through." This is only a polite way
of stating that the courts are susceptible to•

the influences of wealth and power.
After the close of the Revolutionary War, and

before adoption of the federal constitution, we had
conditions in the Colonies virtually bordering upon
chaos. Respect for courts was never at so low an
ebb. One of the newspapers of that period stated
editorially: "The lawyers are the cause of all the
trouble. Abolish the men of the law and the
troubles will cease." , The only difficulty was, that
American citizens owed debts to British subjects,

which they were unable to pay. The courts did
their duty and rendered judgment against the
clamor of the people, who thought the debts should
be repudiated. Notwithstanding this revolutionary
condemnation of the courts and lawyers, the con-
vention which met at Philadelphia the following
year set itself as its most important task, the crea-
tion of a federal judiciary, and in all the difficul-
ties of adopting and ratifying that constitution,
there was little recorded complaint on the score of
having a federal judiciary.

All these utterances relate to a period long
past. Let us call a few modern witnesses. Presi-
dent Wilson declared: "The United States in its
judicial procedure is many decades behind every
other civilized government in the world. It is an
imperative and immediate duty upon congress to
correct that, because the speediness of justice, the
inexpensiveness of justice, and the ready access to
justice, is the greater part of justice itself."

Chief Justice Taft declared in a public address:
"There is a growing spirit of disrespect, not to say
hostility, to the courts in this country. The admin-
istration of criminal justice is a disgrace to civili-
zation. The trial of a criminal is like a game of
chance, with all the chances in favor of the crim-
inal." The President of the United States, in his
inaugural address last March 4th. declared: "Crime
is increasing. Confidence in the administration of
justice is decreasing. There is a feeling abroad
that by invoking delays and technicalities the ends
of justice may be thwarted by those who can pay
the cost." This was a severe arraignment to be
uttered by the head of the executive branch of our
government against the judicial branch.

The governor of the greatest state in the union,
only .a few days ago, in addressing the alumni of
Columlda University. is reported to have declared
that there is one class of justice for the rich and
one class of justice for the poor, and that he fur-
ther stated, that while the rich may not shackle
justice, they can at least shoe her heels with leaden
sandals.

Elihu Root has declared: "Every lawyer
knows that the continual reversal of judgments
and sending parties back and forth from the trial
to the appellate courts, and the vast number of
highly technical rules of procedure which prevail
in this country, only serve to tangle justice in the
name of form. It is a disgrace to our profession,
our law, and a discredit to our institutions."

From every locality and from all classes of
citizens we hear the waves of the sea of criticism
breaking upon the walls of our judicial system.
Those walls are strong enough to withstand the
assaults of unjust criticism, but our judiciary,
strongly entrenched as it is in the hearts and minds
of the people, is not strong enough to withstand
the assaults of sound public opinion, when based
upon facts. Insofar as attacks upon legal admin-
istration are based upon facts, there must be re-
forms, and so far as legal administration has
become the victim of unjust criticism, all such at-
tacks must be combatted. It is important that the
courts be set right before the people. Courts are
losing prestige, and lawyers are losing business, by
misrepresentations and slanders which are permit-
ted to go unanswered.

Let us for a moment consider how the business
of lawyers is affected by the attacks upon judicial
administration. More than two scores of trade
associations have provided for arbitrations as a
means for settling disputes among their members.
There is no resort to civil courts and, no employ-
ment of lawyers. The entire machinery for doing

justice among themselves is found in their own
constitution and by-laws. They are finding it effi-
cient and satisfactory and the courts have placed
the stamp of legality upon them. The congress of
the United States and the legislatures of four states
of the union have enacted laws whereby arbitra-
tion clauses in contracts, requiring that disputes
arising out of the execution of the contract shall be
submitted to arbitration, are valid, enforceable and
irrevocable. The conference of delegates of the
American Bar Association has approved and rec-
ommended such legislation. The commission on
uniform statelaws is engaged in preparing an
arbitration code, to be submitted to the legislatures
of the states for enactment. Nearly every civilized
government in the world has enacted similar legis-
lation. The only notable exceptions are Russia
and Brazil. Insurance policies quite generally con-
tain clauses requiring disputed facts to be submitted
to arbitration, and these clauses have been held
valid even in those states which make no provision
for compulsory . arbitration.

Arbitration as a substitute for litigation is be-
ing resorted to in larger volume each year, and as
a result the business of lawyers is in constantly
decreasing demand. Conciliation courts, other-
wise called small claims courts, have been author-
ized by the legislatures of eight states, and in all
large cities of the United States conciliation courts
are provided for as a part of their municipal court
systems. In a multitude of smaller cities a public
defender is employed and his services are compen-
sated as a part of the welfare work of the commun-
ity. Appeals are necessarily provided from con-
ciliation judgments, but experience has shown that
less than 1 per cent of such judgments are actually
appealed from.

Trust Companies and Commissions
Trust companies are everywhere being organ-

ized with a view of handling trusteeships, receiver-
.hips, guardianships and the settlement of estate,
of deceased prsons, and by such means much legal
business has been diverted into non-professional
channels. A multitude of matters which were for-
merly submitted to courts for determination are
now submitted -to administrative agencies, such as
industrial commissions, public utilities commissions,
tax commissions and other agencies. In the state
of Ohio alone last year 240,000 claims of injured
workmen were submitted to the industrial commis-
sion for determination. The overwhelming major-
ity of these cases were disposed of without the aid
of counsel. While not all of these matters would
have been submitted to the courts under the former
system, it is fair to state that many thousands of
them would have been litigated by the courts with
the aid of counsel. More important than all these
things is the fact that parties frequently forgive
just claims, or pay unjust claims and demands, or
settle and compromise doubtful claims, without the
aid of counsel and without regard to their legal
rights.

These attacks upon legal administration for
the most part emanate from the weak and ignorant
classes, and paradoxical as it may seem, they are
the ones most directly injured by losing the bene-
fits of the law's protecting care. An ignorant liti-
gant will make a disastrous settlement of a right
which the law guarantees to him, while his better
informed adversary, with more faith in the courts,
employs the expedient of delay and technicalities
until his weaker opponent in despair accepts any
settlement which may be tendered, and incidentally
joins the numerous class of dissatisfied litigants
and rails against the injustice and inadequacy of
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the courts as a means of settlement of human
rights. ,

Legislative Reforms
Reform movements in recent years have taken

the form of legislation, and as a result the volume
of statutory law has increased by leaps and bounds.
Approximately 1,000 new laws are enacted yearly
by con gress; 15,000 new statutes are enacted each
year by the legislatures of our states, and 200,000
ordinances by our municipalities, thereby swelling
the tide of useless and complex legislation and in-
creasing the difficulties and perplexities of the
citizens, who is conclusively presumed to know the
law. A distinguished psychologist once said that a
certain legislative body produced 9,000 bills, but
that upon applying his brain scope he discovered
that the entire membership collectively had only
8 yz ideas on all subjects.

Philosophers assert that civilization should
tend to eliminate rather than increase the necessity
for law. The processes of Nature are mysteriously
complex while her laws are exceedingly simple.
Commercial transactions in America have reached
enormous proportions. Billions of individual trans-
actions involve untold trillions of value, and yet all
manufacturing, all purchases and sales, all pro-
duction and consumption, is regulated by a single
fundamental law—the law of supply and demand.
The solar system contains nearly 800 spheres and
occupies an area of 6 billion miles in diameter. We
do not know what force put them in motion and
gave them such tremendous velocity and momen-
tum, but we know all their movements are govern-
ed by a single law—the law of attraction—the law
of gravitation. Moses ascended Mount Siani and
there received by divine dispensation all the penal
laws that were then deemed necessary for the peo-
ple of Israel. They were so brief and sententious
that they were written on two tablets of stone. It
may be that their very brevity has causes Moses
to be reputed as the great law-giver of all time.
Certain it is that they have never been amended
or repealed in 3,500 years. Solon, the great archon
of Greece, lived 600 years before the Christian Bra.
He had unlimited and autocratic power to make
laws for the Athenians, but his laws were few and
simple, on the theory that a few laws well known,
well understood and well observed make for better
government than a multitude of laws so numerous
and complex that the people cannot obey them be-
cause they cannot even know of their existence.

Commission on Uniform State Laws
The Commission on Uniform State Laws is one

of the agencies which is seeking to remedy the con-
tradictions of the Common Law by preparing legis-
lative codes on a great variety of subjects. The
commission has been in existence 38 years and has
prepared 46 codes on as many different subjects,
but they have met with only an indifferent recep-
tion on the part of state legislatures. The com-
mission is endeavoring to declare nothing new, but
merely to codify and re-state in simplified form
the well-settled principles of the common law on
those various subjects. The uniform law on nego-
tiable instruments contains approximately 22,000
words, while the same subject in Corpus Juris con-
tains more than 1% million words. The uniform
sales act contains approximately 17,000 words,
while the same subject in Corpus Juris contains
more than 1 million words. There are 52 legisla-
tive jurisdictions in the United States, which in-
eludes the states, territories and other dependen-
cies. If each of these jurisdictions would enact all
the codes which have been prepared there would
be more than 23 hundred enactments. As 'a matter
of fact, up to this time there have been 'only ap-

proximately 500 enactments. The indifference of
the legislatures in adopting the code is not more
astonishing than the indifference of the courts in
utilizing them in those states where they have been
adopted. The Uniform Sales law has been enacted
by every state in the union and it is believed that
practically every controversy involving that sub-
ject could be decided by reference to its provisions,
and yet during the year 1920, 206 cases were de-
cided by the courts of last resort on the subject of
sales without the sales act being cited. In the year
1928, 351 cases were decided without citation of
the act. In the face of such indifference, not to
say opposition to simplification, on the part of our
courts and legislatures, the situation is discourag-
ing. Where so large a number of courts prefer to
search through the labyrinth of adjudicated cases
to find the controlling principle, rather than to
place their judgments upon the simple declarations
of the statute, and where so many of our legisla-
tures are unable to see the self-evident benefits of
uniform legislation, it is apparent that some reforms
must begin with a more intelligent selection of
judges and law-makers.

American Law Institute

The work of the American Law Institute is
another available remedy for the contradictions
and complexities in our unwritten law. It is agreed
in all quarters that the work of the Institute is
being well done. But it remains to be seen whether
its work will be utilized and to what extent its
declarations will be cited and quoted in the opin-
ions of courts of last resort. Speaking for myself,
I shall always regard it as a persuasive authority
and unless the declarations of the Institute should
run counter to the uniform decisions of my own
state, I shall always follow its declarations, wheth-
er they meet with my own approbation or not. Of
course, no one would advocate a blind adherence to
precedent. Courts should not feel bound by the
decisions of other courts or even by their own pre-
vious decisions, except as the declarations of legal
principles declared in former decisions commend
themselves by their essential soundness. On the
other hand, when the former decisions contain dec-
larations of legal principles upon any proposition,
or pronouncements upon any doctrine, which are
uniform through a long period of time, or through
a long line of decisions, as a result of which pro p

-erty-rights have become fixed and stabilized, courts
have decided causes, judges have charged juries,
attorneys have advised clients, and business con-
ditions generally have become settled with refer-
ence to firmly established precedents, in such cases
the personal convictions of any judge should yield
to precedent and the doctrine of stare decisis. Sure-
ly it is better that seekers after truth should in-
dulge the strong presumption- that a conclusion is
right which has been arrived at by the trained
minds of many jurists, each in possession of all
the facts and each speaking in full light of all pos-
sible reasoning pro and con and unreservedly

acquiesced in after repeated re-examination.
If the common law is involved in contradic-

tion and uncertainty, the maxim that every man is
presumed to know the law becomes a farce, a de-
lusion and a snare. If courts do not agree upon
principles of law, then the maxim that ignorance
of the law does not excuse becomes a source of
infinite danger. If no stability is to be found In
judicial decisions, then the law becomes the ex-
pression of the whim of any transient jurist who
presides over the trial of a pending controversy.
In that event, lawyers cannot safely advise their
clients, because they cannot know the law, and

cannot, even with the exercise of -greatest diligence,-
ascertain the law.

The Common Law has become so complex and
contradictory that respectable authority can be
found on either side of almost every proposition.
We are approaching the point where it may be
necessary to give every jurist a judicial rating and
make use of mathematical formulae and adding
machines to determine the weight of authority. The
law, instead of being a beaten path and a known
highway leading to settled legal principles, is be-
coming a devious course beset on every hand by
the pitfalls of delay and the stumbling blocks of
contradiction, and finally terminating in a chaotic
wilderness of legal confusion. If a principle - is
wrong, it should be overthrown, but when the
courts are confronted with this problem, they will
have to weigh the evil of overturning precedent
against the benefit of correcting an erroneous judg-
ment.

It is the part of wisdom to put our house in
order. It is a matter of congratulation that ours
is a time of growing recognition of the importance
of legal research. Research professorships and re-
search institutes are being established in the lead-
ing law schools of the east and the middle west.

John Hopkins Institute bf Law
Scientific Study of Law

Most striking of all research agencies is the
establishment of the Institute of Law at Johns
Hopkins University, exclusively a research organi-
zation, and one not connected with a professional
school for the training of practitioners. The reso-
lution of the board of trustees establishing the In-
stitute declared as its purpose: "An institute
devoted primarily to the scientific study of law."

The research traditions of Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity furnish ideal foundations and-backgrounds
for such a study.

The Johns Hopkins Medical School was estab-
lished 40 years ago under the inspiration of deplor-
able conditions in medical science which were in
many respects parallel to the deplorable conditions
in legal science today.

The purpose in establishing the medical school
was the-scientific training of men for research look-
ing toward the cure and prevention of disease. The
faculty of the Institute of Law has declared that
its purpose is to cure and prevent social malad-
justments and to improve the law as an instrument
of social control. If the task is one of enormous
proportions and difficulties, its compensation is
that of enormous possibilities. The law has been
defined as a system for the just regulation of men's
conduct in their relations with each other, the com-
munity and the state. Those relations are becom-
ing constantly and increasingly more complex,
while the law and the administration of the law
has remained static.

Judges and lawyers of this generation have
been so busily enngaged in ascertaining the laws
that have been transmitted to us by former gene-
rations and which had their root in conditions and
traditions long since obsolete and now almost for-
gotten that we have not found the time to inquire
whether they are adapted to the present needs of
life.

The life and living of this generation is related
to and is part of all that has gone before. There
are basic features of human nature that change
but slowly and for that reason the great body of
our law today is, the, law of the past. But while
this is true, it is not the whole truth. The other
side of the picture is the fact that in the last two
generations the physical conditions of housing, food
supply, communication, transportation, heating,

lighting, what not, have witnessed greater changes
than occurred In the previous five or ten thousand
years of human progress.

New conditions of living, neww, methods of
transportation, new utilities, new modes of doing
business, new habits of thought, new scientific in-
ventions, new processes in learning and teaching,
have established new human relationships and new
standards of human conduct; they have called for
the establishment of new principles, and also the
application of principles old and well-established to
new subjects and conditions.

A preliminary survey of litigation in Ohio dur-
ing the past 10 years discloses that there has been
an increase of approximately 100 per cent in the
number of cases filed and disposed of in the com-
mon pleas courts during that 10 year period, and
this increase has occurred notwithstanding the fact
that a part of the jurisdiction of those courts has
been taken away and reposed in municipal courts,
the Industrial -Cornniission, the Public Utilities
Commission "and the Tax Commission. It is be-
lieved that the same ratio of increase in litigation
is true of the other states of the union. This is a
very important fact; but - it is much more import-
ant from the research standpoint to know what
classes of controversies are on the Increase.

It is known that automobiles have caused a
tremendous increase in litigation, civil and` crim-
inal. but the extent of this increase is not known,
and the guessing upon that subject has taken a
wide range. It is quite certain that more than 1/3
of the time of our courts civil and criminal is oc-
cupied with litigation flowing from the use of auto-
mobiles. It may be much more than one-half. One
of the leading insurance companies states that in
the year 1929 automobiles caused 30,000 deaths and
700,000 other causalties. No one is able to venture
a guess as to what compensation has been recover-
ed on account of these losses, through court pro-
ceedings.

The overwhelming majority of these losses
were caused by negligence and the aggregate loss
to person and property must necessarily exceed 500
millions of dollars annually.

Need of Scientific Legal Research
Heretofore, reform movements and reform

agencies have looked principally to problems of
practice and procedure and the study and treatment
of those problems have been of the most superficial
nature. We have reached the point where the sub-
ject must receive scientific treatment. In the past
we have concerned ourselves with the study of ef-
fects. Why not inquire into the causes and their
relation to the effects produced?

Social scientists have been studying not only
the scientific treatment of criminal processes, but
the scientific treatment of criminals themselves.
Following the crash in the stock market, the pres-
ident of the United States conducted an examina;
tion into the country's experiences and endeavored
to organize the economic life of the country to
overcome the effect of that crisis. The Depart-
ment of Commerce now has under way a move-
ment to study business trends. Not many months
ago, the President appointed a research committee
on social trends, and placed at the head of that
commission the chairman of the board of directors
of the social science research council of Columbia
University. Business organizations employ highly
paid experts and statisticians to study the prob-
lems of lost motion and inferior production. The
Westinghouse Company employs 200 specialists,
half of whom are trained scientists in its research
laboratory at an expense of 1 million dollars an-
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21nually. Another million is, spent by the same strate their practical value by guiding the client
company on development. The General Electric in a straight course of Immunity from litigation.
Company employs 500 specialists In research and The lawyers of the old school were employed at
nearly 1,500 adidtional on development at a total the close of the business enterprise when the client
cost of many millions of dollars annually. The A. 	 found himself in deep trouble. The lawyers of the
T. & T. Company employs 2,000 engineers at a cost new school are employed at the inception of the
of other millions. These are only three out of a 	 business enterprise and it is expected that their
total of more than 800 large business corporations 	 services will render litigation wholly unnecessary.
which are definitely committed to an expensive and 	 Under the old school, litigation was seldom settled.
expansive program of development and research. 	 Settlements are now the general rule.
President Hoover has recently declared that big 	 Judgments of the courts have undergone
business is spending 200 million dollars annually in 	 equally sweeping changes. An opinion which deals
research and development,	 in nothing except cold logic and which loses sight

If the executives of big business find it profit-	 of the problem in its relation to human welfare and
able to spend enormous sums for this purpose, 	 social well-being, or its relation to the economic
surely the same business principle must have some conditions to be affected, would meet with the con-
a pplication to legal administration, concededly one	 demnation it deserves.
., ^.	 &.(.,000L uu ,,,caeb ul our goverlIIIItill.

The Institute of Law is launching a program
for greater social justice, and this must involve
the study of economic and social facts of the civil-
ization of this generation, so that scientific knowl-
edge may replace the prepossessions, superstitions,
traditions, and many other of the perverted princi-
pies which have grown up in the mad race for in-
dustrial and commercial supremacy.

Law and justice should be rooted and grounded
in a deep-seated philosophy, a philosophy which is
defined as the science of things divine and human,
the science of cause and effect, the application of
reason to its legitimate objects, the science of
things deduced from first principles, the science
horn of the love of knowledge, wisdom and truth.
Human-made law is an institution made to serve
human interests and must change as human Inter-
ests change.

The attorneys of this generation are genuinely
^oncerned about the growing inroads upon our pro-
fession by trust companies and other corporations,
which render services which would otherwise be
performed by attorneys alone. Bar associations
quite uniformly deprecate and condemn these in-
roads and are diligent In seeking to find means
and methods of preventing them. It may be sug-
gested that this alleged evil is itself a fruitful field
for research. While we know in a general way
that these practices prevail, no one has taken the
trouble to gather facts and data to show the ex-
tent to which they prevail, nor to what extent in-
jurious results follow or whether the particular
kind and character of service is such that it be-
comes any cheaper to the consuming public or
whether it is more valuable than if performed by
regularly certified attorneys. If the real facts were
gleaned, it is possible that the bar associations
would have no real cause of complaint. On the
other hand, a showing of real facts might be so
startling that it would be comparatively easy to
compel their discontinuance.

By reason of our changing civilization, the
demands made upon the legal profession are
wholly different from those made upon the pro-
fession 100 years ago. Attorneys are called upon
to render services wholly different In character.
The practice of law has undergone sweeping
changes in the last 100 years. The lawyers of the
old school were employed in writing deeds, wills,
and other legal instruments and in the trial of liti-
gated cases and riding the circuit. They did not
find it necessary to master the intricacies or to
solve the mysteries of modern business. The law-
yers of the new school find their services requisi-
tioned quite as often in expressing an opinion upon
the soundness of a business proposition as upon
the soundness of a legal principle. His services
would find no market unless he is able to demon-

It is in recognition of those changes that some
of the leading law schools of the East and Middle
West have established courses of Instruction In
connection with legal subjects which a hundred
years aeo would have been pronounced wholly for-
eign to legal practice. but which are now known
to have a most intimate relation.

It is the universal belief that there Is a great
surplus of lawyers in the United States, if their
labors were to be confined to strictly legal matters.
On the other hand. I firmly believe that there would
he a place for many more of them if 'they were
trained, educated and fitted to become the instru-
mentalities which the country needs. The surplus
we now have and which is not needed is that class
of ill-prepared misfits In the profession who are
hardly safe to be entrusted with the most elemen-
tary matters.

In the state of Ohio 31 per cent of all civil
cases filed in the courts of common pleas are di-
vorce or alimony suits. No one would contend for
a moment that the courts are wisely dealing with
the divorce problem. The marriage contract is be-
ing dissolved with a speed and facility which proves
without any supporting argument that courts of
justice are not fitted for that class of cases. There
are 137 different judges in Ohio empowered to hear
divorce and alimony cases. The same grounds ob-
tain in all jurisdictions, but there are 137 different
definitions and interpretations of those grounds and
137 different notions of the social aspects of the
problem, as possibly many of them have no notion
at all and grant the decree with little inquiry and
less thought. The fate of the ancient and honor-
able institution of marriage itself hangs in the bal-
ance. The haphazard method of dealing with the
problem has made possible the advocacy of trial
marriage. companionate marriage, eugenics, birth
control, and many other fads and fancies. The ad-
vocates of these various theories pretend to find
data which will sustain their perverted views, be-
cause accurate data is wholly wanting.

It Is only in very recent years that the state
legislatures have been persuaded that the increas-
ing casualties to working men were not compen-
sated on a satisfactory basis. The Increasing use
of complicated machinery was everywhere taking a
larger toll of life and limb. There was no central
authority to study the causes of casualties. Em-
ployers were too busy studying the economic prob-
lems of cost of manufacture and sale and overhead
to attack the social problem of conservation of man
power. It apparently did not occur to them that
safeguards upon dangerous machinery had any de-
rinite relation to production costs. Juries were
prone to render verdicts in favor of injured work-
men and verdicts were growing larger and larger.
Litigetlon was expensive and fraught' with delays,

The Injured workman who lived long enough to
follow his judgment through the Supreme Court
gave 50 per cent of his judgment to his lawyer and
felt that he was the loser, after all. More frequent-
ly, workmen became discouraged by technicalities
and delays, and abandoned the effort. Employers
found it necessary to carry casualty insurance. The
Insurance premiums and the cost of litigation, In-
cluding attorney fees, benefited everybody except
the working man. These wasteful features told
only a part of the story. Working men received
no compensation for accidental injuries where there
was no element of negligence. These chaotic con-
ditions continued until a group of scientists attack-
ed the problem from a scientific standpoint and the
result has been the establishment of Industrial
commissions, and the payment of compensation
which actually reached the beneficiaries. This very
difficult problem was solved through elaborate re-
search marshaling the facts and data and statistics
which conclusively proved the futility of former
conditions and the merit of the present plan of com-
lpensation.

We hear a great deal in these latter days
about the modernization of courts and the human-
ization of justice. When the modernization of
courts Is advocated, It may be suggested that that

term Is synonymous with efficiency in action. And
when the humanization of justice Is advocated, it
may be suggested that that expression is synony-
mous with common sense in declaring legal princi-
ples and in applying them to concrete facts. It
must constantly be borne in mind that judicial ad-
ministration does have its practical side. Business
organization in America is the miracle of modern
times, and yet our country has been almost the
most backward of all in recognizing that efficient
organization, central control, standardization of
methods, simplified processes, appropriate classi-
fication of work and of personnel, are of trans-
cendant importance in the administration of justice.
Judges frequently have been unjustly condemned,
not because they were incompetent or lacked in-
dustry, but because they were the victims of an
archaic and cumbersome system, in which a genius
could not function efficiently.

In the realm of business, highly trained ex-
perts and statisticions are constantly studying the
problems of organization and efficiency, ferreting
out the causes of lost motion and inferior produc-
tion and other defects. It is important, therefore,
that all human agencies in the administration of
justice be organized in the same efficient way.

We, as members of The Beckham County Bar
Association, petition you to assist us to have
revoked temporary permits to practice law re-
cently issued by the Supreme Court to J. 0.
Maberry and Leo J. Canavan of Beckham
County.

The granting of such permits has weakened
the morale of the Bar in our county, has caused
wide spread dissatisfaction, and is undermin-
ing the very purposes of The Bar Act.

We, as a County Bar Association, are pow-
erless to properly function so long as the above
named, or any other persons, are licensed to
practice law in our county without meeting
any of the requirements of the law governing
admission to the Bar and in open defiance of
The Bar Act.

We further say that a great majority of the
Beckham County Bar Association have ex-
pressed themselves in the terms of this request.

(Sgd.) C. S. GILKERSON,
President, Beckham County Bar.

(Sgd.) T. R. WISE,
Vice Pres., Beckham Co. Bar.

(Sgd.) E. F. CORNELS.
Beckham County Bar.

(Sgd.) J. A. Minton,
Beckham County Bar."

Ordered that the resolution hereinafter set
forth be and it is hereby adopted:

"RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, at the regular meeting of the

Board of Governors of the Oklahoma State
Bar held in September, 1930, it was called to
the attention of the Board that temporary per-
mits to practice law in the State of Oklahoma
had been issued by the Supreme Court since
the adoption of the State Bar Act and since
the approval of the rules for examination and
admission to the practice of law in the State
of Oklahoma by the Supreme Court, and the
Board of Governors of the Oklahoma State Bar
being of the opinion that under the State Bar
Act and the rules for examination and admis-

Work of the Board of Governors
All members present.
It was ordered that the minutes of the

meeting of November 28 and 29 be approved.
Ordered that the minutes of the special

meeting held December 13 be approved.
Ordered that a committee consisting of

Messrs. Potterf, Melton and Spellman draft
a resolution of the Board of Governors joining
with the Beckham County Bar Association in
their petition before the Supreme Court.

Ordered that Horace Ballaine having paid
the required fee and penalty, be reinstated.

Ordered that the following named attor-
neys be suspended for non-payment of fees:
M. R. Baker and Thomas W. Caffey, Oklahoma
City.

Ordered that the president appoint a mem-
ber of the Board of Governors to draft a reso-
lution favoring the adoption of a model
criminal code, as recommended by the Ameri-
can Law Institute. Vern E. Thompson was
thereupon appointed.

Ordered that a committee be appointed to
cooperate with the representatives endeavor-
ing to formulate a Junior Bar Association.

. It was ordered that the opinion prepared
in the case of State Bar of Oklahoma vs. Haz-
en Green, et al, Cause No. 2 be approved and
adopted. (A full copy of opinion elsewhere in
this Journal).

Ordered that the following petition be re-
ceived by the Board of Governors and spread
of record:

"PETITION
To the Board of Governors of The State Bar

of Oklahoma;



District No. Seven ______Charles A. Dickson
District No. Eight _________-__C. Guy Cutlip
District No. Nine ________Sam C. Massingale

All members of the Board for the ensuing
year subscribed to the oath of office.

Mr. Alger Melton was elected President by
acclamation.

Mr. Edgar A. de Meules was elected First
Vice President by acclamation.

Mr. Horace G. McKeever was elected Sec-
ond Vice President by acclamation.

Mr. W. E. Utterback was elected Third
Vice President by acclamation.

Mr. F. B. H. Spellman was elected Treas-
urer and Editor of the State Bar Journal by
acclamation.

Mr. A. W. Rigsby was elected Secretary by
acclamation.

The Executive Committee of the, Board of
Governors for the year 1931 was appointed as
follows:

G. C. Spillers, Chairman
D. A. Richardson, Vice Chairman
Sam C. Massingale.

The Legal Advisory Committee to the
Board of Governors for the year 1931 was ap-
pointed as follows:

George S. Ramsey
J. R. Keaton
Ben F. Williams.

Adjourned.

DID YOU GET YOUR COPY?
There has been a large number of the

"Proceedings of the February Meeting of the
State Bar" returned to the Secretary's office,
due to incorrect addresses.

These will be forwarded to anyone request-
ing a copy, upon the receipt of twenty-five
cents to cover expense of mailing.

Send your remittance to the office of the
Secretary, at Oklahoma City.

Nor Did We "Break 80" in 1930-Hope to in 1931
The business visitor responded to the usual question of "How's Business?" with this

parable:
I play golf and enjoy it. My normal game is somewhere around the middle 90's.

The other day everything was just right, my temper and my digestion and the weather
and the greens and all the things that help or hinder the game. The result was that I
made a 79. Now suppose when I'm asked what sort of a game I play, I should say, 'Oh,
I break 80.' Suppose I should feel that everything was grong every time I don't land in
the 70's. What kind of time would I have as a golfer? And that's been one of the trou-
bles with business. Many companies 'broke 80' in 1929 and because they have failed to
do it in 1930 they think they are completely ruined when, the truth is, they're playing a
good steady game and improving a little bit every day.''—Nation's Business.

However, our December business was greater in volume than last year, while a less
number of briefs were printed, as follows:

United States Supreme Court: James A. Veasey and Lloyd G. Owen (69pp).
Interstate Commerce Commission: V. E. Anderson, Homer J. Conley, J. M. Belle-

ville, A. J. Sevin, H. H. Stable, W. S. Cornell and H. D. Driscoll (45pp).
Circuit Court of Appeals (10th Cir.): Conard E. Cooper (28pp); Hulette F. Aby,

William F. Tucker and William H. Martin (90pp); Chas. L. Yancey„ G. C. Spillers and
Henry L. Fist (59pp); J. S. Severson (32pp); A. J. Biddison, Harry Campbell, Valjean
Biddison and John H. Cantrell (57pp); same attorneys (65pp); Wm. E. Hutton and A.
A. Davidson (71pp); John D. DeBois and Preston C. West (42pp); A. Scott Thompson,
Ray McNaughton, F. D. Adams and Geo. S. Ramsey (149pp) ; N. A. Gibson, Chas. E.
Bush and Chas A. Steele (61pp).

United States District Court, West District of Oklahoma: Horace G. McKeever,
Harry 0. Glasser, Edgar A. de Meules and Geo. S. Ramsey (151pp).

Court of Civil Appeals, Third Sup. Jud. Dist. of Texas: J. H. Maxey, Chas. A. Hold-
en, Wilbur J. Holleman, Leahy, Maxey, MacDonald & Holden and Gibbs & Lewis
(174pp)•

Supreme Court of Oklahoma: M. A. Dennis (37pp); same attorney (32pp); Sam A.
Neely, McMahon & Keeting, Rayford S. Reed and D. F. Rainey (26pp); Alvin Richards,
F. A. Calvert and J. Wood Glass (151pp); McCollum & McCollum, Thurman S. Hurst
and Preston R. Calvert (145pp); Charles L. Harris and R. C. Searcy (37pp); Thomp-
son, Mitchell, Thompson & Young, Joe T. Dickerson, William F. Davis, John M. Thomp-
son, Edw. H. Chandler, Summers Hardy, Robert L. Imler, J. C. Denton, R. H. Wills, J.
H. Crocker and I. L. Lockewitz (120pp); H. F. Fulling (40pp); McKeown & Green, Chas.
E. Bush and W. D. Calkins (31pp); H. P. Hosey (29pp); W. F. Pardoe and George H.
Jennings (73pp); Steele & Daugherty, H. L. Tallman, Aby & Tucker, Robinson & Jones,
H. Danner & Phelps, Font L. Allen, Hagan & Gavin, Gerald F. O'Brien, H. L. Smith and
Humphrey & Campbell (81pp); same attorneys (34pp); Woodard & Westhafer (25pp).

For all of which we are very thankful

Guyette & Company, Law Brief Printers
In Rear of Castle Building, 114 W. 3rd St., at Tulsa, Okla.
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sion adopted and approved by the Supreme	 Attest:
Court, no temporary permits to practice law	 (Sgd.) A. W. RIGSBY,
In the State are contemplated or authorized 	 Secretary of the Board of
either by such Act or rules, did at such meet-	 Governors of the State Bar
ing adopt a resolution appointing a committee	 of Oklahoma.
to confer with the Supreme Court on the ques-
tion of the issuance or temporary permits and 	 Ordered that the following resolution be
present to such Court the position of the Board 	 adopted:
of Governors with reference thereto and the	 BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Gov-
construction placed upon the State Bar Act by 	 ernors of the State Bar of Oklahoma express
the Board of Governors; and 	 to Honorable	 J.	 R.	 Keaton,	 retiring Presi-

WHEREAS, the Beckham County Bar Asso-	 dent of this Board, its sincere appreciation of
elation of Beckham County, Oklahoma, by its	 the	 valuable,	 faithful	 and	 untiring	 service
President, C. S. Gilkerson and its Vice Presi- 	 which he has rendered to this Board and to the
dents T. R. Wise and E. F. Cornell, together 	 State Bar of Oklahoma during his term as its
with J. A. Minton, have presented to the Board 	 President.
of Governors of the Oklahoma State Bar a pe- 	 This Board feels that the adoption of the
tition reciting that John 0. Maberry and Leo	 Law creating the State Bar was largely due
J. Canavan, of Beckham County, have been	 to the efforts of its President, J. R. Keaton,
granted temporary permits to practice law by 	 and that his unselfish interest in and work for
the Supreme Court; and, otherwise, such par-	 the betterment of the Bar in this State entitles
ties are not qualified to practice law in the	 him to the gratitude of the entire body of law-
State of Oklahoma and have requested the	 yers in the State of Oklahoma.
Board of Governors of the State Bar of Okla- 	 Ordered that the following resolution be
homa to assist the Beckham County Bar Asso-	 adopted and spread of record:
ciation in securing the revocation of such tern- 	

WHEREAS Honorable James H. Gordon Isporary permits, and states that a petition Is
to be filed with the Supreme Court of the State 	 retiring, as a member of the Board of Gover-

of Oklahoma asking such revocation; and, 	
nors of the Oklahoma State Bar ;

WHEREAS, the records of the Board of 	 NOW, THEREFORE, we desire to express

Examiners of the Oklahoma State Bar show	 our gratitude of the Board of Governors and

that John O. Maberry, of Sayre, Oklahoma, 	 members of the Bar for the honest, sincere

registered as a law student on June 23, 1930	
and	 efficient	 service	 of Judge Gordon in all

m	 ofadministrationmatters
and his application to take the examination 	

relating	 the	 inistration	 the

for admission was filed July 31, 1930, and pur- 	
law, and for his faithful service as a member

suant thereto the said John O. Maberry took	 of the Board of Governors and for his consid-
eration and respect for his official associates.

the examination before the Board of Examin-
ers of the Oklahoma State Bar, beginning 	 Ordered that the Board of Governors ex-
September 15, 1930, and as a result of such	 press their commendation and approval of the
examination the said John O. Maberry failed	 work accomplished by Secretary Rigsby, Mr.
to pass and was not therefore recommended

admission to the Bar and under the pro- 	 Welch and Mrs. Welch and all other persons o
for	

f

visions of Sections One and Two of Rule Twelve 	 the State Bar during the past year.
of the Rules Governing Admission to the Prac-	 Adjourned.
tice of Law in the State of Oklahoma approved
by the Supreme Court the said John O. Ma-	 o

OFTHEOFMEETINGSPECIALberry is not qualified to take a second exam-	 BOARD
ination until after the expiration of six months 	 GOVERNORS HELD DEC 20, 1930
from the date of his former examination, Sep-
tember	 15,	 1930,	 and then only upon filing	 Absent:
proof that he has studied law for a period of
six months ssubsequent to the date of his for- 	 Charles A. Dickson,

mer examination; and,	 James H. Gordon.
WHEREAS, the records of the Board of 	 New members present:

Examiners show that Leo J. Canavan, of Elk
City, Oklahoma, never has been examined or 	 D. A. Richardson,

recommended by the Board of Examiners of 	 Allen Wright.
the Oklahoma State Bar for admission and has 	 At this time all members of the Board of
made or filed no application with such Board 	 Governors for the ensuing year were issued
of Examiners for examination and admission;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED	 election certificates as follows:

by the Board of Governors of the Oklahoma 	 For Governor At Large
State Bar that the committee of such Board	 Four Year Term ___-___-___W. E. Utterback
heretofore appointed in September, 1930 be and	 Three Year Term _______Edgar A. de Meules
they are hereby directed to join the Beckham
County Bar Association in its request to the	 Two Year Term ______________Alger Melton
Supreme Court that the temporary permits of 	 One Year Term ____________D. A. Richardson
the said John 0. Maberry and Leo J. Canavan 	 District Governors
each be revoked and that such committee pre-

and submit to the Supreme Court this	 District No. One _________Vern E. Thompson
sent 
resolution in connection with the petitions and	 District No. Two ______________Allen Wright
applications	 of	 the	 Beckham	 County . Bar	 District No. Three -_____Horace G. McKeever
Association.	 District No. Four ____-____F. B. H. Spellman

Adopted this 18th day of December, 1930.	 District No. Five	 _--____H. C. Potterf(Sgd.) J. R. KEATON,
Chairman of the Board of Governors	 District No. Six _______________G. C. Spillers

of the State Bar of Oklahoma.
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United States Code Annotated
each year becomes

A BRAND NEW SET OF BOOKS

The 1930 Annual Pocket Parts which are
now ready to fit into and become a part of
each of the 61 volumes of the set. They
bring the Code down to date and make each
book just as new as though it had been issued
yesterday.

These Pocket Parts contain for each title of the Code

(a) All new laws, each inserted in its proper
place, under the classification as adopt-
ed by Congress.

(b) All constructions and interpretations
by the courts of old as well as new
laws, explaining or correcting exist-
ing laws.

Annual Pocket Parts are only a portion of
the current Code service, being supplement-
ed by Cumulative Quarterly Pamphlets
through which subscribers are kept advised
throughout the year both as to new legisla-
tion and new judicial constructions.

You can secure this marvelous
edition of the nation's laws for
an initial outlay of only $15.00

Write for full information
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An Early Criticism of the Bar Act Answered
by Experience---Editorial
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One of the early criticisms of the Bar
Act expressed by some of the members
of the, State Bar in its earlier history
was that by and under it a system was
provided by which frivolous and unwar-
ranted attacks upon members of the Bar
were encouraged or invited or too easily
facilitated resulting in useless injury to
individual members of the State Bar and
to the reputation of the Bar as a whole.
The Board of Governors has watched the
development of this phase of the situa-
tion created by the Bar Act very clasely
and with much interest. It has come to
the conclusion that the easy facility af-
forded by the act and the rules and regu-
lations adopted thereunder for the filing
of complaints with, and the prompt dis-
position thereof by, the various Admin-
istrative Committees, instead of being
a detriment to the individual member of
the Bar and to the profession as a whole,

is on the contrary, most beneficient in
its results.

Prior to the enactment of the State
Bar Act no adequate system was pro-
vided for the relief of those aggrieved
or thought to be aggrieved by unprofes-
sional conduct on the part of a member
of the Bar on the one hand, nor, on the
other, for the protection of a member
of the bar who was being falsely and
slanderously accused of such unprofes-
sional conduct. While the voluntary bar
association provided for • a Grievance
Committee, the committee was—and
necessarily so—quite ineffective and
powerless. It had no power to summons
witnesses and to try causes without ex-
press authority having first been ob-
tained from the Supreme Court in each
instance. It had no funds at its disposal
with which to conduct the necessary in-
vestigations by which to determine
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whether or not proceedings should be
instituted and, of course, no funds with
which to provide for the prosecution of
complaints made, nor to transcribe the
proceedings. Because of these condi-
tions the use of the Grievance Commit-
tee of the old voluntary association
gradually faded into the zone of sheer
futility. As was stated in the annual
report of the Grievance Committee of
that association made to the annual
meeting in December, 1927, ' "This is
(was) a very inefficient system."

The old Bar Commission was som-
times appealed to for relief against real
or fancied wrongs but it had no author-
ity to proceed except by express direc-
tion of the Supreme Court in each in-
stance. Its statutory authority was
limited to the examination of applicants
for admission to the Bar. It had no
funds subject to use in disciplinary mat-
ters and it had noauthority to enforce
the attendance of witnesses. It was
quite without adequate machinery with
which to proceed. Moreover under the
Iaw it met but twice a year.

On account of the situation existing
before the passage of the Bar Act, which
among other things resulted in inter-
minable delay, lawyers and laymen alike
were deterred to the point where discip-
linary proceedings were resorted to only
in the most aggravated case amounting
to a public scandal, and often not even
then.

As a result complaints against law-
yers for unprofessional conduct or al-
leged unprofessional conduct were limit-
ed to accusations verbally bandied about
in the court room, in offices about town,
on the street corners and in the various
social gatherings of the community. By
this method those who were aggrieved
or who thought they were aggrieved
gave vent to their spleen while the ac-
cused member of the Bar had no forum
in which to be heard and to vindicate
himself. Thus it was that the individual
members of the bar became the subject
of slanderous reports and discussions
for which no "terminal facilities" were
provided—and the slanderous reports
and discussions went on and on. This
situation, of course, affected not only
the reputation of the individual mem-
ber of the bar, but also the reputation.
of the bar as a whole and was fraught
with serious consequences.

Since the adoption of the Bar Act the
promulgation of the rules and regula-
tions thereunder and the creation of an
Administrative Committee in each dis-
trict court district, the conditions above
outlined have not obtained and, on the
whole, there is an improved feeling of
confidence and respect in the bar on the
part of the layman and an era of better
understanding between the bar and the
layman. The Board of Governors are
confident that the situation in this as-
pect will gradually improve as the ad-
ministration of the Bar Act continues.

Since the Bar Act a person having a
real or fancied grievance against a mem-
ber of the bar, finds in his immediate
community an Administrative Commit-
tee to whom, without expense, formal-
ity or technicality, his complaint may
be made. Promptly the accused is no-
tified of the complaint and both com-
plaintant and the accused are promptly
heard and the matter promptly disposed
of. Thus "terminal facilities" are pro-
vided and the "talk about town" is
ended. Most frequently the, complaint-
ant and his witnesses and the accused
and his witnesses having appeared be-
fore the committee where the whole
matter has been promptly thrashed out
without expense, technicality, much loss
of time and without more formality than
the orderly conduct of the matter re-
quires, the complainant becomes satis-
fied that he has not fully understood
the situation or that he had been mis-
led or misinformed and dismisses his
complaint with an expression of regret
for ever having brought it. Quite fre-
quently the complaint is dismissed by
the Committee as wanting in merit. The
important thing is that the complainant
has been heard and ceases his indiscrim-
inate criticism of the particular member
of the bar and of the bar as a whole while
the individual member of the bar, with
little delay, trouble or expense has had
the opportunity to vindicate himself on
the record in the particular matter, once
and for all. The whole matter has be-
come a, closed incident.

Of course, in the smaller percentage
of cases where the complaint is justi-
fied and the accused is found guilty of
substantial misconduct, the appropriate
disciplinary measure is administered.
This is as it should be. The members of
the bar no less than the laymen are vi-

tally interested in the elimination of the
unworthy members of the bar.

Under the Bar Act all is done prompt-
ly and efficiently without expense, de-
lay or technicality, but above all it is

done; and the reputation and dignity of
the bar as a whole is maintained. That

situation did not obtain under the old

system.

Examining and licensing applicants for
admission------------------ $2500.00

Traveling and other expenses of Gover-
nors and Secretary --------- 4000.00

Communication--------------- 150.00
Printing----------------------	 250.00

Office Supplies ---------------	 160.00

Investigations, and other special proceed-

ings----------------------- 10000.00
Traveling expenses ------------ 	 250.00

The total items of appropriation for each of
the fiscal years, is 18,050.00. In the adminis-
tration of the act, it was necessary that the
Board of Governors furnish and equip an of-
fice ,have printed, the Act, the rules adopted
and approved by the Supreme Court, ballots
for annual elections, and many other necessary
matters, for which the items of appropriation
were wholly insufficient. The Governor of the
State, therefore upon application, issued a de-
ficiency certificate for the year ending June
30, 1930, in the sum of $8000.00, and from
this deficiency, the Board of Governors were
enabled to establish, furnish and equip an of-
fice, and pay for necessary printing and sup-
plies, in the organization of the State Bar, the
annual election and the administration of the
Act. These conditions existed as to the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1931, and on application,
the Governor issued a deficiency certificate
for that year, in the sum of $4,751.00, but this
was found to be insufficient, and the legisla-
ture passed an emergency appropriation of
$2500.00, and approved the deficiency certifi-
cates issued by the Governor.

These deficiency certificates, one for $8000.00
and the other for $4751.00, and the $2500.00
emergency appropriation, have all been paid
from the State Bar Fund, and no part has
been, or will be paid from other State funds.

Total receipts of the State Bar Fund from
annual dues of members, and fees paid by ap-
nlicants for admission, for the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1930, were $34,351.00. The total
disbursenenta for such year, including the de-

Inquiry has been made as to whether the
Oklahoma State Bar is financially self sustain-
ing, that is, whether the money paid into the
State Bar Fund, by lawyers, members of the
State Bar, is sufficient to pay the necessary
expenses, in the administration of the act, and
whether any part of the expenses of adminis-
tration are paid from State funds, arising from
any form of taxation. This is a pertinent in-
quiry, of interest to members of the State Bar,
and to the taxpayers of the State. The ad-
ministration of the State Bar Act is intended
for the benefit of the members of the State
Bar, and for the benefit of the general public,
but the act, in effect, imposes upon the mem-
bers of the State Bar, the duties and obliga-
tions of self government, in relation to the
profession of law, qualifications for admission
and regulations as to practice, and the expense
of administration should be paid by those who
benefit most, and not by the State.

The State Bar Act provides for the payment
of an annual membership fee, by members of
the State Bar, and certain fees by applicants
for admission, and Section 28 of the Act pro-
vides, in substance, that all such fees shall be
paid to the State Treasurer ,and be placed in
a separate and distinct fund, known as "The
State Bar Fund." So much of the money in the
State Bar Fund as shall be necessary, is ex-
pended from time to time, in payment of ex-
penses incurred in the administration of the
Act, upon warrants issued by the State Audi-
tor, after the filing of proper vouchers, ap-
proved by the Board of Governors.

While the State Bar Fund is a separate and
distinct fund, to be used only for a. special and

8 distinct purpose, the legislature concluded that
to make such funds available for use, it was
necessary that legislative appropriation be
made, payable from the State Bar Fund, and
the 1929 appropriation act, (1929 Laws, Page
28,) contains items of appropriation for the
fiscal years ending June 30, 1930, and June 30,
1931. as follows:

President's Message
FINANCING THE STATE BAR
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ficiency certificate of $8000.00, were $20,931.00
leaving a. balance in the State Bar Fund, June
30, 1930, $13,419.00. The estimated income for
the year ending June 30, 1931, from annual
fees, and fees paid by applicants for admission,
is $20,528.00. This is a conservative estimate,
and no doubt the fees for this year will be
somewhat more than the estimate. The legis-
lative appropriation for this year is $18.050.00,
the deficiency certificate, $4751.00, and the
emergency appropriation $2500.00, making a
total available for this year, $25,301.00. It is
considered that expenses for this year will be
considerably less than the amount made avail-
able for such purposes. In all probability, the
total administration expenses for the year end-
ing June 30, 1931, 'will not exceed $21,000.00 or
$22,000.00, but the deficiency certificate and
the emergency appropriation were considered
necessary in order to meet emergency de-
mands, should they arise.

If the total administrative expense for the
year ending June 30, 1931, shall not exceed
$22,000.00, and if the estimated income for
such year shall be more than $20,528.00, then
on June 30, 1931, there will be a balance on
hand, in the State Bar Fund, of $11,947.00 or
more after payment from the State Bar Fund,
both deficiency certificates, and the emergency
appropriation. However, it will be understood
that the balance on hand June 30, 1931, will
depend upon the money actually paid into the
State Bar Fund, this year, and the amount ac-
tually disbursed as administration expenses,
but it is considered that a very substantial
balance will remain in such fund, unexpended,
on June 30, 1931.

It is Probable that the necessary expense
of administering the State Bar Act, for the
first two years of its operation, 1930, and 1931,
will be .greater than the expense of administra-

RULES CONSTRUED

At the February monthly meeting of the
Board an order was entered appointing a com-
mittee on Rules and authorizing it to prepare
opinions in response to inquiries, requiring,
however, that the opinions be submitted to the
Board for approval before releases thereof.

The first opinion was approved by the Board
at its March monthly meeting. It deals with
the practice of law by corporations and of the

tion for subsequent years. As the Act be-
comes settled in its operation and application,
and the administrative agencies more familiar
with the work, and more efficient in the ad-
ministration and enforcement of its provisions,
it is to be hoped that the Act may be admin-
istered and enforced effectively and beneficial-
ly, at a material reduction of expenses, to
the end that the annual fees of members may
be reduced proportionately.

It should be clearly understood by all per-
sons interested, that the expenses of adminis-
tration and enforcement of the State Bar Act
has been, and will be paid from annual fees
of members, and the fees paid by applicants
for admission, and that the State has not, and
will not be asked to pay any part of such ex-
penses. The expenses of administration and
enforcement of the Act will at all times, be
held within the funds arising from fees paid
by lawyers.

The legislature has made an appropriation
for administering the State Bar Act, for the
fiscal years ending June 30, 1932, and June 30,
1933, to be paid only from the State Bar Fund,
and the Board of Governors and the adminis-
trative agencies intend to regulate and control
the expenses of administration, so that, if pos-
sible, the total appropriations for these years
will be more than sufficient to meet necessary
demands.

impropriety of participation therein by mem-
bers of the State Bar. The opinion is of suf-
ficient importance to require its publication in
full, which is accordingly here done:
Before The Board of Governors of The State

Bar of Oklahoma
In Re Rules of Professional Conduct:

OPINION NO. 1
On February 25, 1931, Victor Mead Com-

pany, Inc., filed with the State Bar of Okla-

homa the following application for an opinion:
February 25, 1931.

The State Bar,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Gentlemen:

Our business consists of real estate and property
management which includes a complete service for
the disposition, care and maintenance of property.

In connection with this business we are daily
confronted with legal questions regarding titles,
etc., to such an extent that we have incorporated a
legal department within our business.

In the further enlargement of our scope of busi-
ness, we would like to know if it would be unethi-
cal in our general advertising to call attention in
a conservative manner to the services offered by
our institution, one of which would be our legal
department.

Very truly yours,
Victor Mead Company, Inc.,

John S. Kerfoot, Secretary.

It will be noted that the applicant for the
opinion is a corporation and, of course, is not,
and under the laws of this State, could not be,
a member of the State Bar, licensed as such
to practice law in the State. Therefore, its
proposed course of conduct cannot be consider-
ed as the proposed course of conduct of a mem-
ber of the bar, licensed to practice law in the
State of Oklahoma.

Assuming, howover, that the applicant de-
sires to be advised in the premises its atten-
tion is directed to sections 46 and 48 of the
State Bar Act which are as follows:

Section. 46: Only Active Members May
Practice Law. No person shall practice law in
the State subsequent to the first meeting of
The State Bar unless he shall be an active mem-
ber thereof as hereinbefore defined.

Sec. 48: Unlawful Practice a Misdemeanor.
Any person other than a non-resident attor-
ney, who, not being an active member of The
State Bar, or who after he has been disbarred
or while suspended from membership in The
State Bar, as by this Act provided, shall prac-
tice law, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

It is the opinion of the Board of Governors
of The State Bar that the consummation of the
plan proposed by the applicant would involve
it in the practice of law.

See State ex rel Lundin v. Merchant Protec-
tive Corp. (Wash. 1919) 177 Pac. 694;

People Ex Rel Lawyers Institute of San Diego
v. Merchants Protective Corp. (Cal. 1922)
209 Pac. 363 ;

In Re Co-operative Law Co. (1910) 198 N. Y.
479; 92 N. Ed. 15; 32 L. R. A. (NS) 55;
139Am. St. Rep. 839

Meisel and Co. v. National Jewelers Board of
Trade, (1915) 152 N. Y. S. 913;

In Re Pace (1915 N. Y.) 156 N. Y. S. 641;
In Re Duncan (S. C. 1900) 65 S. E. 210, 24

L, R4 A. (NS) 750.

The foregoing cases hold, in accordance with
the general rule, that the "practice of law" is
not limited to the conduct of cases in court, but,
in a larger sense, includes the legal advice and
counsel and the preparation of legal instru-

ments and contracts, by which legal rights are
secured.

It repeatedly has been held that a law agency
does not change the character of its acts by
furnishing duly licensed attorneys to render
the service which it agrees to perform, as
those attorneys are merely its agents, under
its control and in its employ for that purpose.
If a lay agency is not entitled to practice law
directly, it is not entitled to do so indirectly
by employing licensed attorneys to carry on
that portion of its activities for it. See cases
above cited.

Inasmuch as the propositions involved have
not been heretofore passed upon by the Board
of Governors, it may not be amiss to quote
from the cases cited.

In People Ex Rel Lawyers Institute of San
Diego v. Merchants Protective Corporation, 209
Pac. 363, it was said:

"This brings us to the final question, which
is as to whether such a corporation thus or-
ganized. thus employing attorneys as its agents
and representatives, and thus dispensing legal
advice, counsel, information, and services of
the sort usually and generally furnished by
regularly admitted and licensed attorneys and
counselors to their clients in the practice of
their profession, is engaged in the practice of
law. The authorities, which are practically
unanimous, furnish but one answer to this
question, and that answer is well expressed in
the case of State ex rel. Lundin v. Merchants
Protective Association, supra, where in the
Supreme Court of Washington, quoting from
Ruling Case Law, says:

'The Practice of the law is not a business
that is open to a commercial corporation.
Since, as has been seen, the practice of law is
not a lawful business, except for members of
the bar who have complied with all the con-
ditions required by statute and the rules of the
courts, and as these conditions cannot be per-
formed by a corporation, it follows that the
practice of law is not a lawful business for a
corporation to engage in. As it cannot prac-
tice law directly, it cannot do so indirectly,
by employing competent lawyers to practice
for it, as that would be an evasion which the
law will not tolerate. 2 R. C. L. 946 ; In re
Co-op. Law Co., 198 N. Y. 479, 92 N. E. 15,
32 L. R. A. (NS) 55, 139 Am. St. Rep. 839, 19
Ann. Cas. 879.'

The essential element underlying the rela-
tion of attorney and client is that of trust and
confidence of the highest degree growing out
of the employment and entering into the per-
formance of every duty which the attorney owes
to his client in the course of such employment.
It is the existence of this essential element as
the basis of said relation which has called into
being the various statutory regulations govern-
ing the admission of attorneys and counselors
at law and which embody certain requirements
of character, integrity, and learning as the
prerequisites of such admission to the right and
privilege of practicing law. It is the possession
or reputation for the possession of these per-

Opinion by Board of Governors as to Unwar-
ranted Practice of Law by Corporations
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sonal qualifications which constitutes, as a rule,
the main inducement for the formation of the
personal and confidential relation of attorney
and client. The intervention of a corporation
between the membership it secures and the
attorneys it employ, which corporation can in
and of itself possess none of these qualifica-
tions, obviously leaves out of view the neces-
sity for their existence. The essential relation
of trust and confidence between attorney and
client cannot be said to arise where the attor-
ney is employed, not by the client, but by some
corporation which has undertaken to furnish
its members with legal advice, counsel, and

professional services. The attorney is such a
case owes his first allegiance to his immediate
employer, the corporation, and owes, at most,
an incidental, secondary, and divided loyalty
to the clientele of the corporation."

In Re Co-operative Law Co., 92 N. E. 15, the
following language is used:

"The practice of law is not a business open
to all, but a personal right, limited to a few
persons of good moral character, with special
qualifications ascertained and certified after a
long course of study, both general and profes-
sional. and a thorough examination by a state
board appointed for the purpose. The right
to practice law is in the nature of a franchise
from the state conferred only for merit. $t
cannot be assigned or inherited, but must be
earned by hard study and good conduct. It
is attested by a certificate of the Supreme
Court, and is protected by registration. No one
can practice law unless he has taken an oath
of office and has become an officer of the
court, subject to its discipline, liable to pun-
ishment, for contempt in violating his duties
as such, and to suspension or removal. It is
not a lawful business except for members of
the bar who have complied with all the condi-
tions required by statute and the rules of the
courts. As these conditions cannot be per-
formed by a corporation, it follows that the
practice of law is not a lawful business for a
corporation to engage in. As it cannot prac-
tice law directly, it cannot indirectly by em-
ploying competent lawyers to practice for it,
as that would be an evasion which the law will
not tolerate. 'Quando aliquid prohlbetur ex
directo, prohibetur et per obliquim.' Co. Lit.
223.

The relation of attorney and client is that
of master and servant in a limited and digni-
fied sense, and' it involves the highest trust
and confidence. It cannot be delegated with-
out consent, and it cannot exist between an
attorney employed by a corporation to practice
law for it, and a client of the corporation, for
he would be subject to the directions of the
corporation, and not to the directions of the
client. There would be neither contract or
privity between him and the client, and he would
not owe even the duty of counsel to the actual
litigant. The. corporation would control the
litigation, the money earned would belong to
the corporation, and the attorney would be re-
sponsible to the corporation only. His master
would not be the client but the corporation,
conducted it may be wholly by laymen, organ-
ized simply to make money and not to aid in
the administration of justice which is the high-
eet -function of an attorney and oounsolor at

law. The corporation might not have a lawyer
among its stockholders, directors, or officers.
Its members might be without character, learn-
ing or standing. There would be no remedy
by attachment or disbarment to protect the
public from imposition or fraud, no stimulus
to good conduct from the traditions of an
ancient and honorable profession, and no guide
except the sordid purpose to earn money for
stockholders. The bar, which is an institution
of the highest usefulness and standing, would
be degraded if even its humblest member be-
came subject to the orders of a money-making
corporation engaged not in conducting litiga-
tion for itself, but in the business of conduct-
ing litigation for others. The degradation of
the bar is an injury to the state.

A corporation can neither practice law nor
hire lawyers to carry on the business of prac-
ticing law for it any more than it can practice
medicine or dentistry by hiring doctors or
dentists to act for it."

In State Ex Rel Lundin v. Merchant's
Protective Corporation, 177 Pac. 694, the Court

said:
The practice of the law is a personal right,

and, that the public may not be imposed upon
by the unworthy, the law requires that those
engaged in practice shall be men of good moral
character and with certain qualifications and a
degree of learning to be ascertained by the
agents, not of the courts, but of the whole
people speaking through the legislative body.
The right to practice law attaches to the indi-
vidual and dies with him. It cannot be made a
subject of business to be sheltered under the
cloak of a corporation havir marketable shares
descendib'e under the :aws of inheritance.
One engaged in the practice of the law is sub-
ject to personal discipline for misconduct, and
to penalties for violating the ethics of the pro-
fession that could not possibly attach to a
corporate body.

When stripped of all fabrication, the respond-
ent has taken money from its subscribers
under a contract of retainer to care for their
legal business to the extent declared in its cer-
tificate of membership. This the law, as well
as the policy of the law governing the admis-
sion and conduct of attorneys, forbids."

It is the opinion of the Board that the ren-
dering of legal services to its customers, pres-
ent or prospective, by the applicant, through
its legal department, whether gratuitously
rendered or rendered for profit directly or in-
directly, pursuant to the proposed advertise-
ment or otherwise, would constitute a viola-
tion of section 48 of the State Bar Act and
would therefore be reprehensible.

The observation is made that there were a
member of the State Bar to engage in an ad-
vertising campaign such as is proposed by the
applicant, he would be guilty of a violation of
Rule 29 of the Rules of Professional Conduct
adopted by the Board of Governors and ap-
proved by the Supreme Court of the State,
which, in part is as follows:

"The pubjication or circulation of ordinary

simple business cards, being a matter of per-
sonal taste or local custom, and sometimes of
convenience, is not per se improper. But so-
licitation of business by circulars or advertise-
ments, or by personal communications or in-
terviews, not warranted by personal relations
is unprofessional. It is equally unprofessional
to procure business by indirections through
touters of any kind, whether allied -realestate
firms or trust companies advertising to secure
the drawing of deeds or -wills or offering re-
tainers in exchange for executorships or trus-
teeships to be influenced by the lawyer."

Further assuming that the applicant is de-
sirous of being fully advised in the premises,
the Board of Governors is of the opinion that
those members of its legal department, who
are assumed to be members of The State Bar,
who should knowingly participate in the 'pro-
posed plan would be guilty not only of the
violation of Rule 29 of the Rules of Profession-
al Conduct, but would also be particeps crim-
inis in the violation of Section 48 of the State
Bar Act. As. said in In Re Pace,, supra, which
was a proceeding against certain members of
the bar in which they were charged with assist-
ing a corporation to practice law:

"It may be taken, therefore, as the law in
this State, that it is unlawful for a corpora-
tion, whether domestic or foreign, to practice
law in the State, and that any member of our
bar who assists a corporation in violating the
law in this respect is himself guilty of wrong
doing."
The foregoing conclusions, in our judgment,

are based upon the law and upon sound con-
siderations of public policy. Society has seen
fit, for its own benefit and protection, to limit
the practice of law to those individuals whom

At the March monthly meeting of the Board
of Governors, the Board, being of the opinion
that the illegitimate enroachment upon the
practice of law by various corporations and
associations has become of such serious con-
cern to the people • of the State as to require
the taking of prompt and vigorous steps to
correct the situation, recommended to the
Legislature as the first step to be taken, the
passage of the following purposed Act:
An Act Relating to the Practice of Law, Prohibit -

ing Corporations and Persons Other Than Li-
censed Attorneys from Doing or Advertising To
Do Things Declared To Constitute The Prac-
-tice of Law; Regulating the Allowance and
Collection of Attorney Fees; AuthorizingRe-

it found duly qualified in education and char-
acter. The permissive right conferred on the
lawyer as as individual is a limited privilege
subject to withdrawal if he fails to maintain
proper standards of moral and professional
conduct. Neither this privilege, nor any re-
sponsibility or duty connected therewith, can
be delegated to or shared with a layman. The
lawyer cannot share his professional respon-
sibility with a layman or a lay agency. This
of itself is sufficient to render it improper
for a lawyer to allow his services to be sold
or dealt in by any layman or lay agency.

There is another reason why such a practice
is abhorrent. The essential dignity of the pro-
fession forbids a lawyer to solicit business or
exploit his professional services. It follows
that he cannot properly enter into any relations
with another to have done for him that which
he cannot properly do for himself.

It must therefore be held that the furnish-
ing, selling or exploiting of the legal services
of members of the Bar is derogatory to the
dignity and self respect of the profession,
tends to lower the standards of professional
character and conduct and thus lessens the use-
fulness of the profession to the public; and
that a lawyer who co-operates with, or makes
it possible for, others to commercialize the
profession and to bring it into disrepute by
allowing his services to be exploited, or dealt
in like merchandise, is guilty of conduct un-
becoming a member of the State Bar of Okla-
homa.

c"veries and Providing Penalties for the Vio-
lation Thereof; and Declaring an Emergency.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE
STATE OF OKLAHOMA:

SECTION 1. Corporations, and persons not duly
licensed and qualified under the laws of this State,
are hereby prohibited from practicing in this State.

SECTION 2. Corporations, and persons not li-
censed and qualified to practice law under the laws
of this State, are hereby prohibited from doing, or
holding themselves out to do, by personal solicita-
tion or by written or printed advertisement, for a
consideration, or pecuniary benefit, present or stip-
ulated, direct or indirect, any of the following acts:
(a) To advise or to counsel another as to secular

law;

(b) To draw or to assists in drawing for another
any paper,, document or instrument affecting

Board of Governors Recommends to Legislature
Form of Proposed Act
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or relating to secular rights;
(c) To collect or undertake to collect accounts of

another by threats of legal action or by means
other than solicitation of payments;

(d) To appear in a representative capacity as at-
torney for another in any court or tribunal of
this state exercising judicial powers;

(e) To examine or to render an opinion as to the
validity or sufficiency of any title to real or
personal property.

SECTION 3. Corporations, and persons not li-
censed and qualified to practice law under the laws
of this State are hereby prohibited from contracting
for, collecting eor receiving any part of an attor-
ney's fee collected by a licensed attorney, or allowed
by order or judgment of a court under provision of
any contract or statute.

SECTION 4. No attorney's fee shall be allowed
by a court in behalf of any attorney as attorney
for any person or corporation in any action or pro-
ceeding to which such person or corporation is a
party, or where in such person or corporation ap-
pears as trustee, executor, guardian or like repre-
sentative until and after the attorney has filed in
the cause an affidavit stating that the entire fee
is due him personally, that he has no agreement or

Theodore Roosevelt once said, "Every man
owes some of his time to the upbuilding of
the profession to which he belongs."

That many lawyers have this view of their
obligation to the legal profession is shown by
the fact that there are some 1,200 separate
and distinct Bar Associations in this country
which function only through the sacrifice of
time and labor made by their lawyer mem-
bers,

If the question is asked, "What have these
associations accomplished?" the answer may
not be readily at hand. However, a close
study would undoubtedly reveal that they had
had a very considerable effect on legislation.

This is perhaps easier to demonstrate in
reference to the rules of admission to the bar
than in other matters, because that is a field
which is particularly appropriate to the law-
yer .and one in which his advice may be con-
sidered that of an expert. In mhny states
at the present time, active work is under way
to increase the standards for admission to the
bar. The overcrowded condition of the legal
profession is receiving attention although it
is not universally admitted. Nevertheless it

arrangement with said person or corporation where-
by said person or corporation is to share in the
fee allowed, either directly or indirectly, and con-
taining the representation that he will not after the
allowance of the fee pay such fee or any part
thereof to said person or corporation.

SECTION 5. Any person injured by reason of
the violation of any of the provisions of this Act,
may recover in a civil action any property, sum or
sums of money paid or relinquished by him in the
course of a transaction declared illegal under the
provisions of this Act. In such action the party
for whom judgment is rendered shall be entitled to
recover a reasonable attorney's fee to be fixed by
the court which shall be taxed as costs in the ac-
tion.

SECTION 6. Violations of this Act shall be
punishable as a misdemeanor, and any person or
corporation violating this Act shall be punishable
by a fine not exceeding $1,000.00.

SECTION 7. It being immediately necessary for
the preservation of the public peace, health and
safety, an emergency is hereby declared to exist,
by reason whereof this Act shall be in full force
and effect from and after its passage and approval.

is beginning to be realized that whether the
law is overcrowded at the present time or not,
it soon will be if the number of those ad-
mitted continues to increase as fast as it has
for the last ten years, or even remains sta-
tionary. The leaders in the profession realize
that the remedy is not arbitrarily to cut down
the numbers - who are admitted, but it is to
make the standards sufficiently high to in-
sure legal competence, as far as that is pos-
sible, in the new licensees and to improve the
methods of character committees so as to
weed out the candidates who are ethically un-
fit for the rigors of an increasingly intense
competition.

Bar Associations have taken a constantly
more important part in raising the require-
ments for admission. Active committees have
framed bills and supported them vigorously
in order to secure their passage by legisla-
tures. Bar Association representatives have
appeared before Supreme Courts and induced
those bodies to improve on their rules for
admission where this power lies in them.

Ever since its founding in 1878 the Ameri-
can Bar Association has had a Committee or

Section on Legal Education which has always
been largely concerned with the requirements
for becoming a lawyer. Gradually, with the
growth of facilities for general education and
the increase in the number and quality of the
law schools, it has raised its standards until
in 1921 the Section under the chairmanship
of Elihu Root secured the approval of the
national Association to the recommendation
of two years prelegal college training (or its
equivalent as it was later interpreted) and
the successful completion of three years of
law study at an approved full time school or
four years at an approved part time school.
The adoption of these recommendations has
been largely due to the work of state and local
Bar Associations and it is in their approval by
those Associations that hope for continued ad-
vanced lies. In addition to the fifteen states
where substantially all candidates for admis-
sion are now required to have two years of
college work or its equivalent in addition to
their law training, eighteen State Bar Asso-
ciations have gone on record as being in favor
of this requirement, the last two—Arizona
and Florida—having approved it only this

signed by the governor giving the Supreme
Court power to fix qualifications for admis-
sion, including, presumably, the right to ap-
point a state board of bar examiners. A bile
providing for two years of college education
for aspiring candidates for the bar is now
pending in the Nebraska legislature and also
in the North Carolina legislature. The
Nebraska bill includes a provision for gradua-
tion from law school In California a bill is
pending giving the board of governors power
to fix requirements subject to a maximum of
preliminary education of a four-year high
school course and graduation from law school

or four years outside study. In Arizona, Iowa
and Tennessee bills are pending giving the
power to fix qualifications to the :board of
governors of the State Bar or to the Supreme
Court. The Bar Organization Act recently
passed in Utah does the same thing. In Rhode
Island the matter of increasing the standards
is now before the Supreme Court and the
State Bar Association has recommended prac-
tically the American Bar Association stand-
ards.

And so it is evident that everywhere there is
activity along this line and that results are
being secured through the work of Associa-
tions and of Boards of Bar Examiners, whose
members perform the same work of public
service that the active conscientious leaders
in the Bar Association are called on to per-
form. Accurate information is at last being
published to show exactly how many candi-
dates are applying for the bar yearly, how
many are being admitted and how many re-
jected. Also, in many states the preliminary
education and legal training of these candi-
dates has been tabulated. A recent question-
naire filled out by the bar examiners of
Oklahoma shows that the number of applicants
in the year ending last July was 224 and that
of this number 76 percent passed. That there
has been an increase in the number of lawyers
over the past four years is shown by Martin-
dale's Legal Directory, which lists 2,589 law-
yers in Oklahoma in 1926 and 2,962 in 1930.
Whether or not it is true as has been said
that statistics are the fourth and most im-
moral form of lies and whether or not these
statistics have any special significance, at any
rate they should be known and every effort
should be made to have them as accurate as
possible. The 1920 census listed 2,818 lawyers
in Oklahoma, which at that time had a popu-
lation of 2,028,283. This was equivalent to
one lawyer for every 719 people as compared

1. In an article In the New York Bar Association
Bulletin for January, 19$1,

The Part of the Bar Association in Fixing
Standard Admission

by

Will Shafroth, Advisor to the Council of American Bar Association on Legal Education

And Admissions to the Bar

year.
Objections to closing the portals of the bar

to any honest son of the soil have gradually
been yielding to considerations of the public
good.	 James Grafton Rogers, now Assistant
Secretary of State, and formerly dean of the
law school of the University of Colorado, re-
cently expressed a point' of view which hae
been constantly gaining ground when he said

"The lawyer is needing steadily broader and
deeper education and he is going to get it. If
American university facilities	 were not as
wide flung and easy of access as they have

• come to be, I should regret this.	 I am eager
to leave the gates of the profession open to
the ambitious boy, not for his sake but for
the sake of the pupblic.	 We cannot sacrifice
the	 administration	 of	 justice,	 however,	 to
grant this opportunity.	 The two today are
entirely consistent."

Recent progress which is due in consider-
able degree to Bar Association activity has

.+A been recorded in New Jersey, where the re-
quirement of two years of prelegal college edu-
cation has just been adopted by the Supreme
Court, and in Indiana where the legislature
has recently passed a bill which has been

1.	 Colorado	 ConuP.ti	t	 Id_hc	 Plnots.	 Karses,
Michigan. M'nnesot-t	Mon?ana	 New Jersey. New9a York. Oho. Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Wiscon-
sin, and Wyoming.
2.	 Arizona. California. Delaware. Florida, Georgia,
Iowa.	 Louisiana.	 Missouri,	 Nebr'ska,	 Nevada,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Rhode Isand, South
Caron+na, South Dakota, Utah, Virginia, and Wash-
ington.
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with one to every 862 in the country at large.
At that time Oklahoma was the eleventh state
in the Union in the number of lawyers per
capita.

If we are to act intelligently we must know
the facts. Bar Associations can help to get
these facts and they can make them known
to the profession when they are secured. In
most cases where a legislative enactment is

Pursuant to a resolution passed by the legis-
lature and approved by the Governor, Gover-
nor Murray appointed the following as mem-
bers of the Committee on Constitutional
Amendments:

Malcom E. Rosser,
R. L. Williams,
Franklin E. Kennamer,
H. G. McKeever,
W. A. Ledbetter,
C. N. Haskell,
Geo. W. Wood,
J. J. Quarles,
James Babb,
Reford Bond,
I. L. Cook,
Fred Tracy,
Tom Anglin,
Frank Matthews,
J. B. Moore,
J. Luther Langston,
W. A. Cain,
W. D. Jenkins,
James Harris,
L. A. Shaw,
J. T. Dickerson.

Mr. Rosser is chairman of the committee.
It will be noted that of the Committee three

are not only members of The State Bar but are
also members of the Judiciary, to-wit, Judges
Williams and Kennamer of the Federal Judi-
ciary, and Judge Frank Matthews of Altus,
District Judge for the 25th District.

Another member of the Committee is one of
the Board of Governors of The State Bar, Mr.
H. G. McKeever of the Enid Bar.

Other members of The State Bar on the
Committee are:

Malcolm E. Rosser of the Muskogee Bar,
chairman of the Administrative Committee of
The State Bar for Section 3.

W. A. Ledbetter of the Oklahoma City Bar.
James Babb of the Poteau Bar.
Reford Bond of the Chickasha Bar.
I. L. Cook of the Atoka Bar.
Fred Tracy of the Beaver Bar.

passed or any rule of court promulgated rais-
ing the standards for admission to the bar,
it can be marked as an achievement of a bar

association if traced back to its source, and

often it may be counted as. a milestone which

denotes further progress of the legal profes-

sion toward unification and toward making

its voice heard as a definite organized group.

Tom Anglin of the Holdenville Bar.
J. B. Moore of the Ardmore Bar.
J. T. Dickerson of the Edmond Bar.
The first meeting of this Committee will be

held at Oklahoma City on April 20th.
In this connection it will be remembered that

at the February meeting of the Board of Gov-
ernors the following resolution was adopted:

RF.SOLUTION
Whereas, there has been called to the atten-

tion of the Board of Governors of The State
Bar of Oklahoma, House Joint Resolution
Number 6, a Resolution providing for the ap-
pointment of a Committee for Code Revision
and Review of the Constitution by the Gover-
nor of the State of Oklahoma;

Now, Therefore, Be It Resolved by The
Board of Governors of The State Bar of Okla-
homa, that the general purposes expressed in
this Resolution meet with the hearty approval
of this Board, and that said Board tender such
Committee as may be appointed under said
Resolution the services and facilities of this
Board to render such assistance as is within
its scope and authority in carrying out the
provisions of said Resolution.

At the March meeting of the Board of Gov-
ernors the following order was entered:

Ordered that the Committee on Judicial Re-
form be directed to present to the Committee
appointed to consider amendments to the Con-
stitution of The State of Oklahoma the recom-
rcendations made at the past State Bar Asso-
ciation meetings and the annual meeting of
The State Bar of Oklahoma.

The amendment referred to in the resolution
is that appearing on pages 218 and 219 of
Volume XXHI of the bound reports of the
proceedings of The State Bar for 1929-1930
and is as follows:

1. The Supreme Court shall by rules pro-
vide for three or more divisions of said court,
each division to consist of not less than three
nor more than five justices, but any justice
may sit on more than one division. Each of
the divisions may sit, hear, consider and de-
termine causes and all questions which may
arise therein, subject to the provisions herein
contained as to hearings before the whole
court. The concurrence of three judges shall
be necessary for every decision of any of said
divisions; in case less than three concur in a
proposed opinion the Chief Justice shall, upon

being so advised assign to said case additional
judges to make up a division of five. Provided,
however, that whenever the validity of an act
of the legislature of this state or an interpre-
tation of the Constitution of the United States
or of this state, or of an act of Congress or a
treaty of the United States is necessarily in-
volved, or whenever any justice certifies to the
Chief Justice that in his opinion a proposed
decision or opinion of any division is in con-
flict with a former opinion of this court or any
division thereof, or whenever the Chief Jus-
tice in the exercise of a sound discretion so
orders, a case shall be considered and declared
by the court sitting en bane ,the concurrence of
a majority of those sitting being necessary to
a decision. Nothing in this section shall be
construed as limiting the authority of the court
to submit other causes to the whole court.
Provided, any rule of the Supreme Court in con-
flict with any law in this State shall be void.

2. Until other provided by law, the Supreme
Court shall consist of ---------- Justices, who
shall lee nominated and elected from the state
at large in the odd numbered years, in such
method as may be prescribed by the legislature,
but said selection shall be made without re-
gard to political party and the election shall
be by a non-political judicial ballot on which no
party emblem or designation appears.

No person shall be eligible to the office of
Justice of the Supreme Court unless he shall at
the time of his election be a citizen of the Unit-
ed States, and shall have been a resident of
the state for a period of ----_---years; and
unless he shall have attained the age of thirty-
five years and shall have been a practicing
lawyer, licensed from some court of record or
shall have been a judge of some court of rec-
ord, or such judge and practicing lawyer, to-
gether, at least ------------years.

The terms of office of the Justices of the
Supreme Court shall be -------- years, and

On February 26th, 1931, an Act containing
the emergency clause was approved by the
Governor, amending Section 1108, Compiled
Oklahoma Statutes, 1921. The section as
amended is as follows (the words not bold face
type being the amendments made):

Section 1108. If the will is contested, all the
subscribing witnesses who are present in the
county, and who are of sound mind, must be
produced and examined; and the death, ab-
senee or Insanity of any of them must be sat -
isfactorily shown to the Court. If none of the
subscribing witnesses reside in the county,
and are not present at the time appointed for
proving the will, or although such witnesses
reside in the county and are insane or incom-
petent, and such facts are first made to appear
to the court, either in contested or non-contest-
ed will cases, the court may admit the testimony
of other witnesses to prove the sanity of the tes-

the salary of each, until otherwise provided by
law, --------------------thousand dollars per
year.

Nothing in this Constitution shall prevent the
Legislature from establishing a statewide uni-
fied court and investing it with such juris-
diction as it may see fit.
The suggested amendment was re-approved

at the anual meeting oyf the State Bar held in
Oklahoma City in December last. It will ap-
pear in the printed volume of the report of that
meeting which is now in the press.

The Committee of The State Bar on Judicial
Reform is composed of the following:

Thomas H. Owen, Oklahoma City, Chairman,

M. D. Green, Muskogee.
Frank Wells, Oklahoma City,
C. C. Smith, Guthrie,
H. L. Fogg, El Reno,
J. A. Duff, Tulsa,
F. L. Warren, Holdenville,
L. A. Rowland, Bartlesville,
A. Scott Thompson, Miami,
George L. Bowman, Kingfisher,
J. G. Clift, Duncan.

The Board of Governors has been invited to
appear before the Committee on April 21st to
offer such suggestions with reference to the
judicial system as may seem advisable.

Pursuant to the invitation extended the
Board of Governors and the Committee on Ju-
dicial Reform will present to the Committee
the views of The State Bar as to the judicial
system as expressed by the resolutions adopted
at its last two meetings.

tator and the execution of the will and, as
evidence of the execution, it may admit proof
of the handwriting of the testator and of the.
subscribing witnesses, or any of them. Pro-
vided that when the testimony of any non-
resident witness or witnesses residing out of
the county wherein any will is sought to be
admitted to probate, may be desired, touching
the execution of such will, either in contested
or non-contested will cases, it shall be lawful
for the party seeking to have such will ad-
mitted to probate, or resisting the same in the
county court, to cause the deposition of such
witness to be taken in like manner, as now is
or hereafter may be provided in civil cases;
and the court may in its discretion, direct the
original of such will to be attached to any
commission issued in such case; and the depo-
sition of any such witness taken, certified

and returned, according to law, shall be of like

force and effect as if his testimony had been

Committee on Constitutional Amendments

Legislature Makes Change in the Procedure
for Probating Wills
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heard in the court; provided, that before any
such originpl will shall be suffered to be at-
tached to any such commission, a photostatic
or certified copy thereof shall be made and
examined, and certified by the judge to be a
true copy of the original, and until the return
of such original, such copy shall be retained
in the office of the judge, in lieu of such orig-
inal will; and if such will be admitted to pro-
bate, the same may, in case of the loss or de-

Due to the interest displayed by many of the
members of the Bar, as to what disposition was
being made of the case of Charles R. Nesbit,
we deem it advisable to publish the opinion in
full, which opinion is as follows:

This cause comes before the Board of Gover-
nors on the report and recommendation made by
the Administrative Committee for Section Number
Twenty-One, which report and recomemndation is
as follows:

"Upon a consideration of all the evidence
introduced in this matter, and after full and
complete hearing, the Administrative Commit-
tee of Section 21 of The State Bar concludes
that the accused, Charles R. Nesbitt, is guilty
as charged in the accusation or complaint in
this matter, and the said Committee recom-
mends that the said Charles R. Nesbitt should
be ordered suspended from the practice of law
in the State of Oklahoma, for a period of one
month beginning with the date of the entry of
said order."

The Accusation charges that respondent, Char-
les R. Nesbitt, a member of the State Bar of Okla-
homa, residing and practicing law at Tulsa, Okla-
homa, did, on or about the 19th day of May, 1930,
without the knowledge or consent of one J. C. Yoho,
and without being authorized to do so, prepare an
answer and cross petition in a certain cause then
pending in the District Court in and for Tulsa
County, Oklahoma, and did sign the name of J. C.
Yoho to said answer and cross peition, and did
verify said answer and cross petition without being
authorized so to do, and that, thereafter, the re-
spondent represented and pretended to the District
Court of Tulsa County, Oklahoma,, that he was
authorized to appear for the said J. C. Yoho as an
attorney in said Cause, and that same was not true,
and that respondent was without authority or right
to appear for the said J. C. Yoho.

Respondent's answer alleged that he represent-
ed one Charles R. Yoho, a brother of J. C. Yoho;
that he had been authorized by the said Charles R.
Yoho to represent him and to sign his name to
pleadings, and the said Charles R. Yoho had auth-
orized the Notary Public to place her jurat on
pleadings and verifications thereof, and that he
acted in good faith in that he thought that J. C.
Yoho, involved in the litigation, was his client
Charles R. Yoho.

The testimony shows that the respondent had
been practicing law in Tulsa for several years and
that among others, he had a client whose name was
C. R. Yoho and who was generally known as
Charles Yoho; that Charles Yoho was a brother of
J. C. Yoho and these two brothers were engaged

struction of the original thereof, be recorded
from such certified copy. Provided, further,
that in all cases where wills have heretofore
been proved in substantial compliance with the
provisions hereof, such proof is hereby vali-
dated."

Up to date, the foregoing is the only change
made by the Legislature in matters of pro-
cedure.

in the same line of business in Tulsa but there was
no connection between the business of Charles and
the business of J. C.

Charles Yoho had employed the respondent to
represent him in other matters prior to this occur-
ance and in fact, from this testimony, expedted the
respondent to look after pleadings and interventions
to be filed in his behalf in matters coming up in
which he was interested. That for convenience's
sake he had authorized the respondent to sign his
name to claims and had authorized the Notary Pub-
lic to place her jurat thereon, although the said
Charles Yoho did not appear before the Notary
Public and was not called over the telephone rela-
tive to such claims or relative to the verification of
pleadings.

In this instance, the evidence seems clear that
respondent acted with honest motives. It is not
disputed that when he discovered the suit pending
in Tulsa County District Court and understood that
his client, Yoho, had a lien claim filed that he went
to the Clerk's office and procured a copy of the
Lien Claim and prepared the Intervention, signed
it and had the Notary Public put her jurat thereon,
all with the intention of protecting the interest of
his client, Charles Yoho.

This conclusion is further borne out by the
showing that is made by Judge Owen immediately
upon the discovery of the fact that the Yoho inter-
ested in the litigation was not Charles Yoho but
was J. C. Yoho, the respondent immediately dis-
elaimecj any acquaintance with the man who
claimed to be J. C. Yoho and immediately notified
the Court that he was acting for C. R., or Charles,
Yoho.

In view of the facts as shown in this record,
this Board finds that suspension from .the practice
of law as recommended by the Administrative Com-
mittee is too drastic but does find that the respon-
dent was engaging in a practice which should not
be countenanced and which actions are sufficient
to subject respondent to a reprimand.

The evidence does not establish an improper
motive on the part of the respondent. His act did
not result in an injury to anyone. The testimony
establishes very clearly that respondent was at-
tempting to save his client trouble, time and ex-
pense in not having him appear and sign pleadings
and in having the Notary Public place her jurat
thereon.

We do not believe that this case comes within
that class of cases wherein the act of the attorney
was one for the purpose of injuring or defrauding
anyone, or misleading the Court.

However, the acts of respondent in signing his
client's name to pleadings which were to be veri-
fied, and having a Notary Public place her jurat

thereon in the absence of his client and without
the client's appearance before the Notary, should
be severely censured, but he should not be suspend-
ed from the practice of law.

The Board, therefore, recommends that re-'
spondent be reprimanded for indulging in such!
practice.
CONCURRING:

W. E. Utterback, Alger Melton, Edgar A. de
Meules. H. C. Potterf, F. B. H. Spellman.
Charles A Dickson, D. A. Richardson, Allen
Wright, Sam C. Massingale, and C. Guy Cutlip.

NOT PARTICIPATING:
Grover C. Spillers, and Vern E. Thompson.

ABSENT:
Horace G. McKeever.

C. Guy Cutlip Appointed
Superior Judge

C. Guy Cutlip, of Wewoka, and a member
of the Board of Governors of The State Bar
of Oklahoma, has been appointed judge of the
newly created Superior Court of Seminole
county, located at Seminole.

Mr. Cutlip removed to Oklahoma with his
parents when a small boy, in 1889 and has
been a resident of Oklahoma ever since. He
moved to Wewoka in 1901 and has been very
active in the civic affairs of that city and,
county, and has enjoyed a very successful gen-;
eral law practice.

Mr. Cutlip has been a member of the Board
of Governors of the State Bar since its incep-

tion.
Mr. Cutlip is a lawyer of profound learning

and reasoning, and is recognized as such by
all who know him.

Judge J. R. Keaton Addresses
Kentucky Bar

Judge J. R. Keaton, of Oklahoma City, Past-
president of the State Bar of Oklahoma, was
one of the principal speakers on Friday, April
10th, at Louisville, Kentucky, before the Ken-
tucky State Bar Association.

Judge Keaton, explained in full the work-
ing sof the State Bar of Oklahoma; giving the
history of the act; how the Board of Governors
functioned; how the Board was seeking to raise
the standard of the examinations; and how
the Bar was working to eliminate undesirable
practices.

Much Needed And
Appropriate Relief Is

Afforded Supreme Court
The legislature passed Senate Bill No. 69,

which provides each justice of the Supreme
Court with a law clerk having the qualifica-
tions of a member of the bar. The bill was

signed by Governor Murray on March 31st,
and is now in effect. It is the consensus of
opinion of the bench and bar that the plan of
the new act is an improvement over the com-
mission system and will result in a niore.
speedy decrease in the congestion of the
docket of the Supreme Court.

0

South Dakota Now Has
State Bar Act

We are advised that the legislature of South.
Dakota passed the State Bar Bill and that, on
March 17, 1931, the bill was signed by the
Governor.

0

Oklahoma Bar Examination
Statistics

FEBRUARY, 1931

Number taking examination -------------44
Passing, 34 or 77%
Failed, 10 or 23%

ACADEMIC TRAINING
Number with no college work -----------_10

Passed, 7 or 70%
Failed, 3 or 30%

Number with less than two years of college-2
Passed, 0
Failed, 2 or 100%

Number with two or more years of college_31
Passed, 27 or 87%
Failed, 4 or 13%

Number with academic degrees ----_-_----5
Passed, 5 or 100%
Failed, 0

LEGAL TRAINING

PrivateStudy only ______________________3
Passed, 1 or 33%

Failed, 2 or 66 %

LawOffice only -------------------------5
Passed, 3 or 60%
Failed, 2 or 40%

CorrespondenceSchool -------------------
Failed, 1 or 100%

Law School and Law Office --------------10
Passed, 6 or 60%
Failed, 4 or 40%

Law School, but no degree _--------------16
Passed, 15 or 94%
Failed, 1 or 6 %

Law School, full time, LLB degree _-_-----8
Passed, 8 or 100%
Failed, 0

The Nesbit Case
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Brief History of our Federal l' Constitution
(Third of a series of articles)

By JUDGE ARTHUR G. SUTTON, of Alva
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In Great Britain, the unwritten constitution
is administered by the Omnipotent House of
Commons; whatever statute is enacted by par-
liament must stand until some future parlia-
ment see fit to repeat it.

Section 1 of Article 3, of the Constitution
provides that:

"The judicial power of the United States
shall be vested in one supreme court, and in
such inferior courts as congress may from
time to time ordain and establish."

Only for this system of courts throughout
the states, and supreme within its sphere, the
Federal Constitution could not have been put
into practical working order. Fiske states:
"This intrusting to the judiciary the whole
interpretation of the fundamental instrument

of the government, the most peculiarly Ameri-
can feature of the work done by the conven-
tion, and to the stability of such a federation
as ours, covering as it does the greater part
pensable."

Hamilton, writing in the "Federalist," in
of a huge continent, it was absolutely indis-
discussing the relative powers of the legisla-
tive, executive and judicial departments,
states: "The executive not only dispenses the
honors, but holds the sword of the community.
The legislative not only commands the purse
but prescribes the rules by which the duties
and rights of every citizen is to be regulated.
The judiciary, on the contrary, has no influ-
ence either over the sword or the purse,____

and can take no active resolution

whatever. It may truly be said to have neither
force nor will, but merely judgment. This
simple view of the matter suggests several
important consequences—which proves uncon-
testably that the judiciary is beyond compari-
son the weakest of the three departments of
power, that it can never attack with success
either of the others, and that all possible care
is requisite to enable it to defend itself against
their attacks."

After the establishment of our Supreme
Court of the United States, it almost fell into
disuse. It looked for a time as if little or no
business of any importance would be lodged
there, and that a position on that Court might
be a vacant honor. It was questionable which
of the three departments of government might
preponderate over the other. Business began
to increase in the Supreme Court, however,
there were four cases decided by that court
which are said to be the corner-stone cases
of our Constitution. There are many other
cases decided by the Supreme Court of the
United States in the struggle of our Constitu-
tion for mastery over our governmental
agents, and the departments of government,
which are elucidated by Mr. F. Dumont Smith
of Hutchinson, .Kansas, in his "Constitution,
Its History and Battles," which are highly
interesting, and which everyone would do well
to read. The four-corner stone cases are the
only ones we shall have space here to notice.
These four cases very definitely establish the
supremacy of our Federal Constitution, as
well as the supremacy of the Supreme Court
itself. Thereafter, there was never any
dearth of business in the Supreme Court,
or any question as to its being the most august
and profound judicial tribunal in the world.

The Constitution gives to Congress the right
"to regulate commerce with foreign nations,
and among the several states, and with the
Indian tribes."

This is called the Commerce Clause, second
in importance to no other provision in the
Constitution. The delegates to the Constitu-
tional Convention from the southern states
fought for it in return for the provisions con-
tained in Section Nine of the Constitution,
The case of Gibbons vs. Ogden 19 U. S. 448,
5L. Ed. 302 was decided by the Supreme Court
of the United States under this provision of
the Constitution, after which a great many
others have been decided, and which is the
first case we shall here notice.

Gibbons was operating a boat between New
Jersey landings and Elizabethtown in the same
state without securing permission from the
New York Monoply. New York had previous-
ly given a monoply to certa.0 petpms to over,

ate steam boats on the Hudson River. At the
last named place, Gibbons exchanged pas-
sengers with Ogden, who continued the traf-
fic to New York City. Upon an application of
the monoply, Chancellor Kent exonerated Og-
den because he held the license from the mon-
opoly, but enjoined Gibbons from navigating
the water in the Bay of New York or Hudson
River between Staton Island and Powlas Hook.
Gibbons immediately began to run his boat be-
tween New York and New Jersey in direct
competition with Ogden, claiming the right
under a Federal Posting license and then later
applied to Chancellor Kent for an injunction,
which was granted and upheld by the New
York Court of Errors. Appeal was taken by
Gibbons to the Supreme Court of the United
States, claiming that the New York Monoply
was void, under the Commerce Clause of the
Constitution. Among other things in deciding
the case, Chief Justice Marshall said, "Our
Constitution being, as was aptly said at the
bar, one of enumeration and not of definition."
He further stated that the Constitution was
not intended to deny to Congress such powers
as were necessary or expedient, or proper
to carry out the granted powers, because the
Constitution expressly granted to Congress
whatever is necessary to carry out the enum-
erated powers. Considering the meaning of com-
merce, which counsel for Ogden had claimed
meant solely the exchange and carriage of
goods between the states, Marshall coined the
celebrated phrase "Commerce is Intercourse."

"Comprehensive as the word `among' is, it
may very probably be restricted to that com-
merce which concerns more states than one.
The phrase is not one which would properly
have been selected to indicate the completely
interior traffic of the state because it is not
an apt phrase for that purpose, and the enum-
eration of the particular classes of commerce
to which the power was to be extended. It
would not have been made had the intention
been to extend the power to every description.
The enumeration presupposes something not
enumerated, and that something as we regard
the language of the subject of the sentence,
must be the exclusively internal commerce of
the state. The genius and character of the
whole seems to be that its action is to be
applied to all the external concerns of the na-
tion, and to those internal concerns which ef-
fect the states generally. But not to those
which are completely within a particular
state, which do not effect other states, and
with which it is not necessary to interfere for
the purposes of executing some of the general
powers of the Government. The completely
internal commerce of a state, then, many be
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Relating to Liens of Judgments of Courts Upon
Real Estate

considered as reserved for the state itself.
But in regulating commerce with foreign na-
tions, the power of Congress does not stop at
the lines of the several states. It would be a
very useless power if it could not pass those
lines. The commerce of the United States
with foreign nations is that of the whole
United States. Every district has a right to
participate in it. The deep streams which
penetrate the country in every direction pass
through the interior of almost every state in
the union, and furnish the means of exercis-
ing this right. If Congress has the power to
regulate it, that power must be exercised
whenever the subject exists. If it exists
within the state, if a foreign voyage may ter-
minate or commence at a port within a state
then the power of Congress may be exer-
cised within a state."

He holds that the state government in levy-
ing taxes, is exercising merely the preroga-
tive of the state. That the levy is no part
of the Federal tax and such levy in no wise
interferes with the levy of taxes which sup-
port the general government. He considers
that the state may pass inspection laws; laws
governing state regulations which are within
the power of the state, and when not so un-
reasonable as to interfere with commerce and
foreign nations, or among the states and the
same will be upheld. As the law in question
interferes with the commerce between states,
the same is invalid.

"The vast and beneficient results of this
decision, the uniform regulations of all inter-
course with foreign nations, among the states
and with the Indians, could not have been
imagined, when this decision was handed down
in 1824. The steam boat was then supposed
to be the last word in transportation. Rail-
roads, telegraphs, and telephones were un-
dreamed of. If the New York Monoply had
been upheld the Union would have been re-
verted to the same chaotic conflicting and
even belligerent local regulations which made
commerce between the states enormously dif-
ficult, and at times impossible. The unvexed
interstate commerce which we have enjoyed
under this decision is vastly greater than the
foreign commerce of any other nation, owes
its prowth, its security and its prosperity to
this decision."

In 1887 Congress, in pursuance of this
clause passed the act to regulate commerce,
commonly called the Interstate Commerce
Law, which has subsequently been amended
from time to time. Railroad lines, steamship
lines, express companies, oil pipe lines, tele-
graph lines, telephone lines, and wireless
transmission of messages are all brought

within the control of the Interstate Commerce

Commission.
In 1890 Congress under this clause enacted

the Sherman Anti-trust law providing heavy
penalties for conspiring or combining to pre-
vent competition among merchants. That was
supplemented by the Clayton Law of October
1914, and in September 1914 the Federal
Trade Commission law to prevent unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce
was passed.

Congress has also enacted numerous laws
requiring automatic couplers for railroad cars
and air brakes and other safety appliances
on the trains of railroads engaged in inter-
state commerce. It also enacted a law limit-
ing the hours of service of employees engaged
in interstate commerce, and the Federal Lia-
bility Act of 1908 fixing the liability of em-
ployers to injured employees. In the trans-
portation Act of 1920, Congress created a
Railroad Labor Board consisting of three mem-
bers representing labor, three from the man-
agement of railroads, and three chosen from
the public, to hear and decide disputes with
respect to the wages of employees and their
working conditions.

In 1918 the Supreme Court held unconsti-
tutional an act of Congress which forbade the
moving of interstate commerce of manufac-
tured goods into the making of which child
labor had entered. While liquors, lottery
tickets, impure, or adulterated foods, and
other things intrinsically bad had been ex-
cluded from interstate commerce by acts of
Congress which the Supreme Curt had held
valid, the Court said that there was nothing
to show that the product of child labor is not
as good as that of adult labor. The act pur-
ported to regulate commerce, but it was in
effect an interference with local affairs and
the police power of the state.

(To be continued in next issue)

The words in heavy type constitute one of the
tion 690 Compiled Oklahoma Statutes, 1921,
was passed by the Legislature and approved
by the Governor and is now in effect. It pro-
vides:

"Judgments of courts of records of this state,
and of the United States rendered within this
state, shall be liens on the real estate of the
judgment debtor within the county in which
the judgment is rendered from and after the
time such judgment is entered on the judg-
ment docket, but such judgment shall not he
a lien on the real estate of the judgment debtor
in any other county in this state until a cer-
tified copy of such judgment shall be filed and
docketed in such county, as hereinafter pro-
vided. An attested copy of the journal entry
of any such judgment together with a state-
ment of the costs taxed against the debtor in
the case may be filed in the office of the clerk
of the district court of any county and such
judgment shall be a lien on the real estate of
the debtor within that county from and after
the date of filing and entering such judgment
on the judgment docket. The clerk shall enter
such judgment on the appearance and judg-
ment dockets in the same manner and within
the same time after such judgment is filed in
his office as if rendered in the court of which
hd is clerk. Execution shall only be issued
from the court in which the judgment is ren-
dered, or in which a transcript of a county
court judgment is first filed."

The words underlined constitute one of the
amendments to the section. Another amend-
ment consists of the omitting of the words
"except county courts" from the beginning of
section 690.

The exclusion of the words "except county
courts" probably has the effect of repealing
that portion of sections 759 and 760, Compiled
Oklahoma Statutes, 1921, which require a
transcript of the judgment in a county court
to be filed in the office of the Clerk of the
District Court of the county in which the judg-
ment was rendered in order to constitute it a
lien upon the real estate of the judgment
debtor in the county.

The authority of a state legislature to pro-
vide for the effect of the judgment in Federal
Courts as liens upon real estate in granted in
Section 812, title 28 of the United States Code
Annotated. That section provides that judg-
ments rendered in a district court of the Unit-
ed States within any state shall be liens on

property throughout such state in the same
manner and to the same effect and under the
same conditions only as if such judgments and
decrees had been rendered by a court of gen-
eral jurisdiction of such state. Previous to
the passage of House Bill No. 40 a judgment
of a District Court of the United States ipso
facto was a lien upon all of the property with-
in the territorial limits of the district court.
Under House Bill No. 40, however, a judgment
of the District Court of the United States will
not be a lien upon real estate within the terri-
torial limits of the district court other than the
county in which the court is sitting at the time
of the rendition of the judgment unless a cer-
tified copy of the judgment is filed in the
county in which the land is situate.

Code Revision

Notwithstanding aggressive opposition to it
on the ground among others, that it would be
in violation of Section 51 of Article 5 of the
State Constitution which provides:

"The legislature shall pass no law granting
to any association, corporation, or individual,
any exclusive rights, privileges, or immuni-
ties within this State."

the legislature passed and the Governor ap-
proved by his signature Senate Joint Resolu-
tion 27 which establishes a commission to
supervise the revision of State Laws and which
provides for the publication of the revision by
the Harlow Publishing Company of Oklahoma
City.

The commission is composed of the Gover-
nor, the President Pro Tempore of the Senate,
the Speaker of the House, the chairman of the
Senate and the House Committees and two
members of the Bar of the Governors of The
State Bar to be selected by the Board. The
Governor is ex-officio chairman of the Com-
mission. The resolution provdies that the re-
vision be approved by the Commission, and
that when so approved and when published it
shall be prima facie evidence of the laws of the
State of Oklahoma therein contained. The
compilation is to be known as "Oklahoma
Statutes, 1931."

H. G. McKeever Appointed
On Governor's Committee

Of Twenty-one
Horace G, McKeever, veteran Enid lawyer

and one of the vice-presidents of the State Bar
of Oklahoma, was recently named by Governor
William H. Murray on the Committee of twen-
ty-one, which has for its purpose, the working
out of a plan for revision of the Constitution
and the Judiciary of Oklahoma.

Mr. McKeever is well known over the State
and has long been active in the works of the
Bar Association and State Bar, and will no
doubt bring many good suggestions to the com-

mittee.
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Work of the Board of GovernorsSome of the members of both houses in their
argument against the adoption of the resolu-
tion cited Guthrie Daily Leader vs. Cameron,
3 Okla. 677, 41 Pac. 635; and Callaghan and
Company vs. Smith, 136 N. E. 748.

Statement of The Ownership
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.,

REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CON-
'	 GRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912

Of OKLAHOMA STATE BAR JOURNAL pub-
lished monthly at Alva, Oklahoma for April 1st,
1931.

State of Oklahoma, County of Woods, ss.
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State

and county aforesaid, personally appeared F. B.
H. Spellman, who, having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law, deposes and says that he is the Editor-
in-Chief of the Oklahoma State Bar Journal and
that the following is, to the best of his knowledge
and belief, a true statement of the ownership, man-
agement, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown in the above caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 411,
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse
of this form, to-wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publish-
er, editor, managing editor, and business managers
lore:

Publisher, The State Bar of Oklahoma, 417 Com-
merce Exchange Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla.

Editor, F. B. H. Spellman, Alva, Oklahoma.
2. That the owner is: The State Bar of Okla-

homa, a public corporation, existing under and by
virtue of Chapter 264 Session Laws of 1929, of the
State of Oklahoma.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: None.

F. B. H. SPELLMAN, Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 24th day

of March, 1931.

Florence Rush,
(Seal)	 My commission expires Mar. 2, 1933.

NECROLOGY

FRED PFENDLER
.Fred Pfendler of Muskogee, was born in

Iowa, November 1st, 1866, and passed away at
Muskogee on August 23rd, 1930.

Mr. Pfendler attended Shattuck College
and graduated in law from Drake College of
Des Moines, Iowa, coming to Guthrie, in 1907.
And on to Muskogee in the fall of 1907 was
a member of the Muskogee County Bar As-
sociation and the State Bar of Oklahoma.

Mr. Pfendler, had enjoyed an active prac-
tice in all State and Federal Courts. No
member of the bar exceeded him in his cour-
tesies to fellow members, and the friendships
that he held. He believed in and practiced
according the highest ideals of ethics.

He left surviving him, the widow, two chil-
dren of Muskogee, and a brother and sister
in Iowa.

Sixty Attend Creek County
Bar Meeting

Approximately 60 attending the meeting of
the Creek County Bar Association in the base-
ment of the Bristow Catholic church Satur-
day evening, March 21st, according to Sam
Denyer, Drumright attorney and president of
the association.

An excellent program, lasting about three
hours, was carried out. Syrian foods were
served.

Nate Gibson, well-known Tulsa attorney
delivered the principal address. His subject
was: "Problems of the Lawyer." The address
was most interesting. Fletcher Johnson of
Bristow, former state senator, acted as toast-
master.

One of the features of the program was
an extemperaneous debate between Bristow
and Sapulpa attorneys. The question was:
"Resolved: That It Is More Appropriate To
Dunk Than to Crumble Your Corn Pone In
Pot Likker." Frank Laux and Bill Cheatam of
Bristow upheld the affirmative side and
Lester Blakemore and George Burke the nega-
tive.

The True Concert Trio, three young ladies
from Oklahoma City playing the piano, violin
and cello, provided music. Miss Jeannette True
formerly of Drumright, was one of the trio.

Among those in attendance at the gathering
were District Judges J. Harvey Smith of Sa-
pulpa; Mark Bozarth of Okmulgee and John
Norman of Okemah, County Judge Carl
Hughes and Oounty Attorney Sebe Christian.

Those who went from here were: Mrs. Luc-
ina Rolette, Grace Arnold, Charles Webster,
Walt Speakman and son, Jack Speakman and
Sam Denyer. Luster Cook attended from Oil-
ton.

At the close of the program the meeting
was adjourned until 1:30 p. m., April 6, at
which time a business session will be held in
the district court room at Sapulpa.

—Drumright Derrick, March 21st.

Regular monthly meeting held at Oklahoma
City, 1:00 P. M., Friday, March 27th, 1931.

Meeting called to order by President Alger
Melton.

Present:
Melton,	 Spellman,
Cutlip,	 Dickson,
Thompson,	 Potterf,
Wright,	 de Meules,
Massingale,	 Utterback

Absent: Richardson, Spillers, McKeever.
Ordered, that the minutes of meeting of

February 27-28 be approved.
Ordered, that a committee on rules be and

it is hereby appointed as follows:
Edgar A. deMeules, Chairman,
H. G. McKeever, and
D. A. Richardson.

DOCKET
Cause No. 47: Ordered that finding and rec-

omendations of section 13, be approved
and the complaint dismissed.

Cause No. 50: Ordered that findings and rec-
ommendations of section No. 13, be ap-
proved and the complaint dismissed.

Cause No. 52: Ordered, that the cause be re-
referred to section 13, with directions to
complete record by obtaining a transcript
of the evidence and making specific find-
ings and recommendations.

Cause No. 55: Ordered, that the exceptions to
the findings and recommendations of the
administrative committee be overruled
and said findings and recommendations
be approved and the complaint dismissed.

Cause No. 56 Ordered, that the finding and
recommendations of the administrative
committee be approved and the complaint
dismissed.

Cause No. 57: Ordered, that the cause be
referred to review group No. 2. after ex-
piration of the period for filing of excep-
tions.

Cause No. 58: Ordered, that the cause be re-
ferred to review group No. 4, after expira-
tion of the period for filing of exceptions.
Board after cause is at issue.

Cause No. 59:: Ordered, that the cause be re-
ferred to review group No. 3, after ex-
piration of the period for filing of excep-
tions.

Cause No. 60: Ordered, that the cause be re-
ferred to Mr. Massingale with instruc-
tions to set the date of hearing, take
evidence and submit the same to the

Board after cause it at issue.
Cause No. 61: Ordered that the cause be re-

ferred to Mr.Spillers with instructions to
set the date of hearing, take evidence
and submit the same to the Board after
cause is at issue.

Ordered, that an accusation be filed against
Earl Joyce and that the Board take original
jurisdiction.

Ordered, that the question raised by M. E.
Becker be referred to Mr. Spellman for inves-
tigation and report back to the Board at the
April meeting.

Ordered, that the following be appointed
as a committee on Unauthorized Practice of
Law to cooperate with the Committee of the
American Bar Association:

Roland Gish, Tulsa, Chairman,
Edward P. Marshall, Tulsa,
Benjamin Martin, Muskogee,
Robert M. Rainey, Oklahoma, City,
Claude Monnet, Oklahoma City.

Ordered, that the Board of Governors rec-
ommend to the legislature the passage of an
Act relating to the practice of law (copy in
full appears at page 9 of this journal).

Ordered, that the Committee on Judicial Re-
form be directed to present to the Committee
appointed to consider amendments to the con-
stitution of the State of Oklahoma, the recom-
mendations made at the past State Bar As-
sociation meetings and the Annual meeting of
the State Bar of Oklahoma.

Ordered, that fees be accepted and the fol-
lowing attorneys placed on the roll as active
members in good standing:

E. V. Anderson, Stillwater,
B. D. Jordan, Hugo,
Z. T. Thompson, Okemah.

Ordered, that the following be appointed as
delegates to the American Bar Association:

James R. Keaton, Oklahoma City,.
A. Scott Thompson, Miami,
W. C. Stevens, Lawton.

Ordered, that "Opinion Number One" of the
Committee on Rules, be and it is hereby ap-
proved and adopted; (full copy appears on
page 6 of this journal).

Ordered, that the matter of the resignation
of C. Guy Cutlip, be postponed for further
consideration.

Ordered, that Paragraph D., section 1, rule
16, of the rules and regulations governing ad-
mission to the practice of law in the State of
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Oklahoma be amended by inserting after the
word "four" and before the comma "and Rule
Five."

Adjourned to reconvene 9:00 A. M. Satur-
day, March 28.

Meeting re-convened at 9:00 A. M., March
28th:

All members present, except H. G. McKee-
ver.

Ordered, that the attention of the County
Attorney of Pawnee county be called to the
fact that Ray Ellis Foster is practicing law
without having been admitted.

Ordered, that the committee appointed to
select a person or persons, to do the work in
connection with the restatement of law in Ok-
lahoma in connection with the American Law
Institute be authorized to employ Mr. Garrett
Logan of the Tulsa Bar to do said work and
arrange compensation on a quantam merit
basis.
Cause No. 43: Charles R. Nesbit; ordered that
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Only the Best Is Good Enough for These
Attorneys

If you would know the leading law firms in
Oklahoma, read carefully the list we print
each month of those having briefs printed in
our shop. For March we have the following:

United States Supreme Court: Roy F. Ford and S. J. Montgomery (24pp); James
C. Denton and Richard H. Wills (90pp).

Interstate Commerce Commission: A. F. Winn and R. D. Pearce (15pp); H. D.
Driscoll (7pp); E. N. Adams (14pp).

United States Circuit Court of Appeals: L. M. Poe, E. J. Lundy, R. E. Morgan
and H. R. Duncan (107pp); T. J. Leahy, C. S. MacDonald, F. W. Files, H. C. Hargis, F.
0. Yarbrough, Louis N. Stivers, and L. H. Taylor (4opp); James A. Veasey, Lloyd G.
Owen, Floyd L. Dooley, C. P. Gotwals, John T. Gibson, James D. Gibson, F. M. Goodwin,
H. G. House and R. S. Cate (46pp).

United States District Court (West. Dist.): Edward H. Chandler, William 0.
Beall, Summers Hardy, Robt. L. Imler, R. W. Garrett, R. W. Kellough, W. S. Cochran
and T. H. Hammett (90pp).

Supreme Court of Kansas: Ed T. Hackney and William C. Liedtke (91pp).
Supreme Court of Oklahoma: Sam A. Neely, McMahon & Keating, Rayford S.

Reed and D. F. Rainey (65pp); Earl Q. Gray and Geo. S. Ramsey (90pp); Mills & Cohen
(11pp); Gray & Palmer (6pp); C. B. Stuart, C. A. Coakley, E. J. Doerner and B. A.
Hamilton (56pp); T. R. Freeman and Hagan & Gavin (5opp); Breckinridge & Bostick
(66pp); Thompson, Mitchell, Thompson & Young, Joe T. Dickerson, Ronald J. Foulis,
John M. Thompson, Edw. H. Chandler, Summers Hardy, Robert L. Imler, J. C. Denton,
R. H. Wills, J. H. Crocker and I. L. Lockewitz (22pp); H. F. Fuling (32pp); Gray Car-
roll, C. H. Jameson, Lashley & Rambo and Biddison, Campbell, Biddison & Cantrell
(158pp); Allen, Underwood & Canterbury and Ames, Cochran, Ames & Monnet (144pp);
James B. Diggs, William C. Liedtke, Russell G. Lowe, Redmond S. Cole and C. L. Bil-
lings (51pp); Samuel A. Boorstin and E. M. Calkin (22pp); C. B. Stuart, Charles A.
Coakley and E. J. Doerner (154pp); Poe, Lundy & Morgan and Fuller, Porter & Fuller
(76pp); Louis W. Pratt and James Harrington (26pp).

Criminal Court of Appeals: Hudson & Hudson and McCollum & McCollum
(39pp).

For all of which we are very thankful

Guyette & Company, Law Brief Printers
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the findings and recommendations of section
21, that the accused be suspended for a period
of one month, be reduced to a reprimand. A
full and complete copy of opinion herein set out
on page 14.

Ordered that the May meeting of the Board
of Governors be held at Ohickasha.

Meeting adjourned.

Aid For The Judges Of The
Court of Criminal Appeals

House Bill 470 was passed by the legislature
and approved by the Governor. It provides
for the appointment of a chief law clerk at a
salary of $2,200 per annum and for two law
clerks at a salary of $1,800 per annum. The
bill also requires that every two years a pre-
siding judge for the court shall be elected
from its membership.
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